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The men's· lacrosse team 
shut downbartmouth 14-
, 5 Wednesday, --to end their, 
season with a 9~3 record 
· and poss:bly an NCAA 
berth. See story page 32. 
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An exhibition of the 
·works of the 'iJF A s~u·-
den t~ is being featured in 
the Paul Creative Art_s 
gallery. See story page 19. 
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UNH Student wins . award 
By Marla G. Smith "!found out about the scho~ 
Dennis O'Conn'ell is the first larship in the honors 401 pol-
UNH student; and o~e of only · itical science class. Professor · 
102 college sophomores across _ John Kayser urged all sopho-
the country, to wio the $28,000 mores to apply." 
Harry_ S. Truman Scholarship Each university in the United 
which he will receive this Sat- States nominates two outstand-
urday in Missouri. ing students, said Professor . 
The award, based on academic Kayser. "Dennis had done a 
standing, past public service and -- great .deal of public services 
essays op public policy issues while he was in high school and 
will be divided equally to cover a college fresh111an. He has done 
his final two years of undergrad- · more than other students have 
uate study and his first two years done in the past." 
of graduate school. O'Connell is one of the 22 
"I think the excitement will sophomores enrolled in UNH's 
probably hit me this weekend. new honors program. He said 
It's·been such a long process that applying for the award_ "was like 
_it'- hasn't hit me yet," said taking on another c,ourse." He 
,O'Connell, an .a.n.im.d ~cience- · '-~ead-Truman biographies, and 
major. He starttd'.the __ app1ica-~ --~.r~adthenewspaperdaily -tokeep . 
tion process in Septembei;-. up on public-policy issu·es. This, 
he said; helped him when he had . 
to write three essays, attend 
interv--iews, and fill out forms. 
O'Connell, one of the 200 
f irialists taken from 3000 ap-
plicants in J actuary, was indi-
viduaJly interviewed on Jarma.ry , 
l 5. The inte-rvie.ws took place 
in n major cities. O'Connell V 
was interviewed'in Boston. 
The interviewers judged the 
applicants o-n analytic ability, 
communication skills, self- · 
confidence; demonstrated in-
terest· in government service, 
an"d commitment -tb future go-
vernment service. 
O'Connell's extracurricular 
activities include V.P. of Alpha 
~amma Rho fratem~~t,. !nter-
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Dr.talkSOnWar ecohC>my UNH sophomore Dennis O'Connell r~cently ~on ·the Harry' S. Truman Scholarship given by the U.S. Congress. O'Connell 
is the first UNH student to win the award. (File photo) By Peter A.1~atz _ 
Dr. M .. Scott Peck, · a re-
knowned psychologist and best-
selling author, discussed an 
analogy to the psychology of 
dying which may explain peo-
pl'e' s feelings of ,helplessness 
regarding problems with th.e 
U.S.'s war econOmy and Chris-
tianity, Tuesday night . 
. Peck, the last speaker in the 
Saul 0. S-idore Lecture Series 
concerning "SpirituaJ Values 
~nd -Society," spoke to an au-
-dience of 500 people in the 
Memorial Union Building about 
psychology, and problems with 
the United States~ wa,r economy 
and Christianity. 
Peck is the author of the best-
seller "The Road Less Tra- · 
veHed", a book about love, · 
traditional values · and spiritual 
growth. · 
Dr. Scott Peck, renowned psyc'hologist, spoke to a packed 
Granite State .room in the MUB Tuesday night. (File photo). 
In his lecture, Peck proposed 
many theories about the arms 
race and the war economy. 
'There is no clear evidence that 
our country ever recovered from 
the Great Depression," he _ said. 
"In 1938, lend-lease ( the U.S. 
supplying of ships to England) 
began and we have been on war 
· Bc1nker speaks . 
·.on .African aid 
economy ever since." ; By Rick Kampersal 
"We are seeing bread lines. Michael Turner, World 
today with Reagano.mics,-which Bank's Loan Officer for Togo, 
we do not want to see. (Our , West Africa, spoke to about 25 
economy) is · like a patient people Thursday afternoon on 
running down the :hall atta'ched the problems of African assist-
to an intravenous and saying', ance. 
Tm healthy,' " said 'Peck. . Turner's talk focused on ~--
Political Science Professor · type rf aid called ·rechnicai 
Clifford. Wirth agreed with this assistance: This is when a so-
analysis. "The war economy is . called expertgoes ove~ to Africa 
a· bad economy'.Jt has · the least ·· and attempts to teach Africa:ri 
economic stimulation and do.es q{ficia:khis pai;-iicular ~kill,--said 
no,t. help empioyment, 'f'irtle . Turner, a' former, U:NH student 
human labor i~ put in." and a graduate of Yale Univer'-
D~spite prbblems with the rs'iiy. ·. ' . ·: .•_-· . _ 
war economy, Peck said "We For instance, Turner talked · 
can not just get rid of the about a ~971 project in wht'ch 
military·: There are good things a World Bank officer travelled · 
about it: leadership and esprit to Senegal to teach offioials how 
de corps . . What we need is to operate and maintain a high-
substitution. There are other' way system. According to 
things it (the military) can do, Turner, the skills were success-
like slum cleaning and educa- fully ~ransferred. "15 years · and 
tion." · $70 million later, the number . 
In addition t6 the U.S. war of expatriates working on this · 
economy, Peck also criti_cized project has increased to 1_2. 
Catholicism. "It is a heretical What have we ac<:;omplished? 
church - during the holocaust There is still a serious concern 
many Catholics did not act and _ - .about the types and kinds of 
during -the Crusades, many assis_tance that these expatriates 
Turks were killed. It must are administering," sa_id Turner. 
change," he 'said. There are also different kinds 
Campus Minister David L. of technical assistance. "One 
Grainger disagreed 'with Peck's such is called institutional tech-' 
statement. ''Heresy deals with nical assistance, which is where 
doctrinal matters; he was talk- an expert is invited to visit and 
ing about hypocrisy." However, give advice on how to build an 
PROF., page 10 institution, like a hospital," said Turner, "but expatriates who 
handle this have a very difficult 
job. His (an expatriot's) tasks 
are hot that easily defined and 
it.. even in vol yes a · certain--
amount of psychology,''.· said __ 
Turner. · · · 
Turner ~-tressed that th~ loans 
· · giv'en out by tqe Wodd Bank 
are not giffs. ~'Each country must 
repay the gioney Vf'e loan them. 
Senega.f mus,t parus $70 oaillion 
-back/' said Turner. .. · 
, He also related .a new type of _ 
· __ concept which he and. his-fellow 
: wor~ers recently :implemented. 
They asked each trainee how · 
t:hey ·would like to be trained and 
in _wha:t ' field. "The results of 
this new idea were. quite sur-
prising. Most of .the trainees 
wanted to get a degree in law, 
explaining fhat it would get 
,them a better job," said Turner, 
"That idea was not so success- _ 
fui:·· The people would get their 
degree and then not be able ·to 
apply it to. their chosen endea-
vors, he said. 
Anoth~r program unveiled 
by World ·Bank _was ~he expert-
foreign counterpart project. The 
purpose was to have the coun-
terpart (trainee) _work under 
the expert and then take his job 
.from him after learning what 
he needs to ·know. 
However t according to 
Turner, the proje.ct had its 
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Students wallow in Congreve 
mud, mirth,-and muddlement 
By Dan Bustard Murphy -at the Mr. Microphone, 
Just when you thought it was using a rare combination of lack 
safe to gq back in the mud, you of tactlessness and cru~lty, the 
can't. Tha.t's right folks. Con- festiv-ities began.J9e Erban, who 
greve's '-maddeningly muddy portrayed "King Kadafy" in a 
merriment called Mud Mania Burger King crown and a whif-
returned Sunday to fill our lives fl~ ball bat, bit the dust agains.~ 
with mirth and muddlement. Bill "the Bud Warrior''. Cowen1, 
This year's event was plagued the so-called defender of the free 
with cool weather conditions world. · 
again, ·but that did not stop the The next "match" was a battle 
fe'-1V' hardy men and women who of the beauties between Liz Lane 
felt a need to display, what little . --;-and Tanya Goddf ield. Funny 
clas~ they have. thing was, a few people in the 
Mud Mania II was improved crowd were glad they were in 
--by the use of. peat moss and top the ring and not oµtside it. "I 
soil to mix with the dirt and would not want to wrestle either 
water .. It was quality ' mud, of them,'.' said obs_erver Joel 
according to most o_f the per- Otfinoski. Rambunctious Kris-
formers. But others had mixed tan Ostron stole the mike from 
any girl in the dorm in the ring. 
What a guy, huh? Well, a. girl · 
challenged him, but forgot to 
mention, that she:- was bringing 
two of her friends. As events 
turnecj against Mr. Macho, he 
decided to play it rough, Often 
using one's hair to achieve a 
grounded situation, Mr. Macho 
was caJled a triple loser by MC 
Murphy. He turned out a triple 
winner, taking the match be.: 
cause none of the girls would 
go near him; 
· feelings going into this extra- Mu.rphy 'and tried to explain . 
vaganza. 'Tm really embar- how immoral all this was. Well, 
rassed," said one combatant, apparently no one wanted to 
"but I'm psyched for the mud." listen, as she went into the· pit. 
"Death, ,pain and blood," said .The contest was a draw. 
Next was a "battle of the 
sexes" six person tag team 
event. In one corner, represent-
ing the entire population of 
women in Durham, were Karen 
Bradberry, Tammy Boyde and 
Dyana Lassonde. ln the other 
corner, representing no one in 
.particular, were Neil Betteny, 
Vic the Quick (quick what is the 
Last weekend's mudwrestling outside _of Congreve led to this 
stranglehold of an Area I resident. (Bob Arsenault photo) 
one of the more serious com- Third on th~ agenda was an 
peritor;, one who obviously interesting scene. Greg "Mr. 
thrives on this type of attention. Macho" Dunne had been saying 
With Matt "Mud Wrestling" all week that he could handle 
. question) and Shawn Thorton. 
The men won, despite the fact 
the girls were favored to win. 
· Then came the Main Event. 
ed a story line for this which 
follow' s·: "This event marks a 
special day for these two com- · 
_petitors who happen to be on 
oppos.ite teams. Twenty years 
ago in a laboratory deep in the 
Amazon Jungle, a chromosonal 
cross between an orangatang 
and a sloth was attempted. 
During the experiment, a bolt 
of lighting blew the · 1ab up. The 
embryos were thrown into a rich 
pile of organic humus where it 
gradually divided and matured. 
Many years. went by with the 
assumption that the experiment 
had failed, until one day a native 
noticed a strange looking object. 
k was determined :tQ be a done 
,of two
1 
different animals, but 
showed no real. resemblance -to 
either or anything. The twins, 
linked at their ------"' (fill in the 
blank), were sepanrted and sent 
to different parts of the world. 
One wound up in jail, the other 
in a mental institution iri Zim:-
babwe. Recently,<!, legal wiU left 
the throne of the Amazon fo the 
last remaining twin. And now, 
in a fight to the death~ both 
weighing 780 pounds, FuMan 
Fetus (Dan Schane) and the 
incomprehensible ·Zimbabwean 
Madman (Rav Ada_ms)." · 
Some demented person invent-
This remarkably clean UNH student is about to come up on the wrong end of a body slam . . 
(Bob Arsenault photo) 
NEWS IN ·. BRIEF 
NH Horse ,Council ,to -Cb-er ,nob·yl sit~uation -
meet 
The .New Hampshire Horse Council is holding 
their next meeting at the Merrimack County 
Courthouse, 163 North -Main Street, Concord, NH, 
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, May 22. 
1 
. 
The NH Horse Counc'il is a non-pro.fit organ-
ization whose purpose is to promote common 
interests of the entire statewide horse ind:ustry, . 
.. providing a valuable link betweenrace, show, and 
-.recreational segments. 
· · The meeting is to open to all interested ho-rse 
owners and other industry members. For _more 
information contact: Dr. Nancy R._Oeuel, UNH 
Coopera-ti_ve Extension Service, 862-2131. 
Co.r'rections -_ 
In the Tuesday,'May 6 edition of -The New 
Hampshire, the front p:age photos of professor 
Stephen Reyna -and UNH preside~t G.ordop. Haaland 
were inadvertently switched by our printers. _ 
The MUSO Sringfest will actually occur Sunday, 
May 11, and not Sunday, ,May 4, as originally 
reported. · 
worsens 
A report on on the National Public Radio stated 
that West German nuclear scientists believe the 
radioactive core of-the- disabled Chernobyl power 
plant, may be melting througq the planf s floor 
. ,into the ground. · · 
The reported said that the second secret,ary of 
the Soviet embassy in Bo_nn was asking the German 
scientists how long it would take the <;ore to burn 
to the ground, and how long it would take for the 
radioactivity to seep into the grouQ.d water. 
M'anagement · seminar at 
library 
The New Hampshire chapter of the American 
Society for Public Administration is presenting 
·a seminar, "Women in Management," on May 12. 
The s~minar is free and open to the public. It 
will be held in the Forum Room of the Dimond 
Library on the UNH campas from 7:30 p:m. to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 862-2391. 
Adams scaied down from the 
second floor of Congreve to 
fight to the death with ''Sew-
erman" Keith Bartlet; who did 
a good crazed Daffy Duck im-
itation, and Kenny '.'Ki_ller 
Igwana" lwomi. Fu had at his . 
side Chris "Captain Caveman" 
Kammy and Wayne "Wildman" 
Houseman. Kille·r lgwana made . 
a spectacular entrance; with the 
wildman; in a small car driven 
by their chauffeur, Bob "Sir 
Chic" Corbett. These six pre-
ceded to perform the same 
phony wrestling ~ove_s ~e~11;1 on 
TV. -: ;-- . - ,. 
The final match, which no · 
one was around to see, was 
between Congreve presidential 
candidates Brett Chamberlain 
and Brent Morgenstern. This 
ended in a draw, due to lack of 
interest, strangely paralleling 
the presidential race. · 
. . 
Morgenstern, Murphy, Me-
lanieJuris and Allison Mills put 
the whole show together, so if 
you have complaints you know -
who to see. See you next year! 
_Expressive student . read .. 
mitted 
Jason Klein, a ·oxford Hills High School student 
suspended for allegedly making rude gestures at 
a teacher, is being readmitted after court ruled· that 
the gesture may be pr<?tected by the First Amend-
ment which gaurantees freedom of expression. 
The incident occurred in a parking lot on April 
14, when English teacher Clyde Clark says Klein, 
"stuck his hand out the window of (a) car with· the 
· middle finger sticking up .in a gesture generally 
known as giving someone the finger." Clark also 
claims . that Klein was sneering at him. 
Klein is being allowed back in school until a further 
hearing is held in U.S. District Court. 
PsYCli' D~parfirt~llt 
·· :lifflitS enr01Inte11t~ 
By Jennifer Hightower 
In order to, preserve the high 
standard of education in the 
UNH Psychology Department, 
a limit was · placed upon the 
number of students who may -
enroll, according to Janice Chad-
wick, psy_chology department 
academic counselor. 
"The number of majors in the 
psychology has doubled withir;i, 
the last eight years, it not less; 
. said Chad~wic·k. "If it were to 
, cont inue i:n this direction, it 
could pu.t a strain on coures 
loads." The new limit will allow 
smai'ler class sizes resulting in 
a "more positive educational 
experience," she said. 
about th~ pre_sent number of 
over 400 students, but Chadwick 
said she was not at liberty to say 
what the actual limit will be. 
The new limit will not affect 
incoming freshmen or transfer 
students if psychology is their 
designated major, according to 
Chadwick. Anyone who made 
an appointment during prer-
egistration to declare psychol-
ogy will also be allowed to enter 
the department, she said. How-
ever, those who are already 
attending the University, must 
ap.ply before they are allowed 
to declare psychology as a major, 
she said. 
Horse and ~ider successfully complete a jump at last weekends Spring Ho,rse Trials. (Cindy 
Rich photo) 
The cap on the numb-er of 
psychology majors was set on 
May 5 and will go into effect this 
fall. The limit will remain at 
Applying students must meet 
new criteria which will be voted 
upon by psychology department __  
PSYCH, page 15 
Senate .next step for magazine · 
By Jon Kinson 
The University moved one 
step closer to having its own 
monthly magazine as the Stu-
- dent Activities Fee Council 
(SAFC) unanimously accepted-
this ·new concept p-roposed by · 
the Student Press. 
The concept must no-w be 
passed by the student senate, 
and the budget, oricre revised to 
handle the change in organiza-
tion:, will have to be passed by 
SAFC and the senate. -' · 
The unanimous vote by SAFC 
shows that the idea is well liked, 
said Student Body President Jay . 
Ablondi, who thinks the mag-
I 
azine is a "step in the right 
direction." 
"This magazine idea has been 
something that has been talked 
about. I'm 'glad th~ new admin-
istration over at the Student 
Press was bold enough to take 
the steps needed," he said. ' 
"A magazine has greater sfielf 
life (than a newspaper)," he 
added. "It will b'e around and 
the students can refer to 'it." 
The prnposal will be voted 
· on by the studem senate Sunday 
night and the revised budget will 
'be 'reviewed' by' SAFC and if .!it 
is not tabled, will be voted on 
by then. The executive commit-
tee or the student senate as a 
whole will then vote on it the 
same night. _ 
If the student organ·izations 
pass .the concept and budget, the 
campus will have its own mag-
azine next · fall. 
"The best part about th~ new 
magazine will be its coverage 
of UNH activities," said Carrie 
Keating, campus correspondent 
for the Campus Voice magazine. 
Campus Voice covers campus . 
neYJ:i -au -over tme country, but 
this · (the new magazine) will 
nve its own readership because 
it will be the University's own 
magazine.'' 
Graduates ·sign loan notes 
By Andrea Holbrook 
Many graduating seniors h~ve 
probably received letters say.!_ng 
t_hey must attend a information 
session on student loans ifthey 
want to receive their diploma 
later this summer. 
The letters were sent · to 
Spring is in the air, as evidenced by this -budding tree behind 
the Paul Creative Arts Center. (Cindy Rich photo) 
seniors who have taken out a 
National Direct Student .Loans 
(NDSL) through the UNH 
Financial Aid Off ice. --These 
students must sign an exit 
interview package in order to 
receive their diploma and have 
their transcripts released, ac-
cording to LeaAnn Burr, credit 
manager for UNH' s Credit and 
Collection Department. The 
Student Body President Jay Ablondi says ·he thinks a new 
magazine on camp.us would be "a step in th'e right directi-
. on."(Cindy Rich ph<:>to) · 
Children inspire . 
future teachers •· 
exit interview package consists . By Marybeth Lapin 
of a synopsis of credit history To show UNH Music Educa- -
with the University., and a tion students what they can look 
repayment schedule. forward to after graduation, a 
The package explains stu- group of Maine third -graders 
dents ' and Credit and Collec- put on a song and dance recital 
tions' responsibilities, said Burr. in the PCAC Bratton Room. 
The package also includes a loan On Wednesday, the AO red 
interview for the University's Elementary School third grade 
records. class enacted a sqled down 
Burr said federal policy re- ve_rsioi:i'o't the musical "Up Whh 
quires graduating s~~iors to sign People,,before an audience of 
the exit interview package, , future music teachers,. a few 
adding that fedei:-al policy also . -parents and Dr. Cleveland How-
reql;lires the University to with- ard of -the UNH Music Depart-
hold diplomas and transcripts - m~nt. 
from students who do not s_ign _ The progra_m started out with 
the package. some rousing songs and a warm-
The last information session up_ dance designed "to get the 
will be held 'today from 1 p.in. old college students _to join in 
to 2 p.m. in Hamilton Smith, the font· said music teacher 
room 216. Burr said students Pamela Walther. Waltner, who 
who miss the information ses- . attended U~B as an undergrad-
sion should_ get in touch witl:i uate, adapted all the songs . and 
the Financial Aid Office as soon choreographed the da_,i:1ces. "Re-
as possible. She said students . member that everything you see · 
who fail to attend the session, is adapted to the thi_rd grade 
or get in touch with t~~ Finan- level," Walther said. 
cial Aid Office will receive the Thi floor of the Bratton 
packages by certified mail this Room was scattered with third 
summer. - graders cC>stumed as daffodills, 
trees and butterflies. Those 
children who weren't acting 
made up the chorus. 
All the costumes- were de-
·signed and constructed by the 
srudents during art classes. 
Songs were rehearsec:l during 
music class, and scenes practiced 
in teacher Karen· Fitzpatrick's 
third grade classroom. 
"The program wou-ld no·t 
have been possible without -the . 
collaboration of the classroom 
teacher and the art teacher," 
-Walther .-said. Walther accom-
panied · the children :oh her 
guitar, singing 'along to prompt 
those who couldn't quite _.re-
member• the wmds. · 
The t,hird gtaders have 
wqrked ori this program since 
February, a:ccor.ding to Fitzpa.:. 
trick. "Pam (Walther) and I 
thought it ~ould qe great to do 
a mus-ical;" Fitzpatrick said. 
"The kids were really excited 
about it.:· The organization was 
very professional, with informal 
auditions·, classroom 'rehearsals 
and after-school meetings, she· 
said. · · · · 
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This summer, College Pro, the largest residential painting organization in North America 
will employ over 3000 student paiAters. Our managers are hiring now for outlets acros~-
North America. 
1, Over the summer, Painters aRd Foremen average $4 to $7 per hour. Any painting experience 
is a plus, but not necessary; we'll train you. 
Applications Available: .CALL 1-800-346-4649 
"Get ·a handle this summer on ~ollege expenses." 
By Denise Popp 
' The door slammed on my leg, 
then closed. I tried again. This 
time the door hit my shoulder, 
and my leg slammed against the 
wall. Getting into the bathroom 
never seemed like a challenge 
before, but then again I'd never 
tried 'it from a wheelchair: 
Finally a kind man offered to 
GET INVOLVED 
Join one of th,e most active 
student-organizations on campu_s , t) ' ' ' 
~-',~~----. ', ~, is looking for/a . 
'\~~ Production Se-curity Ma.nager 
This •is a compensated position 
DON'T WAIHII 
Apphcations available 
in .MUSO office Rm 148-MUB 
. / 
AM ·llN A ·eATTERl·NG 
. RELATIONSHIP? 
hold the door. There he stood 
holding the door to the women's 
room wide open as I rolled 
inside. 
Getting-out of the bathroom 
was a also a problem. The door 
was just too heavy to open. I 
became extremely frustrated. 
I was thinking about just knock-
ing 9n the door and asking 
someone to .let me out, when 
a woman on crutches heard the 
banging, op~ned the door, and . 
asked me if I was okay. 
This all occurred when I spent 
a day in a wheelchair as an 
experiment. I learned to recog- . 
nize the size and weight of 
doors, the speed at which an 
elevator doses, and that h_elp 
is available if you just ask fot 
it. 
As I sat in the MUB Pub,. it 
seemed as though everyone in 
wheelchairs stopped by to say 
"Hf' and see how my day was 
· going. . 
One woman rolled up and 
said, "So you're the new gimp 
on campus.''. It made me feel so 
good to know somebody could 





difficulties I was experiencing. 
Lunch was anot_her challenge. 
. I thought to myself, "No prob-
lem I'll just put the food on a 
tray." I forgot to think about 
carrying a drink. I. needed tyrn 
hands on the wheels, so I 
couldn't hold the drink. If r 
stopped or sped up.too fast, the 
drink would spill. I.didn't like 
. being dependent on others, _but 
people were ,kind when I asked 
forhclp. . . 
After lunch I sat back and 
relaxed and_ watched peoples' 
reactions tO me and my chair. 
U n-til this day -~ never realized 
how people in wheelchairs feel. 
I got very frustrated and 
defensive when people walked 
by and tried to sneak glances 
at me. Many people would see 
tpe chair, look down and side-
step aw;iy. How wovld you feel 
if people went by you and · 
couldn't even look at you or say 
"Hi"? · . 
I asked Reta LaFord, a UNH 
student, how she feit about 
people in wheelchairs. She said, 
WHE.ELS, page IO 
(603) 431-8319 
T~SHIRTS • GOLF SHIRTS • 
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs . 
SWEAT SHIRTS • HATS 
& TOTES 
3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. NH 03801 
YES, you may be a BATTERED WOMAN 
ifyou: · _ 
-'-are frightened of your partner's te1nper: 
Pf!J_.-.J).'13 
- -are often c<>mpliant because you are afraid to hurt your 
partner's feelings or are afraid of your partner's anger 
-:-have the urge to "rescue" you partner when your partner 
is troubled 
-:-find yourself apologizing to yourself or t() others fo1~ your 
partner'.s -behavior when you are treated badly 
-h_ave been hit, kicked, shoved or had tHings thrown at y(>U 
by your partner when he or she was, jealous or angry 
-:-make decis_ions about activities and friends according to 
. what your partner wants or how your partner will reaq 
~drink heavily or use drugs 
Y~S, you may be a BATTERER if yol_.J: 
-are very jealous · 
-:sulk s}lently when upset 
-have an explosive ternper , 
-criticize and put down your partner a _lot 
.:_have difficulty expressing feelings 
-drink hea~ily Or use drugs 
1, . 
-believe that it is the rnale role to be _in charge, or have 
contern pt for women 
-are protective of your partner to the point of .controlling . 
control your partner's behavior, money, and decisions 
.:._h ~1ve broken things, thrown things at your partner, hit, 
shoved or kicked your partner when angry 
FOR-HELP CALL: 
"A SAFI; PLACE" 436- 7924 -
7 p.m.-10 p.m. 
.,, /,$~ 
IJlttM 
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WSBE tests ex,ecutive fitness 
By Jessica Wilson 
· Business exeLutives from 
around the world are signing 
up to run on a UNH treadmill 
until they are out of breath: They 
are not masochists, they are part 
of a special fitness testing 
program for executives which 
i~ gaining popularity. . · 
Classes in finance, organiza-
tion, policy and strategy are !he . 
main focus of the Executtve 
Development Program, two and 
three-week intensive programs 
offered 'to busines_ses through 
UNH' s Whitemore School of 
Business and Economics. 
The program is nine years 
old, but two years ago the option 
· for a fitness test was added. 
About hal{of the executive sign 
up for the fitness test, said . 
Robert Kertzer, the UNH phys-
· "I examine the risk factors ( to 
on a treadmill while blood the h~art)-like cigarette smok-
pressure, · heart beat and -the 
heart's electric currents are ing, fats in the blood like 
measured. Then a skin fold test . cholesterol, high stress, dia-
betes, lack of exercise, and 
is used to estimate percentage d h · . obesity," he said. For those who 
of body fat. Kertzer an is _ want to start getting fit right • 
colleague, Neil Vroman, share 1 11 
the results of both tests in a away, there are optiona vo ey-
private interview with the ex- ball games four times a week. 
ecutive. · · · 
The executives als·o keep a 
diet diaty for a week before 
atteriding the program. The 
diary is then computer evaluated 
by UNH's Human Nutrition 
Program. Executives are served 
carefully planned, well-balanced . 
buffets at the New England · 
· Center while attending the 
program. 
Kertzer offers a two hour 
lecture on cardiovascular health. 
Even though it is becoming 
. widely recognized that a healthy 
employee is usually a more 
productive one, Kertzer says a 
few of the executive employees 
have reservations about the , 
value of lifestyle changes. 
"I suggest simple changes, 
like getting off a bus a few stops -
earlier, or taking the stairs 
instead of the elevator," he says. 
"A prudent person will change 
if health is important to them." 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••• e, .ical education professor is • , : 
charge of the fitness testing. . =:. ACTIVIST STUDENTS -GET :. "Health promotion programs 
are growing in leaps and bounds VOLVED THIS SUMMER , • 
in American industry," he said. : IN : 
Executives come to the pro-
gram from all over the nation, 
northern Europe and Latin 
America; from industries rang-
ing from computer manufactur-
ing to oil exploration. Usually 
five sessions of 20 to 25 exec-
utives are held eac;h year, said 
Linda Sprague, program direc-
tor and UNH ·profes·sor of 
administration. 
First, executives are wired to 
an electrocardiograph and put 
Work with NH People's Alliance on 
important New Hampshire issues and have 
a great job and summer. Scholarships and 
Internships -available to students. 
• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • .
Hours: Mon-Fri. 2-10 l)..m. : • 
Starting Salary $180 pl us per· week - : 
• Call Val at 225-4007 for interview : 
• • . - . ...............•............................. , 
FRIDAY,MAY9 . 
CONANT HALL REDEDICATION - Keynote add~-ess, 
"Psychology Faces Its Second Century," Room 101 / 102, 2 
to 3 p.m. Open House, tour newly refurbished building, 3 
to 5 p.m. Rededication ce.remony and reception, Room 101/102, 
5 to 6-p.m. 
SENIOR RECITAL -- Elaine Smith, piano. Bratton Recital 
Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Free, open to public. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - 'Jose_ph And The Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat." Musical. Johnson Theater, Paul · 
Arts, Regular Performances 5 / 9 & 5 / 10, 8 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MAY 10 
MEN'S LACROSSE - Alumni Game 
MEN'S TRACK - at Northeastern Invitational 
JUGGLING CONVENTION - 3r~ Al£!lost Annual Live _Free 
or luggle Convention. Open gym Jugglrng, workshops, videos 
ana public show at 1:30 P.,m. Featunng Mark ~izer and some 
of tfie best performers tn the Northeast. Field House, 10 
a.m. to 10 p.m. Students $1, General $3. 
SUNDAY, MAY 11 · 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - NCAA~Semifinals 
MEN'S BASEBALL - vs. Southern Maine (2), 1 p.m. 
CHANNEL 11 AUCTION - "A New England Fair." .For 7 
daxs, merch:mdise, services, vacations, antiques, art and crafts 
-will go to the highest bidders, beginning at 5:30 p.m. 9n 
all New Hamesliire Public Television stations. For infor-
mation, watch Chat1nel 11 or call 862-2812. · 
MUSO FILM·:- DOUBLE FEATURE: "Everything You Always 
Wanted to Know About Sex," 7:45-p.m. & 11:15 p.m. and 
"An-nie Hall," 6 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB . 
Students $2, General $3 for botfi films. . 
UNH ORCHESTRA AND CONCERT CHOIR - Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY. MAY 12 
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES - Chicago Rhythm, Strafford 
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Students/ Seniors - $2.50, GcP.erai - $3.50. 
TUESDAY. MAY 1~ 
MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR WARREN H. HELD~ Professor 
Held's friends and students invited to the service. Bratton 
Room, M135, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY.MAY 14 
READING DAYS - 1:hrough Thursday, May 15. 
MEN'S -BASEBALL - vs. Dartmouth (2), 1 p.m . . 
THURSDAY, MAY 15 
MUSO FILM - "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's. Nest." Strafford 
Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Students.$1, General
1
$2. 
FRIDAY, MAY 16 
FINAL EXAMS - ,Th:ough Thursday, May 22. 
MEN'S BASE:SALL - ECAC Playoffs, through Saturday, May 
17. 
MEN'S TRACK - at New Englands., .through Saturd_ay, May 
17. 
SUNDAY, MAY 18 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - NCAA Finals 
SEACOAST NHMTA RECITAL - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul 
Arts, 2 p,.m. . 
· THOMPSON SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT - August 
·Schumacher, Jr., Commissioner, Mass. Deer. of Food and· 
Agriculture will give the address to the gracluates, families 
ana friends. Lundholm Gymnasium, 2 p.m. . . 
MUSO FILM - "What's Up Doc?" Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:.30 p.m. Students $1, General $2. . 
MONDAY, MAY 19 
CELEBRATION - Presidem Gordon Haaland invites faculty 
and staff to celebrate the conclusion of the 1985-86 academic 
· y~ar. "Just Desserts For A Job Well Dorie." Music by The 
Hampshire Consort. DeMeritt. Hall -Lawn, 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.· 
Rain: Granite State Room, MUB. . 
THURSDAY, MAY 22 
.RESIDENCE HALLS_.CLOSE - 7 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MAY 23 
SENIOR PICNIC - Faculty and staff invited to barbeque lunch,-
outdoor games and rock music by Perfect Edge. Upper field 
area behmd Field House, noon to 4 p.m. Tickets for lunch, 
$2.50 per person at MUB Ticket Office or p.ay as you go. 
In case of rain - Paul Sweet Q_vaJ, no one under 21. 
MEN'S BASEBALL - NCAA Playoffs, through fy.[oqday, May 
26. . -. '. 
-SATORDAY, MAY24 
UNH COMMENCEMENT - Cowell Stadium, 10:30 a.m. 
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·ACADEMIC 
NEW PERibmCALS AT DIMOND LIBRARY: 
The foHow.ing periodicals are now available at the · 
Library: Agroforestry Systems, Bulletin on Islam 
and Christian-Maj/em Relations in Africa, Current 
Issues in Psychoanalytic. Practice, Foreign Intel-
ligence Literary Scene, Fron,tiers of Health Services 
.. Management, Geology Today, Journal of Japanese 
. Trade and Industry, Journal of Rura,l Studies, Journal 
of Sports Scie1J,ces, New Criterion, Numismatic 
~ News; Occupations, Organizational Behavior and 
Human Pe-rformance, Social Science Microcomputer 
Review. . -
. GENERAL 
MUB LOCKER DEADLINES: Keys must be turned 
in by May 22 for "key deposit refund." Locks on 
blue lockers must be removed by May 22. Lockers 
may be renewed for the summer. 
A BREAK BEFORE FINALS: The Non-Traditional 
Student Center offers a picnic ce.lebration on ·Great 
· Bay. Bring food and munchies. ijeer and lemonade 
· will be provided. Maps available at Underwood 
House. Tuesday; May 13 (last day of classes.), Noon 
on ... for mor~ info, call 3~47. . 
lJNH HORSEMENS CLUB PARTY: Saturday, 
fyfa-y)0, Call Debbie, 868-6420 for time and if you 
didn't at'terid Wednesday's .mee_ting. 
HEALTH 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals con-
. cemed about their drug use are welcome. Tuesdays, 
' Un~erwood House, 7 to 8:30 p.m_; · 
-----"------
CLOSED ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (STEP 
MEETING): Individuals concerned about their 
· drinking are welcome. Tuesdays; Wolff Bouse, 
12:30 to 2 p.m. 
WOMEN, STRESS, AND WELLNESS:· Sponsored 
by Health Education Center, Health Services. 
Program d-irected towards .lifestyle management 
and coping skills for women. We will explore 
relaxation as a stress reduction technique. Su,nday, 
May 11, Fairchild, 7 p.m. · 
FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE - A PLEDGE WALK 
.TO BENEFIT AIDS CAR-£ AND RESEARCH: -
Sunday; June l, Boston: UNH students interested 
·in attending an organizational meeting, call Janet 
Thompson, Health Educa.tion Center, 3823. Show 
that UNH cares! 
MEETINGS 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
. ING: COCA promotes an educated political response 
to the regional wars and social problems in -Central . 
America as a· function of U.S. pol icy. A concensus 
committee, we encourage those with questions, 
ideas, requests, or volunteer time to 1 attend. 
Tuesdays, Merrimack Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST MEETING: 
"Tuesday Night Live" Tuesdays, Room 209, Horton, 
7 to 8:30 p.m: 
Sminer Day Camp Counselor Positions 
Contact: 
in Manchester New Hampshire 
Colit1qe work-study preferred 
Frank Mitchell , Pine Island 4-H Center 
2849 BrowA Ave, Manches.ter N.H. 03103 
Tel: 627-5637 
Delta Chi gains 
national charter 
By Bryan Alexander Wr.issbog, one of the 5 5 
Membe-rs of the Delta Chi · founding fathers; claimed that 
colony V{ere presented wit.h Delta Chi members participated 
their 11ational charter at a dinner . in a numbet of activites which 
in ,the Portsmouth Country be11efitted both the community 
Club, Sunday, giving them of- and the national chapter 
ficial recognition as a fraternity , Wrissbog gave two examples 
at UNH of activities such as participation 
The dinner capped_ off a year in the campus blood drives, and, 
and a half of effort by O~lta Chi more notably, ·a spring raffle . 
members to earn their charter. which featured a trip to Fort 
. The function was attended by I.:auderdale to · the winner. The 
William Kidder, assistant dean procedes of this even t went to 
of student affairs, presidents Dover Children's Home. 
of UNH's other fraternities and The proposal for a charter 
sororities, and families of rihe was sent in on February 13 of 
newly recognized members. this year, said Wr~ssbog. Thi/ -
The movement to instate a request was granted, and the 
. chapter 1of this fraternity at struggle for existance ended a:s 
UNH began in February of last National Treasurer Greg Haus-
year. The idea attracted enough · er handed the charter to acting 
interest to grant Delta Chi president Mark Reilly. 
colony status. __ _ ''I felt relief, it is an tindes-
Colony status is the maturing cribable feeling.," confided 
stage of the organization in ing father Anthony Gene Bay-
which the members do various linson after the ceremony. 
. activites in' order to prove "When you work this hard for 
themselves "worthy" of receiv- over a year, and you fina:lly get 
ing a charter to the national it, you feel great. We're all really · 
chapter; ,said Delta Chi brother, psyched. · ' 
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TUT(?R/ COUNSELORS · 
• 111"ch 11wJy sll.ills 
• protJids persofMI """ dUdntie tissiiu.u' 
• ",.. sophomores o., jM,uors with II good GPA 
•e•r,,.13.7'-lo 14.7'/hr. · · 
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.By Marla G : Smith . 
In response co a threfo- ;i rnf- , 
a-half year ·study by the Diver- · 
sity Committee, UNH President 
Gordon Haaland sent a letter 
to a 11 fa.cult y and staff which 
included plans to. make the 
. University more diverse . 
~, !: u-dents, t'bar s the ru!e of a 
uu.i versiry,'-' he said. "We're not 
luoking ac·guotas ... We don"t 
have any quotas at UNH." 
Assistant Dea.n of Admis-
sions Jim Washington, a 
member of the Diversitf Com-
mittee, said that the group was 
also studying admiss ion policies. 
. . . . • Our Rivers. Our Qeser 
Cities. _ Our Air., Our-Lakes. 
Haaland accepted five prop;, 
osals from t-he committee: · : 
. • lptegrate "perspectives of 
. diverse populations" -into gener-
al education courses. . . 
· • 0.ev,elop a pq!icy allowing 
- hrndicappe.d st11~-knts .ro _pay 
pro-ra t ed- rui~rion if _they are 
unable to take .a full, course load. 
• Seek redu-cti-on of student 
loa-n debts for in-state, low-
income students. 
• AHow non-Christian stu-
Elents to reschedule ~xams if 
religious holidays interfere. 
Secretary of University Sys-
tem,_ Art Grant, said ·"There are 
a ·1ot of people with diverse 
, ethnic backgrounds in New . 
Ham_pshfre tha-r don't go on to 
. college." _ . . , . 
The University of New 
'_Hampshire is a land grant 
institution and has been since 
1865. It's specific purpose is to 
establish schools to educate 
youths uf its State, said Grant . . 
"It doesn't mean a cutback in 
our-of-state students;" he said, 
Dean for Student Affairs an:d · 
co~miqee member, J. Gregg 
~ Establish a spea_kers' bureau Sanborn-said that concerns were 
of non-s~_ereo~ypic me~bers expressed fo~ religious cul~ural 
~f the U nivers1ty to ~peak _t_o - and ethnic d,iversity, minority 
cl ~sses ?r 9,ro.ups from their andinternadonaJ students, older 
~ -perspern~e. . . people, and 'the handicapped. 
The D1vers1ty Comm1ttee, 
corn posed of a group of 12 
faculty,.· staff and · students, 
handed Haaland its report on 
lack of diversity at UNH earlier -
this year. , · 
"We are a relatively homo-
genous corn,munity," said ,Haa-
l·and. "New Hampshire as a 




_ Weight Cor:itrol 
prqbl~ms 
Steph~n J. Little M . Ed 
603-430-8881 
Oceans. Our Mountains. 
,_·Our Plants. 
Haaland believes it is advan-
tageous t9 have students w-ith 
diffe.rent r acial a_nd ethi nic 
backgrounds. "Certainly, to 
Specialized treatment of 
Eating Disorders 
· _These are just a fe'." of the manyitemsto be ·auctioned off this Sunday to ·benefit WENH- -
• TV Channel 11:" (Bob Klemme photo) · ' · -· ·- · · ·. " · · · · ,. · · · · · 
_ broade_o the experience of the • , J/.. • 
: ,Brady Ford· ongra:tulates' 
The Class of '86 
. _ with 
$400~-oo and pre~a,pprovec.l credit!!! 
If you are receivi~g your bachelor's degree; R.N. or gr~d~ate de£fee from UNH-we tip our hats-to you. To-qualified 
· · · · · graduates between October 1; 1985 and September 30,
1
1986, ;· 
Brady Ford can offer you Fo~d's Graduate A~sistance Program. 
_ W~ can give you pre-approved cred_it and $400.00 cash back on your new Ford. To take advru:,tage of this program 
· buy one of the Brady Ford cars or trucks listecfbelow and take delivery by August 31, 1986. 
For further details stop by or contact a Brady Ford Sales Representative ... and ;:tgain congratulations! 
' ' • i', • ,, ~,:_~ 
,. ' . · __ ;,- ··~;,><-" 
.-
rr- · '~S ccsn bac..'.< o ... '.J new Bronco II. $400 cash back on a. new Thunderbird. $400 cash back on a new Tempo. _ 
$400 cash fack on a new. F-1 _50 trvtk. · 
~ ·_. ,.,_ .;; ) _· ,' . ,,,, __ ;,,,,,, ~-_-; .. -~- , . ~' . ~ %:;: --,. ; -~ ··- "' •. ~-. -~ . a"" _· , ,:.-/,,.; • 0 -:-:-· ' . , , 
$400 cash &ack on a new Escort. 
$400 cash bock on-a new Ranger pick-up. . 
-- ' 
/ 
$400 cash back on a ~~w E:cortEXP .
. :~$400 cOsh bci'ck "on a new ·Must-orig 
( 
$400 cash back on a new Aerostpr 
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~. Su~m:er Sei)son 
Yoj-k_ ··Harbor; M~irie 
• • c • I . ..... I • . ~t-; • r 
Clean, newly. wallpapered, painted, furnished 
room~ in residential 9rea home. Shared full 
kitch.en and_laundry,_ roo'm: 5 min. walk to' the 
-beach. Non-smoRersnnly. $~5 per wee_LCall , 
w~ekdays between -7 p.m. and 9 P:_m. 363-7187 
, . .., 
· Summer is the ideal time 
' for college students to get 
ahead! Acce~erate your 
course work or take the 
summer to concentrate on 
a to.ugh requirement. 
UNH at Manchester offers 
the advantages of the 
state university with the 
convenience of a campus in 
'- Manchester. The personal 
attention in small classes 
is sure to enhance your 
_ learning experience. 
By Marla G. Smith 
and Jennifer Hightower 
New England fish _in the Gulf 
of Maine are being crushed, and 
W. Huntting Howell of the 
UNH zoology department is 
conducting Sea Grant-funded 
· :-esearch on what happens to 
these fish that are too small to 
keep for commercial purposes. 
By law, small fish are to be 
thrown back into the ocean, but 
many of them are damaged or 
dead. If this doesn't stop, there 
may be fewer fish in the Gulf 
of Maine, said Howell. 
Howell and doctoral student 
· Richard Langan are studying 
six commercial New England 
LOST· 
Large orange daypack 
with leather bottom on · 
4/14 near Dairy Bar. · 
Contained clothing and 
eyeglas~es. Call Tony at -' 
659-7257 or leave mes-
sage at 862-2070. 
REWARD OFFERED 
' • - J • '.. . ~ ,r 
., .... 
So don't stop thinking just · 
because summer's here. 
Think about how easy it js 
· · to get the University credits 
- you need, in Manci:,ester! · 
Call 668-Ut•iHM for 
information or registration. 





220 Hac.kett Hill .Ro~d, .Mal'lcAeStf3J;. ~ew, Hag,.9.,~hlr,~ 03102 (603) 668~UNHM · 
• , :; • •~ • •' ~-.. ~~ •--~~ ol_ -~ ~ • ' , < A / 
_ grbundf-ish, an industry term pre~ent 80-90 perce?-t of the -
for the fish l·iving on or near commercial groundf1sh catch 
the ocean ·bottom. Howell and in the Gulf of Maine. "Whatever 
Langen's purpose is to se_e how conclusions we draw coul~ have ' 
discard rates and mortal1_ty ~re a profound effect on the rndus-
influenced by the type of fishrng , try," said Howeli. · 
gear used, and where the ca~ch Most small fish try to escape, 
is made in the Gulf of Marne but fail The ones at the bottom 
area. ' of the net are crushed by the 
Howell and I.,angan are ob- weight of the fish above t~en:i. 
serving cod, haddock, y~llowt_ail The gear also picks up debris 
flounder, American pla1Ce, wrn- such as mud and rocks that also 
ter flounder, and grey sole. The add weight. "A boulder can 
study centers on discards from make flat fish out of even cod -
the northern shrimp fishery last and haddock," Ho_well said. 
winter and will continue for 18 "Our original preliminary 
months to two years, Howell study ~howed that there were 
said. -
"' 
The six species studied re- FISH, page 14 
-
Hannah and Her Sisters PG 13 _ 
- 7 & 9:15 PG-13 -
Cocoon Witness 
Schoo{ Spirit _ Silver Bullet 
Journey of Natty Ghan _ 
· · Also VCR rentals _ 
':.:--NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT. 
- ,·,.. ,, is·.required 
·- ;~ i )> 's, .· 
· Special,,- _ 




Concord Trailways will take you right to your . 
terminal from Durham, and pick you up when you 
return. No reservations a.re necess~rf 
urham to Logan Logan to Durham 
Leave Arrive · Leave · .Arrive . Durham . Logao - Loga,n Durham 
7~40AM 9:30AM e:·15AM 10:30AM 
9:40AM t1:30AM 12:15 PM 2:30PM 
11:40 AM 1:30PM ,; 4:00PM 6:30PM 
1:40PM 3:30PM 6:15 PM - 8:30PM 
3:40PM - 5:~0PM 
Durha·m N.H.· 
· Young's Restaurant, ·4a Main Street 
· _, sos · • - · a . 
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(c~minued from page 1) 
fraternity Council secretary/ tr-
easurer, and Inter-Varsity Fel-
lowship group leader. 
He has accomplis_hed many 
public service activities. The 
most imporr~··nt accomplish-
ment has been his volunteer 
off ice ~ork for a fellow pari:-
shioner at Chichester Congre-
gational Church: Senator Gor- _ 
' _do[! Jiuµiphrey. 
,Profess0r Becky ,. Rule; an 
English 501 i_nstructor,. w~s ,one 
of O'Conl)ell:' s teachers this 
semester, "He bas som·e. pretty 
controyersial. views that he isn1t 
afraid to express," she _ said. "In 
a way., he really-has changed the 
_ wlwJe,_courS.~ o( the cJass/' 
··~FORGeT ABOur Ti-\€ ) 
Dee.? BReATH ... i DONTf 
THiNk YOU'Re iN GOOD 
ef'()F UGH C0NDiTiO ---
OR iT !! -
© 1985 Universa l. Press Syndi,ca.te 
/ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Each of Ruie's snident:s were _, • · · • · 
· required to help t·eacf? s·l.ass . . : : 
· O'Connell did it by getting 'th'.e : * - . : . 
·. students to help him out with • . TAT.Ord Ass· oo· iat"'on . 
a research paper. Peo,pk lis- : , . YY 1 _ ~ · · : 
. tened to hiin; they didn't get .. : ( 603) ·659-2423 : _ 
. :~ hostile, said Rule. • • 
, "He's a very special student, 
l' can imagine he w·ould be 
singled out in -this way," said, 
Rule. .-.. ' ' · 
The Truman .scholar will 
• • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • :: : · Word Processing • Typing • Transcription • · 
• Durham, New Hampshire : : . . ' ' . 
······················•~•····················· 
! travel t.o .San Jose, Costa Rica 
.this summer · to work as an 
intern for Associates in Chris- r.~..Q')~-.q-. ~~. . ~.~ _~N-..Q')~•~w- H~iring~t-. tian Service. O'Connell designed r--=---=---~-------------------. 
: the internship program. u the , Student -Summer Member·sh1·p ) nte_m~hipissuccess~lthis.year, ~ ~~ § . ~ ,-, .. .... 
i, may prov\4~ .fu,u.fe i01er~s §. .n_~:.._.:.....-~ (A 3 wheeled, pedal ,, . // . $105.00 
the _chand: -~o Q.() ~hr-1sttan § ruri~·rrtuuin powered street cycle _·///(·' with men·t,·on or . 
service work ma fore1g.ncoui1:- .. ~--- -;-n_.dz• fl,_7_ · 
c, try. . §' . -~ e, -Luu capable of passenger, .. ·. // COP-Y of this ad) . 
\ b?~~~n;~\1 h~\!t~uck~d! §. _ · , . _ _ fra'nsportation and touring; ' '/ June-August 
::di~fn: ~nc:•r~;e::nv:~:~;~~ l If you 'enjoy wO,.king outdoors, bicy- . '' includes weight lifting 
. ~agricultural.work for a state or I cl, ng .a·· nd_ are in reasonab.ly good .; , ,, ,. f' federal agency. . d" . h. . h "§ progra-m, ree weights, 
''] applied.(or.21) sd19i~rships J:bn_ f~~IYOiu~ IS IS f e perfect .summer I.·_ . . Adoni$ {quipment, aerobics, 
_ last year and·. got . two;" said : ·;',!. 1·acuzzi, and sauna. -O'Connell. "Then I had to take 
out a student loan for the rest A _ sunny disposition and good sales i 
of my tuitioµ .. I worked at the t§ ·ability can m_ ake th,·s a prot,·table a-.nd . § \: .. GO·LD'S GYM, 
UNH poultry barns to pay for § \ AMHE 
room an~ board."' The ?ldest . enjoyable' summer. § . ,J · ~- .~--- ·1sr FlftNE_S 
· of_ four ~h1ldren, three of whom § _ · . _ &.  . _ 
w~ll be m col_le&~ by ne~.t y~ar, I ·i· Positions are limited r - 1 CENTER 0 Connell said money 1s Jond _ . · . · • § . · · ·-- \ · . 
_oftight." . _ :- r·._;- . Call 431-388_6 between 5 & 7pm . §. . ·:· - ,,,..,.~ § § l'0lA, Amherst Plaza Amherst, Nlf°03031 
"Y~u·~e -.gotw be ·m~ving in,. § Monday thru Friday. _ · · ·. . § ror more information call (603) 88'i-9300 
a d.irec~l_o~ ,~n~ G_od .. 'Yill qpen ~ .n~~.~~~~-(/1~~~~.~t.tCn~ ~-------------~-~~,;_·:.;;· -;.;,-___ J 
doors~"·said O'Cqrn~re-11. .''I also 
have to ·tha:nk my' parents for 
their suppor! through all'this.'' 
O'Connell will- ti-av.el to In-
dependence, Missouri, Saturday 
to receive the U.S. ·Congress' 
· Harry S. Truman scholarship. 
His fath~.r -and mother, 'Dennis 
ari_d Susan O'Connell of F:psom, 
N _. H will accompany him to see 
Margaret Truman Daniels, Pres-
tdent Truman's daughter, 'pres-
ent the award. i , . · 
Position Available 
Assistant ctief a!'ld wa_itpersons 
wanted )or fu"ll/part-time 'h'elp. 
Wages will match quality of wor 
Call anytime . 
Robin or Bill 
1·-474-5011 or 926-0530 
Inside Sales Representative · 
Cabletron_ is.a fast growing company involved in the ,compµter _networking marketplace. · 
Our growt4 la~t year exceeded 500% and our ~xpectations for this year a~e just as aggressive. 
Due to this-growth we ·are looking for help in our Sales Department. · 
This is a full _time position requiring excellent organizational skills, good interpersonal 
skills, and sound decision making ahilit_y._ This po~'itipn reports directly to the Director 
of Sales. To ·qualify you must possess a four year ·degree 9r equivalent sales experience. 
Some typing skills required. 
This is a high visibility position that can lead to many other career avenu~s within· 




P.O. Box 6257 
East Rochester, ·NH 03867 
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more impor,tant things to do than Worry -. __ (continued from page 4) 
about livi_ng to be fivf~·. · 
Yol•·-.,e got pictures to 
_d'raw. Bc.!i( , t<? catch. Castles 
to build. 
And. if you·n ~ like Christopher. _ 
you·ve _got tirne fp • 't all. Even · 
i' vuu were b< ,_,_-r~ wi,h a defec --
t-ivu huart valve . E-.>en if you 
did s pend th e fir~~, two y ears 
of your life ·ir1 a hos pit,11 b e d. 
Ev~-,n if no on n thought you·d 
r·n, ,h.e it to kiri(',-, , u;11 ,,,n _ 
. ,lll<l \/',il1<> · l,;1v(: C<H)llrltHid 
th! OllOh t, ·,(, ·;( ,~-11 - . 1,, '.111d !110 
soi•._1tiu-r1s WO Ill?<'< i !<. I"', 11 ii . 
Wi•ho11t rese,11c11. !11<J,1: .. 111oi •; 
of liv(-~:-; vvould ll;;v<: "ri<l<:<l tuu 
soon . 
And /J - y(i,u - <>l<l,s 11~_,: 
Cl ;rJ ~· toptH'; r w, ,11ld I Hi pl.1y11 HJ 
like t h• ,,·s llU l<Hll()l"l()W 
V-.iU :~ FIGHT(~-!C:; FOi~ 
YCC< LIF [ 
"I feel bad for them and don't 
know what to say to them." I 
think many students can relate 
to Laford. I can. I used to feel 
uncomfortable because I didn't 
wan_t to offend anyorie. I looked 
at disabled people and just saw 
their chairs. 
·Ron Chri~tie, a UNH .student 
and wheelchair user gave me 
confidence. I was scared. I didn't 
know if I could really get around · 
in a wheelchair, even if it was 
for j.ust one day. Christie told 
me ·I would learn to adapt, 
although a lQ-t of places are not ·· 
wheelchair accessible. He also 
told me to try to get a drink of 
·_ water from the bubbler before 
the end of the day. 
Later, as I watched my friends 
play pool, I got bored. I love 
playing pool, but the chair was 
too low for me to take some 
shots. I decided to go for a. ~oll 
and get some water. _ 
Thank God no one was 
-around when I got my drink. I 
rolle~· up next t6 the bubbler, 
locked my wheels and pulled 
myself up so chat my chin was 
resting on the bubbler. I figur'ed 
if I pressed the button a little, -
the water would come out just 
a little, and I could get a cl.rink. 
Wrong. I pressed the button and 
got a free shower-. The water 
went all over my face and down 
my shirr . It's a good thing I 
wasn't very thirsty. 
Sue Dacey, a UNH student 
said, "Individuals who.use wheel-' 
chairs commonly refer to the · 
experience as a 'nose wash'." 
Later, Christie laughed as I 
told him about my experience. 
As he held up a cup he told me, 
"That's ,why you carry one of 
these." 
That evening I went to work. 
Christie and I took the Handi-
Van together. i h~d to go on the 
lift first. I backed onto the lift, 
and Eric, the driver, locked my 
w'heels so the chair wouldrl"t 
roll-. It was difficult and scary 
for me, but for Christie it was 
an everyday experience that 
wasn't given much thought. 
I work as a secretary at the 
Catholic Student Center. I didn't 
think typing would be a problem 
but my leg rests wouldn't fit far 
enough under the desk to allow 
me to get close enough to the 
typewriter. I had to turn ·side-
ways instead of the usual typing 
fashion. 
That evening, at 11, I got. out 
of the chair. l was exhauste_d, · 
my arm Q)uscles were · sore, and 
my arms, shoulders and legs 
were bruised from catching 
doors all day. 
Now, after 12 hours of b~ing 
"disabled," I see that people in 
wheelchairs are just like anyone 
else -except they br_i ng . tlieir 
chairs · with ·them inste~d-':of 
changing chairs from one place . 
-to another. 
WI 1y? Beca use Ci ,r-: f-_,toph e r 
h,id .i ksw rnillion p e ople c1n 
hi s . s1du . S c re nti s ts nnd physi -
ciar1s ,Ill ov(n IIH.• cn1J11try 
who've d e <:l1-c <1ted tt1 e 11 live ~; -
I<) f1~Jht1nq h e .irt d1 seasn -- IIH' 




-(continued from page 1) · 
,c ,c .. .. ,c he said "Historica'Ily, the church 
[~.,.:. __ --·--=;;;;;•,_e.::;:; _  =·--·,~·;:;;;;;;;;:;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i''-==I=Iili--.;;;:;o''-r=·=n=1= . .ilal1;t;;;i;;;o:;::;;;;;n;;:;;;;i!IIE;fr;;;;;;;;o;;;;::;m;;JE;:::;;;;;;;;;.I ~:!::;~~:;; ~;~:i~z~;:~;;d 
[ 
· . -- th F d al G · helplessness regarding the arms e e er 0Vefn- race, Peck's lecture simply ad-
vised people about it, according 
[
. ment on subjects ~h~~t\~sophy Professor Drew 
fr I ''He had no clear plan of Tanging om agricu - getting from here (the arms 
race) to there (nt1clear disar-tufe to .zoology is mament), or even a start," said 
Christie, who ihtroduced Peck. 
Despite th-is criticism, Peck 
attempted t-o work toward a · 
solution of the problems he 
discussed. He said disarmament 
was related to p~ychology and 
used an analogy to Dr. Kugler-
·Ross' s 'theory of the five stages 
before death : denial, anger, 
ba:.:gaining, depression and ac~ 
ceptance. · , 
"Most retreat from depres-
sion. One must be willing to do 
work off depression," he sai~. 
"Depression means admitting 
fault and through acceptance, 
one evolves into a better per-
son." 
Thus, Peck said it will not be 
. easy ro change the world's 
situation. The world is expe-
riencing the same five steps 
w_hich preceed death in regard 
to the economy and nuclear 
arms. He said "The truth will 
set'you free, but first it will make 
you damn mad." 
aVailable at Depository 
. Libraries across-the 
natiqn. 
The New Hampshire 
You can visit these 
libraries and use the 
Depository collections 
without charge. : 
· To find one in your 1 
·area, contact your J 
local library or write: 
Federal Depository 
-_Library Program, 
'·()ffice ._{jf the Public 
, Printe1rwashington, 
Dc.-~ 20401. 
~ :F!de_ rat_ o_.epoSiiory W Library Program 
This program is supporied by Th~ Advertising -Council an~ is -a public service· _pf this publication. 
,..:.:.--~,Ci;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;?,CCr.:_:;::;;;;;;;;::.?9'C;;;;;;;;.:=.:=;??Clr.:_::::::;;:;;;;;;?,Ct;;;;;;;;::::::;;:;;;;;;i?,et;;;;;;;;::::::;;::;;;;;;l)M;C.:=.:=::;;;J)1';;;;;:,!. 
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• News Editor 
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(continued from page 1) 
faults. "The expatriate'; salary 
was twenty times that of his 
cou·nterpart's and that caused 
problems. Also, sometimes min-
istry officials are more friendly 
with expatriates than they are 
with coumerparts, which ob-
viqusly would cause tension. 
Because of this, the learning 
proc;ess between expert and 
national counterpart has dis- · 
appeared," said Turner.: 
Turner said, in his opinion, 
technical assistance ideas are 
being defeated and it is .not a 
unique situatiqn. . 
New seminars have been 
installed f6t trainees in which 
lists o·f possible problems are 
made ·and steps are taken to 
avoid them. "The Togolese 
seem to like the new seminars 
mnrh better" qj,1 Tnrrn~r 
Turner explained the f unc- . 
tion of the United Nat ions 
Roundtable Consultative Group 
where possible donor countries 
meet to diseuss future assistar-Ke. 
Before each conference, there 
is a pre:.conference. This pre-
fonference immobilizes the 
ministries for 8-9 months, mak-
ing it .impossible to get ~ertain 
tasks done. 
Of the men/women labor , 
situations in Togo, Turner sa_id 
"The projects were originally 
designed for men,· but the wom-
en ended up doing the majority 
of the work." 
· In conclusion, he said "I would 
like to see technical assistance 
evolve, and I feel that countries 
should have _their developmen-
tal problems defined. 1-' 
- ..... ----DELTA----..... -
(cominued from page 6) 
Other broch_ers agreed that 
the 1ong work period to receive 
their charter generated a strong 
sense of pride in the organiza-
tion for the originators -_ a 
feeling that may not be shared 
by all Greek members. 
"Your name is on the charter, 
a foundif).g father," said Wriss-
~ bog. "You can always pledge 
somewhere, but you can'c'always 
found something all the time." 
The University was im-
pressed with Delta Chi's ability 
to acquire a house in such a short 
rime, said Wrissbog. He re-
vealed their plan,s to move into 
the "orange house" on Mairi 
Street; Durham. 
-Woodsy Owl says 
Stash Your Trash 
G.iveahoot . . 
Don't pollute. 
., 
Having a house is essential 
co attract more members, he 
said. Delta Chi has already had 
rushes the past two semesters. I 
This resulted in the acquistion 
of 16 new brothers, 11 during . 
the first rush? five during the . , 
next. • 
"With a house we should be 
· a major force on campus," said 
Baylinson, who agreed that it 
would make more . students 
interested in joining. 
Now that they have their feet 
on the ground, the members of 
Delea Chi have no place to look 
but up. In the future, W rissbog 
predicted, "We hope to be one 
of the finer frats on campus." 
Attention Work 
Study Students 
Plan F~r Your 
Fall Job Now: 
The T ASk (Training in Academic 
Skil1s) Center is hiring Tu-
tor /Counselors for t.he 1986-87 . · 
Academic Year. Tutor.I counselors 
··, are trained to provide study skills 
assistanc~- and personal advising 
to UNH stu·dents. "Gcod" GPA 
required along with an interest in 
academics and work / study status . 
allowing up t·o 10 hrs/wk. Apply 
at the T ASk Center. Richards 
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CLIP AND SEND WITH O.RD_f_:R . 
S M L X-L PRICE , TOTAL 
1. SHOE- T O O □ □ $9:95 __ · 
2. CATS-T O CJ □ □ 9.95 ' · 
, 3. THE FEW .. . -T - □ □ 0 □ 9.95. 
'/J . 1\ . 4. LOON-T □ 0 □ □ 9.95 8· _ Sf4,Ct rc~e1., 5. AwEsoME,~ T □ □ □ □ 9.95. __ 
~.\ _ ~~ cy_,, /" l' 6. SKY-MAN-T DD DD 9.95 
l < ·· ,,-c:.\1 ~~:~ x':z -~" " 7. CHRISTMAS-T . □ □ □ □ 9.95 
., "V-~\\.£i, -~:~1,'D (~t:: 1 , 8. SHOE POWER-T O □ □ □ 9.95 
1 
)ll,_~Jc' ~:f\ -~ f· 9. THE SHOE.MUST GO ON' (BOOK) □ ,,6.95 
~~ ..... ~tt,~~- ':4~1- - , 10. 'ON WITti THE SHOE' (BOOK/ □~ 6.95 - _ r_· _ 
~"'?~_-·~ --~,.-~--. 1.1. 'SHOE FORALLSEASONS' (BOOK) □- 6.95 




- ~ ----:-~ . 12. 'GREATEST SHOE ON EARTH'(B0OK) □ ' 6.95 
, , PLUS $1.50 PER ITEM . 
I I I I I · -postage & handling --
. GRAND TOTAL __ 
I · I · I I I APT. ! J More 
CITY '~---'----:-. -'-'I --'----'----'--_.__-'--_.__.,__I~~~~,...__ I - -I ST ATE LU 
_. ..... -.ill~llllll'I■ 
0 CHECK z1pl I ,I I I 
I I 1 · 
,, 
j · 
"from .•• _ 
ACCOUNT~O. LIN ·TEX/ 
□ [8:81 □ I x~/1·1.:t~A~: 1---S-IG-N-AT~U-RE~- - . 1it~n~Wx~1~31301 
THIS OFFER BROUGHT TO YOU BY: PHONE ORDERS 
WELCOME · 
(512) 892A870 · · 
PLEASE ALLOW 4~6 
WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 
i_.;,_ ____ -:-~-.;.,.~~~- ------ -----~-----------1 
. , . I 
I Write letters to your . newspaper j 
I . . . I '1-------------~-------~-~---~------.--al 
Don't miss Ra,ndom Facto; at chis weekend's MUSO Springfest. (File photo) 
QUITTl,NG. IT COULD BE 
THE.TEST OF-YOUR LIFE. 
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~ by Michele Va/way 
Wave makers. Bob wears multi-colored, 
abstract patterned shorts and ari orange 
pullover. Karla wears a jet black, racey 
maillot. Michelle wears a pink and black, 
stunning maillot. · 
. Surfin' in the sun~ .- Karla µ,eqr~ a green and 
. black 'maillot whh a. purp.le ·~ash. •Michelle 
· \Nears -~, re-~{and blc1ck pqlka .dot bikini. 
Beachy madras. Karl wears-pl.aid sh_orts . 
and· a plaid shirt. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1986 PAGE THIRTEEN 
this Season's Swimwear 
Go island style. Michelle and Karla wear 
leaf print short -sets. 
L. 
Catch- a wave. Michelle and Karla wear red 
and white striped bathing suits. 
Clothing courtesy of 
j. Riggins and Casual Corner. 
Photogr~phy by Eric Smith. 
· ·. Karla Alderman, Michelle Charland, 
Karl UrbaD and Bob Horne models. 
Surprise sun bathers~ Karl wears caricature 
print jams and a matching shirt over a 
flourescent orange pullover. · 
Stroll along the shoreline. Karl wears pastel ,, 
blue walking shorts teamed with a paisley 
,shirt. 
, I \ \ ! 1_ (- !, I , f l, l ' 
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In Management 
With Grossman's 
If vou'rp gr,1duating from coll<.1 gP, and SPPking an l'XCiting 
m~111agPnwnt carPPr, Crossman\ has a bluPprint f<Jr 
sun l'SS dE?sigrwd just for you. It's our customrzl'd tra1n1ng. 
program - and it's Oil(' of thP lwst in any businl'SS. You'll 
s1wnd tinw in Operations, MPrchand1s1ng, and Frnall<.l' 
tO-l'xposP you to thP many facets of our bus11wss. Thl'n 
vou will bPgin bui lding your career path. 
' To fit into our plans, you need: 
• Strong ll1 ad(•rship skills 
• Good analvtical abilitiPs 
• Co llE.~gP de,gret' . 
• High PIWr.gy IPVPI . . . 
• Solid verbal/writtPn commun1cat1on skills 
Grossman's is the largest supplit'r of lumber and building 
matPrials in thP NorthPast with a tradition of quality 
·almost a centurv old. Grossman's is hPadquartered in 
Braintree, MA. with a computE.'r operations center in 1 
neighboring Randolph and morP than 1,so stores located 
in the Northeast. And that means you 11 be burldrng 
your career with Grossman's on a solid foundat ion . 
For prompt consideration, please send your resume to 
Dept. CM, Grossman's, ~00 Union St., Braintree, 
MA 02184. 
,\n pqual opportunilv l'lll'J)IO\'l'r. 
._. .. _. .............. ,; ... ·: 
--------FISH·-------------
(c~)fltinued from page 8) 
gear effects and that certain 
typ~s of fishing gear catch a 
greater number of small fish," 
said Howell, adding that shrimp 
gear poses a special problem. 
However, Howell does not 
see a solution in this instance. 
"The shrimp fishermen have 
no choice in that they have to 
use those kinds of nets to catch 
shrimp. It's not that these things 
could be changed but we ,like to 
have data on how many discards 
this causes," he said. . 
O~ce on deck; the marketable 
fish a.re taken out first- and 
stored. Of the small fish waiting 
to be disarded, Howell said, 
'There is a relationship between 
amount of time on deck and 
,mortality rates. We now want 
to look at deck residence time 
and rime of year to see how air 
temperature affects discard 
mortality." 
"There are area effects and 
seasonal effects, too," Howell 
said, "so we've had to take those 
into account when comparing 
gear effects. For instance, the 
discards from Scanrum Basin 
were fairly high in the spring, 
Wht not take a .· 
break from those -
b k 
. ., , . 
00 s .... 
~ 




_7:30- l1 :30 
New summer hours 
s~2 M-F 
Night Grill closing May 15 
especially for grey sole, because 
the younger and smaller fish 
tend ro stay in this deeper area 
while larger ones move inshore 
to spawn." 
Howell plans to eventually 
formulate a compi.1-ter model 
thq.t will accurately estimate 
how many fish are dying in the 
discard process. Present figures 
are based on estimated landed· 
catch. Definite information 
. would be useful to people trying 
to manage fish stocks. 
\ IP., · Centurion 
~ Protection 
,·.\11 





Now hiring motivated individ-
uals to become members of the 
team that promotes personal 
and professional growth. · 
Apply 
Cent1,1rion Pr.otection Inc. 









Sun. Moy 11, 1986 
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The pressure's on 
jazz whiz Ozone 
by Nil~ki Carter 
Ohe Calgary Sunday Sun, Morch 10, 1985) 
llelng hailed as o gifted jazz plonlsr con h°"" It's draw-
bod<1. 
f!>f M:lkoroOzone (prooou,cedO-zone-eeJ. 23, who, 
. v.tien he receorty groduored ~om !he cfotingvished 
lletl<ley College of Mullc was lovded as one of !heir mosr 
promising 51\Jden~. IMng up ro expecTorlons con be o 
grind. 
''lhefe'solotofpre,51.re,''heodmll,overlhetelepone. 
Tmnyingrocon:hupwilh ltmeorolly." ~ 
Ozone was Introduced ro music !IYough his forher, o 
jOZZ plonlsf ond dub ov.ner In Kobe, .!opal. 
Ozone began~ Hommondagonv.nenhewos 
' ooy ~ but rebelled ogolnot dC>ISlcol n-alnlng. 
' That wos t.ntll or oge 12,. he sow Osco- Pereoon per· -
lam. Clb!essed wilh Peteoon's technique, and frusttoted 
because his a,;n ftnger, cooldn't reproduce !he~. 
Ozone nonsaibed !he plonlsr's 40odd olbl.ms, rrolnlng 
hlrroelf on o ,ready diet of be-bop. blues ond lfondords. 
"A lot of people ask me how mudl I fYocrlce," he says. 
'1 """"' JYocticed. I was doing • becouse I liked ro -: 
sometimes rd ploy eight h6us 5trolght tlYOugh. Out I 
""""fYocrlcedscoles-lwosploylngtunes." 
Now based In llaston, sometimes wot1<lng oodet- !he 
o,etoge of vibes player Gay llu!on. Moko!ohasbeen 
deollngwilh leovlng h~lnflueoces behind - notlXlUSUOI 
fa so )'0Ung o muslclon - and reftnlng his own style. 
·1r, nor gentng easier, but I'm getting cJaser ond dose<. 
Ir's o mare< of the more you snxty Md the more you 
Mow. !he more you ffnd our you don'r know," he says. 
"Someone desoibed my ploying as lhlrd-otreom ' 
mu5lC. I don't knowwhotthotmeons." he says. laughing. 
'1 don't like ro label lhlngsi' 
Ozone says !hot wilh being on !he rood. he ho,n"t hod 
olotoltimero""11e11X1es,buthispeoonolmuslcrheayb 
lnhereor.kih~sryfeoljozz. 
"As soon as something 10uehes lhe hem - muslcolly, 
lt'sright." , 
Portsmouth Performing Arts Series 
l'l-esldent: 
20 Heritage HIii. Maple Ave, Portsmouth, NH O:l801 
Co-sponsored by Consulate General of Japan 
-so~v. · w· ALKMAN THE ONE AND ONLY. , 
The JOU piano whiz 
from JAPAN 
May win you 
FREE 




Register to win .at the·-
SCOPE BOOTH 
during S.pringf est 86 
let us know 
what you want to hear 
(and see!) 
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<cominued from page 3) 
faculty Within the next few 
weeks, according to Chadwick. 
The requirements-have not yet 
been decided but may simply be 
a cer-tain. number of cre<.fa hou:rs 
filled, thus juniors would have 
priority over sophomores, said 
Chadwick. 0 • • 
"Assum•ing that there are 
sortie criteria, that will insure 
that p~ople who apply for the · 
major will have a genuine 
interest," · said Chadwick. This 
will eliminate people who are 
not sure they want' ·to be in 
psychology, or who simply 
declared psychology in order to 
buy time whjle deEiding whar 
. major they are interested in, she 
said. · _ 
Two years ago, the psycho1-
ogf depa:tment changed it's 
structure to lower the number 
of ;tudents in classes especially ' 
-at the 700 level, according to 
- Chadwick. The ne~ limit is ·"an 
effort to preserve what we've 
established as the current cur-
- riculum," she said: 
Chadwick said she wanted to 
stress that students with a 
serious interes~ in psychology 
will not have a problem getting 
into the departm~nt. "We aren't 
trying to cut back, we' re trying ' 
to maintain a steady state," 
_ because the department has . 
reached the limit on the number 
of people it could accomodate, 
. ,she said. Chadwick said she was · 
hoping the new lim.it would 
pres•erve the quality of }he 
program. · 
· Protect your unb. rn baby with good 
prenatal car~ ... Ca\ your local 'Chapte! 
_for a free bookletr ~'Be Good To Your 
Baby Before ~orn:•~1111'1".; 
hOf arc . g 
· es nt1n _ 
1111 preve D fe.cts 
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WE'VE MARKED DOWN OUR 
'PRICES ON-
F AMOUS NAMEBRAN-D MEN'S & 
' I . • 
__ . . WOMEN'S _ 
CLOTHING TO BRING' yo··u OUR 
BES_T-SALE 
Women's Cotton Blazers 




hot new styles by Candies 
FROM $15 
_Reg.to $50 
St. Michele Sundresses 




St. Michele Cotton Dresses 
cool cotton prints -
NOW$34 
Reg. $42:90 
Clipper Bay DenimJackets 
ice cream colors-pink, mint;· 
white · 
Stuart Shaines Knit Shirts 
short sleeve stripes 
NOW $15.90 
Reg. $29.50 . ---~ ', . ' -
....... , ,, ~ . • ' t,, 
Levi 505 Jeans 
Reg. tag denims 
NO~ 2 pr. FOR $40 
Reg. $26.90 each 
Stuart Shaines Cotton Tpps 
drawstr_ing wa1st, bold chest 
_ stripe · 
NOW $15 
Reg._ $25 
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts 
by Chesterfield & Knights · of 
Round Table 
NOW 2 FOR $25 · 
Reg. $22.50 each 
~ 
, Ocean Pacific T -Shirts 
NOW $25 
R~g. $42_ i 
.. - groups of short & long slee~e_ 
-NOW 1/2 PRICE 
. . ' . - . 
I±:::==- ✓TUARF .Ill I . E✓=============±l_·_ 
50 MAIN ST. 
. DOWNTOWN Dl)RHAM , 
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Editorial 
A good education is hard to find 
The University' of New Hampshire has 
often been attacked by dissatisfied students 
on the grounds of alleged academic inadeq-
uacies. This is partially true. There are many 
wea.k points inherent in the educational 
system at UNB. · 
probably are notlrying hard enough to find 
themselves an excellent education. All 
· weaknesses aside, there is an excellent 
education at UNH awaiting those students 
·who choose to take advantage of it. · 
of his fraternity and an Inter-Fraternity 
council group leader. _ 
O'Connell's case shows stud'ents cannot 
blame a 'poor'. education on the University. 
The excellent classes and The superior 
teachers are out there-it is up to the students 
to find them. Advisors should not have to Take for instance, the regisatration 
process, which denies classes to students 
,9n . a regular basis. President Haaland 
himself admitted tl:iat the registration 
process a.t UNH .was 'horrible.' There is 
· also the General Education Program, which 
encourages students i:o take 'easy' courses 
outside their majors, just to get the required . 
credit. ·on the first day of these classes 
students seem to be most concerned with . 
how 'easy' .. or 'hard' a professor grades his 
pupils. 
Take for instance, :Dennis O'Connell, 
a sophomore majoring in animal science. 
O'Connell recently won the Harry S. 
Truman Memorial scholarship, given by 
the United States Congress to 102 sopho-
mores. from across the country. The 
scholarship recognizes achievement in 
academic standing, public service, and 
know ledge of political issues :· O'Connell 
vyas the first UNH recipient in the histqry 
· ofthe award. , • . 
,bear the burden of directing a.student down 
an ·educational path. 
In many cases, stude·nts act like sheep, 
waiting to be led in the right diirection by 
a kindly sheperd. It is these students who 
ar~ denying thems-elves a fulfilling edu-
catton. 
. Students who are at UNH for an honest 
education tend to reach out and strive for 
achievemen_t be"yond what is expected of 
them, while those who are only along for 
the ride complain the loudest and the 
longest. 
However, while these dissatisfied stu:-
dents have a right to complain, · they 
Besides. maintaining a high average in 
his studies, ,O'Conriell is, among his many 
extracutricular activities, vice-president 
Joseph 
'f o the Editor: 
As I read. your review of the UNH 
· Theater pro,duction of ':'Joseph and 
the Amazing Technicolor Dream-
coat" (found in the May 5, 1986 
' issue of The. New Hampshire), I 
became increasingly disappointed 
by · the lack of professionalism you 
displayed, as evidenced by what you · 
did and did not write. Besides your 
•obvious bad -grammar, you included 
what seeme,d to be personal opin-
io9-s whicn were in no way related 
to the show itself; you also refrained 
from commenting on one impor-
tant aspect of the production. _This 
combination made your review botp 
choppy and disconcerting. 
One of the first things you 
included in your artiele was a 
mention of Chernobyl ("For the 
first haH many of us were.,,. lost in 
the clouds of Chernobyl-like catac-
lysm"). First of all, what doe~ the 
Chernobyl incident, which is a 
serious 'nuclear accident, have to 
do with a musical theater produc-
tion? And if there were only two 
reporters reviewing the show, how 
many people can there be in "many 
of us?" 
The second reference which 
angered me was a remark following 
the plot description. You wrote that 
the. show is "Based on the biblical 
story of Joseph who was sold into 
slavery by his brothers (not unlike 
many modern fraternity practices)." 
This last remark seems to be. 
indicative of a negative personal 
opinion of fraternities, Wha_t is the . 
value of introducing such a com-
ment into a musica,l theater review? 
B~ing a reporter does not give one 
a license to air one's own views 
where they would be out of place, 
as they are here. 
Another inappropriate compar-
ison you made was in reference to 
Christopher Leavy's vocal perfor-
mance in "Canaan Days." I would 
not like to think that you were 
intentionally trying to be insulting · 
when you compared .a portion of 
Mr. Leavy's solo to a Warner 
Brothers ' Bugs· Bunny cartoon. 
. However, you managed to let the 
insult come aGdSS anyway. The 
same lac;k of professionalism was 
shown ·again when you compared 
the combined personality of the 
show's actresses to that of a frozen 
pea. These instances may have-been 
you ways of expr\:ssing personal 
opinions about the show, but you · 
had no call to do so in surh a 
mannert. 
' Your closing remarks about the 
show's director, too, see.m to be 
· vicious jabs which are, I believe, 
unfounded as well as unnecessary. 
You asked, "What gave Ms. Burns 
the artistic license to divide Mr. 
Lloyd Webber's narrator part into 
t'hree different pans? 1' I believe 
that in asking this question you have 
answered yourself, simply by men-
tioning "artist~c license." You then 
said, "Possibly she just wanted to 
give · a few mor~ of her students a 
_ chance to perform while denying 
the-truly talented 1 the opportunity." 
The impressions I got upon reading 
this were 1) that the three narrators 
have no talent, and 2) th~t they got 
the parts only -because they are 
student of Ms. Lucha-Burns. To 
infer that those three nar_rators-
Jeffrey Hupfer, Margaret Ellis, and 
Melanie Hildebrandt-have no talent 
is an example of slander, yet you 
have written. 'i t anyway. It e'ven 
. managed to get past James Carroll, 
. you_r feat·ures editor. Furthermore, 
although Ms. Ellis is currently a 
student of Ms. Lucha-Burns, Ms. 
Hildebrandt and Mr. Hupfer are 
not .. In regard to the "truly talented" 
who. were not cast, how do you 
happen to know that there are any 
such persons,? Are either of you 
qualified to be a juq:ge of musical 
theater? And if you are, did you go 
to the auditions for the show to see 
for yourself? . . 
The last point I would like rn 
address is the obvious omission in 
your article. I do not know how you 
did it, but you managed tQ review 
Joseph and the Amazing Technic-
olor Dreamcoat without one men-
tior1 of Eugene Lauze. This seems 
strange to me..because Mr. Lauze 
portrayed Joseph, the title character. 
In my opinion, he did a beautiful 
job with that role. How could such 
a wonderful voice have been ig-
nored? How could such a major role 
have been overlooked? 
It is unfortunate that the instan-
ces of which I have written are only 
the major problems with your 
article. Had I more space, I would 
have commented on more of the 
review. As a graduating senior 
(LS&A), I find it saddening to look 
back at my school's newspaper and 
shake my head at the lack of the 
same professionalism for which 
The New Hampshire was previous-
ly renowned. I hope that future an.d 
continuing st'i.idents ·at this Uni-




Catherine A. Liba 
, I 
To the Editor: 
'This letter is in r~sponse .to a 
review written by Tiffany Lewis 
and Gregory Goostray. First of all, 
we'd Like to question their reporting 
compertence and n;poning m <f?ral 
standards and also.The New Ha.i,ip-
shire's morals and competence as 
well. These two fine upstanding 
jourq_alists . took i_t upon themselves 
to once again take a cheap shor at 
the Greek System. This' is an exerpt 
To the Editor: from their article in the May 6 
I woufd like to extend a public edition of The New Hamp:fhire: 
thanks {;O all those involved in the '-'Based on the biblical si:ory of 
current U niveristy production of Joseph who was sold into slavery 
Joseph and the Amazing Technic- by his brothers (not unlike many 
olor Dreanicoat. I attended Wed- modern fraternity practices) ... " 
What is the value of this ~comment 
nesday's preview performance with ' to a review of the play Joseph and 
my husband and children, and we 
were treated to over an hour of fast- the ,Amazing Technicolor Dream-
coat? Again,' The New Ha'Yf}pshire 
paced musical delight.Joseph's 'coat is guilty of "tainted and lopsid~d 
. of many colors' has some stiff reporting" -a phrase we 'used pre-
competition from the color-filled 
set and costumes as well as the viously in a letter condemning such 
music, lyrics and dancing. The actions. Obviously Siske! and Eber:r 
know nothing about the Greek production contained a healthy dose 
of humor in all of the above areas. System and base their assumptions 
on tnere hearsay whidi-has been My nine-year-old son, who was • 
convinced that a play could not contributed by The New Hamp-
compete with snakes, swamps afld 
lizards, was smiling before the end 
shire throughout this academic year: 
It's easy to blame these rwo repor: 
ters (and we do) but The New · 
Hampshire and its nonexistent 
editor~ are ·equally to blame for thdr 
relenthess, assault on· the Gr.eek ; F, 
System. You, The New Hampshire, 
have harbored and abetted such 
negativi~m. We, the Greeks of , 
• UNH can only ask why? 
Sincerely, 
John Den;ie'r'rt~ . 
Thomas Gamache . . . 
To the Editor: 
I do not know how to start this 
letter r·eviewing your review' o,f 
-Joseph and the Amazing Technic-
olor Drea-m Coat. I think I would 
like to first congratulate you on the 
purch'ase of your new thesaurus. 
Without it where would we have 
gotten such great wo.rds as cognos-
centi and unepicurian. Why couldn't 
you just say "audience" instead of 
cognoscente (this is the way Webs-
Letters continued pag(: 22 
of the first number when all twelve 
of Jacob's sons spilled onto the 
stage. He was glad we forced him 
to come . to this adventure. My 
daughter and her friend had per-
formed-parts of the musical at a 
Christmas chorus recital;1 therefore, 
gained the added pfr;asure of recog-
nition and identification with the 
cast which they expressed by sing-
ing along. · 
The New Hampshire . 
All of us left the theatre with · 
smiles as we sang bits and pieces 
· of songs on our way to Pistachio's. 
It is such a joy to be a p~rt of a 
University, first as a student and 
now as an employee, whye such 
talented and enthusiastic individ-
uals share ~hemselves with the 
community. , 
I urge all students and staff to 
take an end-of-semester break and 
treat yourselves to an uplift.ing 
Joseph . It will make you feel good 
about the human race at a time 
when we could all us·e it. You will 
also be supporting an exceptional 
University theatre. Joseph is 
thumbs up entertainment. 
Sharen Gibadlo 
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Burlap· 
~ Kathleen C. Patten 
I've come chis far. I'm not going to 
turn back now. · 
, The kettle w.as boiling. Reid de-
manded, "I want juice Mom," he added, 
"orange juice." Enid entered dressed 
in her bohemian garb. The phone rang. 
Erik insisted _on taking his four foot, 
inflatable bunny to school for show 
and tell. Rory. swept her arm across 
the hi-chair tray, dumping the milk 
cup on the floor. My husband Jim 
mopped up the floor. 
Bobette, the babysitter, asked if Reid 
and Rory were coming today? I barked 
back, "of course they are coming," I 
added, "it's Tuesday, a bright, sunny, 
school ~ay." Bobette said, "the Gov-
ernor Wentworth School District had 
cancelled school." I asked sheepishly, 
"would you mind caking care of all four 
today?" .Bobette agreed with a gulp. 
I spotted the burlap flour sack on the 
kitchen counter next to the bowl of 
rotten bananas on my way back to the 
sink. 
I feel like a piece of unbleached, taw, 
burlap. The woven threads are Jim, 
Erik age 8, Enid age • 5, Reid age } and 
Rory, 1. There's no separate me. My 
family makes up my fibre and soul. They 
are the driving force chat enables me 
to drive, each Tuesday and Thursday, 
fr.om Wolfeboro to attend classes at 
UNH. 
r •-rri 3 5 y·ears old and I don'_t know 
what I want to be when I grow up. I 
do know chat when I- reach 40 and Rory 
boards the school bus to go to kinder-
garten, I won't shed a tear. I'm a ·good 
mother who wanes wha,t is best for the . • . ,::::::,,,,,,,,~'''"'"'"'''·' 
children-'-to becorile happy, ,well ad-
justed, independent people. 
I slammed back the hall doset, lourve • ·:::.;::: ,:::::::::::::::::::::,::;::,,:;:;:;:;::::::::,:::,::-::::::,::::::;,:::::::::,::;::::,~::::::::::: 
doors, as I grab my coat off the hanger ■· _,, ,::::::::t::,:::,::::::::: ,::,,::::::::::::,~t::::::::::::,,i,:::::::::•:::,:::,:::::::::::,:::,:::,,,:::,::::::::: 
I said to myself, "I must be crazy." I'm 
nor go,i_ng to stay home. I'm not going 
to be here to bake the rotten, banana· ■ <?I?T¾@\'YW?f:¥7:FW?t::;::,iTCTiXitLLLl 
cookies and put everything in apple-
pie-order. And with that, I'm gone in 
a fl~sh to UNH. 
At rimes, I feel like a car· with claw -
hanging onto· a vertical brick wall, 
clutching at the crumbling, cement chat 
holds the building together. I have to 
be satisfied with being only human and 
I have craine9 myself to utilize each 
spare moment. Like Virginia _Woolf, 
I still -fight off che _"ai;igel of the house," 
who want to make me feel guilty when 
I take extra rime co study. me, I will emerge a whole person. 
After blacking our the grids on my Through my growth, I will enrich the 
lase exam sheet, I saw spots before my ~iv~s of those ~horn I share in my most 
.eyes trom the tat1gue. My days and mt1mate relatmnships. 
nights become one as rhey begin to run Open, I will touch all people and 
together like a circle'wich no beginning share the knowledge and experience 
and no ending. · I have gained. One person can and will 
make a difference. · · 
My interpers~ nal relationships as 
wife to husband and mother to child The burlap fabric is smooth and soft 
sometimes feel like a heavy, wool, to the touch. The fibers have taken on 
winter coat. Its weight makes my earthly tones. 
shoulders ache crying to carry it. But, I am emerging a more whole being 
I love the warmth it provides. but never growing up completely. · 
No identity 
By Paul Nicholson 
I was just thinking.Remember when 
you were in high school, people used 
to go to UNH because it was the place 
to be. If you were -looking for a weekend 
of fun, all roads led to- Durham. 
Nowadays, Durham ressembles Cher-
noby I on weekends and American 
tourister is the official luggage of UNH. 
Where is everyone headed? Most likely 
either home or to some other school. 
T~e prob_lem i_s t,hat there _really 
;'l ren t any big social events that draw 
people to chis school. Plymouth State 
has an Inner Tube Regatta, Vermont 
has the Octoberfe_st, and Dartmouth 
has a Winter Cami-val that none rival. 
These are just a few instances. It's time • 
that UNH had an event that put the 
school back on the map. First, let's not 
. overlook what is currently going on · 
· here. Last week's International Fiesta 
and the upcoming Springfest are both 
notewqrthy, quality events. Winter 
Carnival can be fun when we get sn0w, 
. and Homecoming is fun for upperclass-
men and returning graduates. 
We need an event that appeals to 
all !iCUq.ents. This doesn't mean an event 
which has to include alcohol. But let's-
have something · chat ~ould make 
people mark their calendars ·three . 
months in advance, "Stay her~" ot: 
"UNH." Let's get people racing down 
Main Street in hos pita! beds or on 
tricycles. Anything goes. A "Revenge 
of the Nerds" Olympics. What is 
important is that in order to be "The 
best small public University," we need 
to establish an identity for this school 
which goes beyoµd academics and -lets 
people know that UNH is a fun place 
to get an education. ' 
Paul Nicholson is a senior majoring in civi 
engineering . . 
I'm not a "super-mom," doing it all I will take time to bake the banana 
~~i~z :L:~l~f {~tJ)t:~l~ ... ;_~_0;_;e_:: .. ;_;_iv_~_-r:.1.:t .. t.en-is_a_g.ra·d·u·a·te·s·t·u·d·en.·t-~11E;s=1t;:a;WS~~:WWWWDUW!mltz~Ma-~!)to.w(f1::ut1i1if:2l1:2&2:[i!f!i!21~a\1ti1:u~iui~1ff.,1}1,1 
ren supply. · 
The fibres that make up the fabric 
of my life become more intense but 
these interpersonal relationships are 
not too much for me to bear. They 
clothe and sustain me and give me the 
will to keep on keeping on. There are 
staµnch supporters rooting for me in 
my community and at the University. 
I can't fail, not for all the· people; for 
myself. 
I arrive 20 minutes late for my first 
class, feeling like a child with so much 
to learn. Armed with my practical 
experience and human existence, I will 
be sacisf ied with the best I can do. 
Burning with the desire to learn and 
the _drive to ke~p on the love to sustain 
'f-Obu-+ Mo.imr 1r. 
r-9-8/o 
This could 







You always Wanted 
to Know About Sex t 
*~~~~~~:~:!~~~~.:: 
ti RI ... ~~~:.7:~:.~~"~'"' I , 
Annie Hall ' 
Shown at 6 and 9:30 p. _m. 
Everything You Always 
Wanted to-Know. 
AboutSex 
Shoum at 7:45 and)l:15-p.m. 
$2 students MlJS(1 
$:l non-students 
Umted Artists Classics 
Copyr,ghl • 19811Jrn1ec1 Ar11s1:; Corpo1,111c,,1 
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The UNH juggling club keeps . things up 
UNH a1u!llnus Mark N izer ~ill appear at the third annual 
"Live Free or Juggle" festival. 
By Jim Carroll 
Webster's Dictionary lists 
two definitions of the word 
juggle. One is to manipulate 
something in order to achieve 
a desired and often fraudulent 
end. Forget . about that. The 
other is to keep several objects 
in motion in the air at the same 
time. 
·1r is .this 1second definition 
that is relevant to the third 
(almost) annual "Live Free ot 
Juggle" convention which wiil 
be held on Saturday, May 10, at 
the Field House. From 10am to _ 
10pm spectators and partici~ 
pants will be treated to juggling 
in a concentrated form. 
Contrary to popular opinion,. 
"Live Free or Juggle" does not 
imply restricted. freedom. 
"I think it will provide an 
opportunity for people who 
want exposure to have a little · 
fun," said Andrew Schwartz, one 
of the organizers of the event. 
And exp~sure is wha_t it will · 
provide. The convention will ' 
consist of informal workshops·, 
juggling videos and a raffle of 
juggling equipment, the high- . 
light of the day being a public 
sho~ to be hosted by UNH 
a-lumnus and professional 
juggler Mark Nizer. . 
T_!ie convention is sponsored 
by PFO and the UNH Juggling 
club. The Juggling club is a 
·seven~year-old co-Uection of 
amateur pe if or me rs , and 
. recendy-out-of-the-closet 
jugglers. According to Schwartz, 
the club has consisted mainly · 
of a group of about 10 students, 
but he said he thinks there are 
more jugglers out there that 
haven't shown. He said he hqpes 
the event will bring .a few more 
of them out in the open. 
So for those who might be 
interested, _now is your chance 
to see what you might be miss-
ing. · . · · 
Informal workshops will be 
provided throughout the day 
offering instruction · for be-
ginners as well as providing 
practice opportunities for ex-
perts. · 
_ An equipment raffle will be 
held during the day, with prizes · 
of juggling clubs, rings, bean-
bags and tee-shirts. . . 
Eight hours of juggling videos 
will be shown throughout the 
day, covering eve.rything from 
o1dJack Benny re-runs to recent 
perf9rmances. · 
And if eight hours of juggling 
overloa1 isn't enough, .the public 
show should provide viewers 
wfrh some e·xcellent entertain-
ment. In addition to Nizer, 
Schwarz will perform, as well 
as , Rod Pitman with his show-
More than Meets the Eye. 
Nizer, the main attraction of 
the public show, was voted the 
1984-collegiate performer of the 
year and ·has .appeared on both 
the PM Magazine television 
show and the Bob Hope PBS 
special. According to Perfor-
mance Magazine Nizer's pef-
foxmances are "nothing less 
than brilliant." 
The third annual "Live Free 
of Juggle" convention promises 
to .. be great family eflt€rtain-
ment. Tickets wiH be available 
at the door the day of the event. 
And to all of y~rn closet 
jugglers too scared to juggle in 
public, slip out the door and 
check it out. It may not be so 
. bad. 
Student ariists·'diVersified· ana·ori!Iinal' 
By-Grego_rfJ:Goostfaf 
"When it comes to art, life is 
the biggest copycat in the matter 
of the frame." -Fran Lebowitz 
IcaTas·pe,is·~;ra1eit;o~r?~·~~1r·:- .. · 
as the aes.thetic," says Gallery 
Coordinator Susan Frakenbach 
describing the practice of pres-· · 
enting a showing. "Students get 
· Occasionally, a gallery pro- into the gallery scene," she says 
jeers an itnage of Soho; a wond- of the involvement incurred 
· erfol menagerie of the interest- upon them., <!nd the ·re~p<m~i~ 
ing, the captivating, and the all -bility of showing one's work 
out illustrious. The University within the same inteilectual 
Art Gallery has the distinction .framework that it was .construct-
in revealing the -breadth and - ed. . 
variety of the graduating artists Among the euphoric atmos-
whose BFA degree means more ·· phere of the Gallery :lies the · 
than just immersing themselves urbanesque visions of Andre St. 
in the realm of ar:,t. It rums out Amant and the surrealistic 
to be more than a display of washes o(color by Lorraine 
artisric talent, but an unfolding Adams. The study sketches of 
of personality. . Sara Miller take on an interest- · 
With the works of fourteen ing quality of some of the art 
students · it is one of the largest ·works of avante garde composer 
senior showings of the past few . John Cage, and the sculptured 
' years and certainly one of the visions of the natural states of 
most diverse. From the sculp- man by Jennifer Cornwell were 
ture of Bea Herbert, etudes in of grea.t interest. . 
the art of movement, to the The gallery has a very formal 
minimalistic renderings of Lisa air about it, while still giving 
Jayne Berns_rein, whose note- · the worlds of each of .the artists 
worthy combinatioi1 of words · . a private and· personable niche'. 
and art give the minds eye The over'all impression is. that 
delightfui regard, the gallery · of nirvana in the best of tastes. 
is full of fresh and thoughtful _ The exhibit ~ill be on public • 
works. display until June 27, and def- i 
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The. Long Ryders 
May 7, 1986 
The Orpheum, Boston 
By Ric 'Dub~ 
The magic of a live perfor-
mance involves a . couple of 
variables.First and forerrios.t, 
, the performers rriust be dynamic 
enough to do one of two things. 
Either make a large arena seem 
small and intimate, or let the 
· large crowd and ope.n stage 
come together as one energetic 
mass of camaraderie. Secondly, 
the crowd h~s to be open and 
responsive to the performers'_ 
attempts. 
The Long Ryders are possibly 
the best live American band 
because of their humble, stum-
bly way . of bringing together a 
live performance. The happy 
bonus is that their records 
recreate their live shows with 
a fervor that easily challenges 
th'at of such n;puted b~nds as . dud~d "HardetTubman,'.'-;·,Run 
_Husker Du _and The .Replace- '. Dusty. Run;" "State of My Un-
ments. The fans do. their pa,rt ion," thdr hit , "Looking· for 
. wo; the Ryders· s_how at the Lewis and .Clark," and an,:e'ne~-
Orpheunf Wedne~Jay nigh.t getic "Jus't Can't Ride the Box-
displayed a responsive crowd, . cars Anymore." Sµng by b~ssist 
with Long Ryders banners out- Tom Stevens (a.k.a .. Bry,an·- Du: 
numbering banners for The ran), this is one of thehe; r-s'ongs 
Alarm ( the headli~e~) two to the Long Ryders have written. 
one. Because -of some -technical 
Vocalist a_nd guitarist Sid difficulties su(:h as a ·m·ii~less 
Griffin is ari amiable youn:g man, guitar and sorrie: ITI'icrop_l:i~;nc. 
sincere in his song writing and feedback, the ~:how hag.'i.a raw . 
agressive in his pfaying. ·sharing· . .. edgefthat kept ii:hu~ bii '.~ -i-th,out 
guitar chOTes and vocals with · l6oking unp.rofr•S::t i .0 h.itF 
Steve McCarthv. the band played . Drummer Greg Soy.,defstf:i'a s: a 
a se'e91i~gly ~hort but fairly sense of humor that ,ftjr,r~er 
comprehensive set, covering· rounds out the band '. ~ pti-son-
material from all ,three of their, . ality. - ; •· • ·, :~ ,· · 
albums. 'Their latest L,P, State The Long Ryde h , ·at~ :,:long 
of Our Union, is on 'Island overdue for some attentioci·;·but 
Records and captures their most as long as they record-the s~me 
mature viork to date. Within six , sincerely energeticmusicthey 
weeks or so the Ryders will be have been, as well as presenting 
back in the studio to begin work it with the appeal t,tlei can't help 
on a new album. . but radiate, the.ir time. wiP be 
High points of the set in- right around the corner. 
UNH poets under . pressure 
By Ami Walsh · . English major." 
On Monday night eight UN H "Readings give poets a chance · 
students read their poetry under to communicate their writing 
the sweaty lights of the Cafe to an audience," said W hite. "I 
Petronella in downtown Ports- know many of them were fright-
mouth. Mimi White, a teacher ened, but it was a good expe-
of poetry at UNH, organized rience." 
the reading by asking her _stu- For some the anxiety of a first 
· dents to nominate the poets for public reading was inade ob-
the reading. Beyond the pink vious by _their speedy delivery, 
flourescent "Cafe"· sign hanging but fpr most, thin nerves were 
on the stxeet side ,window, ,,.~ .,. · 00,( ~ppar~nt. ·-While the_ .at1;,:-
white podium, illuminated by dience m·ay not have been aware 
a si~gle overhead light, set the of the poets nei-vouspess, many 
stage. . of the student-poets admit they 
Each student read a selection . were very anxious. · 
of their poems to a srpall but "I was kind of scared, but the 
appreciative crowd; who sat audience was fon and once, I 
drinking capaccino or ~ine. started reading I wa_sn't worried 
. Hecklers were silent. about screwing up my lines," 
Introductions to · students · . said Matt Jasper, the opening · 
ranged from .one poet-who "likes read~r. "I wanted people tQ 
to jump trains and hopes to understand what I was trying 
some day be a perman_en-t res- to say. And I think, most_of the 
ident of Concord State Hospital"' poets· were able to get across· 
to the less colorful "a senfor what they were saying, the . 
audience was very receptive." 
·Sen io r Anna Maria FOrmi-
chella, who intends to pursue 
poetry after graduation, said 
before the · reaqipg she .. was 
•:scared to death. '. ' She added , 
"But I'm glad I did because I have 
to get over being afraid t·aJki_ng . 
to people: I wasn't ·co_ncerned 
about flooring the audi.ence, I 
jusr wanted to live through it 
wit~?ut th;_owi_ng up."<~:\::· ,,i:} 
'Pau.l McAdam brought hi~ 
drink with him to calm his 
nerves. He -said; "I wasn't 
bothered up until Mimi said my 
name; then my ha.n,gs, sta( tecl 
to -shake. l was glad _I brought 
my drink with me." _ ·•· · . 
. "I was very impressed with 
the qualit.y of poetry," said 
Charle·s Provenzano, a· junior 
, English major. "Ir W<:j,S more fun 
than a Wesson oil partY. at Eaton 
house." 
I 
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. . -FACULTY STAFF AND STUDENTS-
- . 
- ' 
Zenith Data Systems is sponsoring · an open house 
on Monday May 12th from 10 to 4 in the Carroll 
Room at the MOB. Sto·p by and take a look at our . 
complete line of computers and monitors, with · · 
a few new product announcementslt' · .. · . 
And new Educational pricing 
,.. 
..... i 
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Continued from page 16 as a adult at UNH, I have some good 
and bad reviews. The good is that 
most peopl·e care about what. is 
ter's spells it). And unepicuran? going on with me, especially stu-
Webster defines epicurian as the dents and professors that I run into 
adjective of epicure: "A person with on campus. I am sorry to say that 
sensitive and hard to please taste the so called Handicapped Student 
especially in food and wine." And Services has treated me like a high 
of course, we all know the prefix school.student, not as an adult, and 
un -means the opposite of . What even lower in some instances. Oh 
are you trying to say? The show yes, th@y do provide me with 
lacked food and beverages? Your academic aids to assist me wit_h the 
attempt at using colorful language pysical aspects of classes, bµt when 
only makes your review more it comes to asking questions or 
unclear. To me this is poor jounal- getting answers from the-secretarial 
ism. . . staff it usµally results in getting 
I fail to see the humor in using my head torn off, even more than 
the Chernobvl accident to make Oliver Twist asking for more gruel 
story trendy. That accident was a at dinner time! 
tragedy to the world and should hot .I am very . much appauled with 
be referred to in a review of an · the treatment that the Handicapped, 
excellent and completely exciting Student Services has provided 
musical comedy. throughm,it the past year. I hope 
Throughout the re~iew, you seem that the coordinator of the services 
to .sound as if you know the show and other disabled students on 
' very well. If yoq really wonder why ,· campus read this letter because the 
Carol Lucha-Bur:ns split the nar- song lyrics from the rock gr'oup 
rator imo the three parts you could Twisted Sister say it best: 'Tm not 
have asked her. Or you might have going to take it anymore!" , , 
read the first page of the. script, · Disgruntled Disabled Student 
available in the library. There yoq 
would find a message from the 
auth<:>rs Andre Lloyd Webber and 
Tim Rice which states "The mate-
rial in this score ... can ·be' used as 
· a basis from which tbe music can 
be interpreted frnely." .It seems tci 
me that Webber and Rice gave her 
that artistic license. You also· seem 
to COmpiain about all the different 
styles in the show, but the sho~ 
was written for them. Also if you're 
so familiar with the show you. would 
realize the song "Go, Go, Go 
Joseph" was written to be sung with , 
a treble-like q1rnlity-baritones were 
not written in by -the authors. And 
-concerning, ym1rpro.blem with _the · 
placement of the.band: where· were 
you sitting to see the drummer's 
back? Off-stage left? 
What I would really like to know 
is if both . of you, went to the show 
together. Many of the things you 
report in your review are contra-
dictory. One for example is when 
you tell us how much the girls added 
to the Pharoah's scene and then 
later on you say they. were abou _t · 
as exciting as a frozen pea. Wdl 
come on make up your mind; which . · 
were they? 
One final comment, I fail to see 
the need for The New ·Hampshire 
Gral11111ar 
To the Editor: 
According to John Steck in last 
Friday's (April 25) article about 
English 401, "Grammer should be 
taught." Indeed, Mr. Steck, I think 
you are correct. Grammar should 
most certainly be taught, as should 
spelling-ip particular, it rappears, 
to the writers and editors of The 
New Hampshire. Not only was the · 
word "grammar" misspelled twice 
in the article about the effectiveness 
of_ the English 401 program (for · 
shame!) but, in another mrticle, Mrs. 
Bush was commended for her ability 
to both meet her duties as the .wife 
of the vice president and "take up 
her own persuits." 
Clearly, the "e'-'. was working 
overtime la-st week-were the other 
vowels on ;vacation? Or was it the 
editors? 
Kyle T. McElroy 
1
CEPS Staff Writer/Editor 
Parsons 
to continually slander the Greek . To the Editor: 
System. I do not see any correlatio9 fq the person or persons who 
to this story and the Greek System.~ .'.defaced the portrait of Charles 
Dear Mr. Editor do you really think Patsohs: 
that was necessaryr Several weeks ago a person or 
John William Hurney 
Disgruntled: 
To the Editor: 
I remember 7 years ago b~ing in 
class at my old high !,chool, !istening 
to the announcements over the 
, public address system, the Principle 
of the school was giving (.)lit rhe 
_ activities for the day and my home 
rooin teacher threatened to-send 
anyone who gave her grief to the 
Principles office. , 
Being in high school for four 
years . was like being in solit.a.ry 
rnnfinement for ' eight hours a day1 
wfrh the exceptitrn of the weekends 
as being two days of freedom witl;l 
my friends; going to football games 
and having a good time. 
Seven years have come and gone 
with the passage of time and I fook 
back saying to myself, "I did it!" 
Although I had a negative attitude 
about high schoql, in the long run 
it helped me prepare myself for the 
outside world, what goals I wanted 
to strive for and to achieve. Bm 
being disabled has me believing 
even more. I have a burning desire 
to make a name for myself and tg . 
have eve_ryone r~spect that I am a 
mature young adult with the same 
feelings as everyone else. 
When it comes to being treated 
persons unknown used a mechanical 
drawing pen,cil to def~ce an oil 
painting · of Charles L. ·Parsons 
which used to bang in the entrance 
way to Parsons Hall. The painti~g 
was examined by an art .restoration 
expert who found that the carbon-· 
black veh_ide of the, pencil had 
penetrated deeply intc the fabric 
of the portrait; the estimated cost 
of restoration: $2200. This is 
approxfmately 2 percent of the 
annual operating budget of. the 
Chemi~try department and slightly 
less than 10. percent of rhe annual 
starting . salary of an ass is tam .. 
professor. • 
Charles Lathrop Pars·ons' was a· 
figure of national prominen~e. He 
begari his New Hampshii:e career 
at Hanover in)899, when ' New 
Hampshire College was located 
there, and shortly thereafter made 
the move to Durhan'! to become 
head o( the chemistry department. 
While at New Hampshire College, 
Professor Parsons won the coveted 
Nichols Medal for research pn the 
elerilent berylliu,n. He remained 
at New Hamphsire College until 
1912. In 1907 he became executive 
secret'ary of the American Chemical 
~ Society, a position h~~ held for 38 
years. Also, from l 9U to 1919 Dr. 
Pa·rsocis was chief chen1ist of the 
U.S. Bureat\ of Mines and in 1919 
he also acted as Yice President of • 
the. International Union of Pure 
and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). · 
Dr. Parsens is generally regarded 
as the chief architect of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society; during his 
tenure as Executive Secretary" the 
membership of the society rose 
from 3000 to over 43,000. In 1932 
the American Chemical Society 
awarded Parsons the Priestley 
Medal for Distinguished Services 
to Chemistry; i.n 1946 he received 
the Gold Medal of the American 
S~ciety of Chemists, .and in-. 1952 
he became the first recipient of the . 
Charles Lathrop Parsons Award 
given for outstanding public service 
by an ACS member. Among his 
many other honors he 'Was also 
made an officer of the French 
Legion of Honor. 
Shortly before leaving New 
Hampshire Coll.ege in 1912, Dr. 
Parsons introduced the practice of · 
exposing advanced undergraduate 
chemistry majors 'to systematic 
. research- a truly innovational act 
for those days. This tradition of 
exposing undergraduate chemistry 
majors to laboratory research has 
continued to the present day and 
' represents, one of the most impor-
an t features of the . UNH B.S. 
program in Chemistry. Contem-
porary students at UNH may also 
be interested to know that the large 
white house next to Town and 
Campus was·, the residence of Cha~ 
des Parsons while he was in 
Durham. This later became the 
A TO Fraternity House, then the 
Stanton House, and will once again 
become the A TO House. 
The Faculty, Students, and Staff 
of the chemistry department de-
plore the senseless act of va·ndalism 
which led to the defacement of 
Charles Parsons' portrait . .)f1the 
person or persons responsible for 
this act read this letter, I hope they 
will take a few momeµts to ponder 
/,this qu~stion: how does your action 
compare with the many postive 
contributions Charles Parsons made 
to the society in 'which we live? If 
you have any vestige of a conscience 
or a sense of social responsiblity, 
you can at least make some amends: 
just write out a check for $2200 and 
send it to the chemistry Depart -
ment . If you wish t© remain .ano-
nymous, a bank draft will do the 
trick. 




To the Editor: 
I would like to comment on Paul 
Carena 's an·d David lush's re -
sponses to my letter to_ the editor 
concerning my response to]o~l 
Otfinoski's "Life At The Best" 
article. First of all,' t would like to 
tell Mr·. Lush that ,I [im not an 
employee of the Admissfon's office, 
but simply just another UNH 
student. 
I think that ·there were some 
misinterpretations of-my letter, · 
which made two main points . The 
first of these was that One does not 
need alcohol in order to have a social 
·>Jife, .alcohol a/on-~ does )1ot Consti-
tute a social life'. Mr. Otfinoski's 
article i'nade the-impression i'tiat 
this is so, that alcohol is necessary 
in order to have a social life and 
is th-~ only way .to have one. J merely 
wished to point out that alco.hol 
is not absolwtely necessary to have 
a social life. This is a point for 
anybody of any age, whether they 
attend college or no"t. 
· My second point claimed that 
UNH offers many activities that 
do nnt include alcohol. This I still 
believe to be true, however, Mr. 
Catena and Mr. Lush point out to 
me that many of these activities 
are not offered on the weekend, they 
are not cqnducive t.o meeting peo'-
p le, and that they are poorly 
attended as students are not inter-
ested in t~ese particular activities. 
They see!n H) be saying th-at stu -
dent's social needs are not· being 
met by the University. Mr. Lush 
says that "I think we need a change, 
and I don't feel alone in my think-
ing." Mr. Catena says that " ... meet-
, ing people on a weekend. That is 
what's impossihle .. " I must say that 
I agree with them to a point. I too 
would like to · see n1ore social 
activities available on the weekend 
and ha·ve more opportunities to 
meet new people. Mr. Catena and 
Mr. Lush want things to be differ-
ent, I would like to point out to them 
that the only way anything will ever 
change is if students themselves 
take action. I encourage Mr.· Catena 
and Mr. Lush (and anybody else who 
agrees with them) -to start up social 
activities they would like to see 
happening at UNH. 'You can begin 
by speaking to a s-twdent senator, 
or even just start things up on your 
own. Why not se't up a dating 
service -that would be a new way 
of meeting people . Or heJp .,to 
sponsor more w.eekend activities 
in your dorm. With a little imagi-
nation,I'm sure you can think of 
a lot more ideas .. You have my 
support. · 
Kimberly A. Ball 
• • 
The Universfry tries, but it can'·t 
do any better without student 
support, e.nthusiasrp, and commit-
ment. Hopefully people's attitudes 
towards socializing w_ill change and 
social life at UNH will get· better, 
but alcohol is not the a·nswer. So 
next time you see a band advertised 
at the MUB, or a movie, or wha-
tever, give it a try, and have your 
Bud later. 
Michel LaFantano 
To the· Editor: . 
I would like to take this oppor--
tunity to thank Mr. Carl Ladd for 
his deliciously macho "refut~tion" 
of the rap~ of Libya in the 4-29 New 
Hampshire. We did not rape, he 
says, we retaliated. We retaliated 
against a weak ,me'mber of the Arab 
world, for what? Because he killed 
an American 1n a Berlin nightclub, . 
and four Americans in a plane over 
Greece. -Abstracting away from the 
highly questionable circumstantial 
evidence, and assuming its validity, 
the actions of the U.S. are still 
wrong. 
. To the Editor: -. Mr. Ladd says Reagan retali,!te'd 
because a U .S. serviceman was killed After reading Dave Lusk's (not 
Lush) letter in the April 29-edition in Berlin. So was a Turkish woman. 
So were an indeterminate number of The New Hampshire I knew i_t 
was time to write. Dave'e letter was of other nationals injured. Mr. Ladd 
a. rebuttal against Kirn Ball 's letter doesn't mention them. Neither does 
which was a response to Joel the Reagan Administration. This 
Otfinoski 's column, " Life at the brings up a couple of important 
Best," in the April 8 issue of The . · points. O~e: that an American is . 
Ne1:; Hampshire. Confused yet? . more imponant than a Turk. Two: 
Dave made SQme . pretty rash that-a .man is more important than 
statements in his letter and used a w_oman. My charges or racism, 
ethnocentrism and sexism seem . 
loti-s of good adjectives-congrats -reinforced. 
go out to Dave for; finding his 
thesaurus-but for Ehe most part Mr. Ladd's unquestioned support 
of the use of violence -r_e,inforces he didn't say very much. He man- · 
aged "fb· re-ha·sh ]Del's and 'Paul ~ rri.y'--corrtention that the tJ.S. ··,.'is 
Carena's (April 22) letters and used -m,orivated by machismo. In fact_the 
lousy prose to boot: "This university provie>lence-against-a-weak-irritant 
is a hurting unit." Come on Dave, _stand is taken by Mr. Ladd makes 
you can do better than that. He my case :that the U.S. jumps to 
should have just gotten together violence under the guise of security' 
1 d h b h better than I could ever have done . . 
wi th Joe an Paul, w O ot l.ive The notions of machismo have been 
on his floor iri the same dorm:.....c..yes, deeply in_ grained into the p' syche 
they are all buddies-and wrote one 
coherent letter. Actually, Joel did. of- the American -citizen, in males 
. Unfortunately, Paul and _Dave had specifically: Mr. Ladd's arguments 
to have their say. . · reflect these beliefs unwittingly. 
As for Kim Ball's letter; yes, there Mr. Ladd says, as many others 
was a certain degree of naivete in have done, that a forceful stand has 
her view, 15ut at least she stuck to to be-taken and that~it will pay off 
the facts and. made a rati0'11al a hundred-fold.) am very curious. 
argument . I don't want to go on What.win inb-ease a hundred fold? 
about these letters, it would be It is statements like these ,that are 
pointless . I would rather look at arnbiguous, ye _  t appear to have an 
· , obvious solution. that allow our 
the real problem these fout people Administrat_ i~n to 1· ustify any· actio_n. 
have unearthed, but unfortunately 
missed ... attitlJ,de. In fact the answer is far from clear. 
Social life at UNH is in a rue' What will increase? Profits? Mil-
bec-a.use too .many people h;;ive itary battles? Bombs dropped? 
'forgotten how to have fun without American men, women and child-
alcohol. Take alcohol away from ren killed? Foreign men, w()men 
many students and they just cannot . and children killed? What? Security 
function. You know the old saying, will not be improved in the long 
"What"s a party without alcohol?" run until we actively try to solve 
That's the problem! . the problems that ffed frustration, ' 
, Joel, Paul, and Dave all cited the and terrorism. Terrorism cannot 
lack of attendance i.n alternative be repressed out of existence. The 
e\,:e~ts as a reas'on fat no"t--sgoing, bombing~may aHO)Y U.S. economic 
and why don't people go? Right ! interests to run roughshod over the 
No Alcohol! See what I'm driving rights of people we do r:wt recognize 
a.t? Th_e majot;ity of stud~nts at . · as people, and who therefore have 
UNH canJt a'nd won 't get involved 'no rights-. I think it is clear tl)At I ,, 
in sDcial activities devoid of alcohol. do not condone this. ., · f 
The policy , concerni·ng alcohol · Paul Woodburn,e . 
doesn't ri.ee.d. to change, students-' 
attitudes toward fun .. and socializing 
· have to change. Making 1ules more 
lax will only create drunker stu- · 
dents, -not school spirit, as Joel said 
it would in his column. 
Let me, digress and say yes, the 
University could use more social 
functions sponsored by UNH. But 
first the students must express an 
interest in, and then attend, these 
fu nctiorrs . It· s ·a wa·s te of time ro 
book a band in the MUB PUB if only 
50 students show up! The fir:st time 
''Down Avenue Funk " played in 
the MUB, 40-50 people _attended. 
I was one o.f them. The show was 
fantastic! Why such a small turnout? 
People had never heard of them, 
they couldn 't drink, so _why bother .. · 
Why bother living? 
McAuliffe· 
To the Editor:· 
Have they decided on a name for 
the riew science building yet? I 
propose that ·.it be named after 
Christa McCauliffe, a New Hamp- ' - . 
shire resident who sacriticed her 
life for the advancement of. science 
and education. I hope this will be 
considered by the people respon-
sible for picking the name of rhe 
r:iew building._ 
David Hermann 
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SLIP ON YOUR WALKING SHOES 
and meet us · on 
the Boston Common on Sunday, June 1st, 
join 
FROM ALL WALKS. OF LIFE 
.a 10 kilometer pledge walk 
to benefit AIDS care and research 
Help us raise $500,000 in the largest fundraising event for 
AIDS services vet held in New Enaland. The oroceeds from 
tne walk will be distributed to a number 
of diverse organizations invotved 
in the care and research of AIDS. 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
Tuesday, May 13 
4:30 pm 
Sullivan Room . 
B O S T . 0 N 1 g · 8 6 
Let's , go the distanc~ together. 
Contact the AIDS Action Committee for your pledge 
sheet 0nd more information on how to participate .. 
( 617) 266-6906 43 7-6200 
For more information and how you can participate 
contact the Health Education Center, .3823 
· Do You .Want a Summer Job in 
the P,ortsmouth, NH Area? 
If you have any secretarial skills including 
typing, word processing, telephone handling, · 
filing, dictating, boo~keeping, or d~ta entry, · 
the11K~Y_PERSONNEL has a job for you. 
We c~n provide you with either a full-.time \ 
or part-time summer job at one of Ports- -
mouth's largest companies. 
.. 
Aff jobs pay excellent hourly rates. 
Come _and enjoy a summer on the seacoast. 
·- Please call ·(i-ail or Ellen at 
I < 603) 964-949s J 
to schedule a personal 
interview at your convenience. 
KEY PEBSONNEL 
216 Lafayette Rd. 
N. Hampton, NH 03862 






_ Call you city or town clerk and ask for an absentee ballot 
• Opposed to a broad based tax 
•No secret Council meetings 
. • Problem solver! Act as liason between · 
municipalities and state government or 
·· between mu_nicipalities themselves 
• Only confirm well-qualified commissioners and judges 
• Orderly planned growth in Southern and Central NH 
Earl Rinker is currently a three term alderman 
cµairman for all important committees such as ., 
ordinances including Zoning, personnel, Finance, Capital 
. Budget including disposition of federal and state funds 
Inter Governrriental'Affairs Com~ittee, Law Corporati~n 
dealing with the future economic growth of Gr·eater 
Mancheste-r 
4th Council District includes Bow, Hooksett, Raymond, 
· Auburn, Candia, Chester; Derry, Londonderry; Manchester, 
Litchfield, Hudson,Pelham, and Bedford . 
. ..._..._....~. ... •---.--.-·-·-~·-·----------·-----·------------------·----·--·-------r 
1 · - The Strafford House · · · I 
~ ..,.. ...... _ ...... ___________ -\ 
l 1•:-1,11,-r .. ,1• ._, 1 
1 I ! Limited number · ! 
~ available · ~ · 
i \ i . 
i I ~ Accommodations -, 
~ ~ i Single and double occupancy rooms ~ . 
i Electric heat with individual thermostats . \ i . ~ · Wall to wall carpeting ~ 
i All rooms completely furnished J 
~ Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room/ apartment i 
i Telephone and television jacks · · ~ 
j Parkin9 available , · I 
, · Laundromat r ~ l . 
~ Lounge Area ~ . j Year-:round patio j 
~ . . . . . } 
~ The Strafford House 1s located 1n the heart of ~ 
, I Durham, NH with all the facilities of the ! I University of New Hampshire within walking I · · 
, distance. i 
~ i ~ Rental Office at ~ 
~ The i 
\ ____ ':a Strafford House ~ 
~ _ ....... --, 868-2192 ) 
~ 14 Strafford Ave. ( . 
~ • Durham, N .H. f 
~ Office hours i 
c 9-4, M-F l 
l . - ~ 
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GARFl'EL.D® 
WOOLDN'i YOO KNOW 1r? TMERE.'6 
A CAT HAIR IN Mty, LA5AGNA 
. Doonesbllry 
IAIHlfrC4N YOU 00? 




CHIU X/6NC€. Off/~!? 
6POef,( Of 11/e STIJKCHll/1? 
•tN'f!R.f()(}f" fAU9eS 10 
FONffl? 11/S f'V/Ufl5e : 
SHOE 
10 !Xft()f(! 511?/INGl 
NGWW~ ... tr) , 
· 15tt1< ()(IT excmN& 
NeW IILJeN Uff R71fM5 ... 
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~ ~I ~ENATOft~ ~ ~ J.\A~E. 
lt'S.~J'fb~I~ 
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by Jim ·-Davis 
WHAT DO YOO I-IAVE TO. • 
5A4 R>R t.,JOLJR5ELF? ·. 
HOWYOU.~BY 
'!?ING 'f(}{JR TAX-
. ]81,&.(X)N- .. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
: TOMORR1Jtv: Kll?Sl 
HOIAi Y(}(I CAN H. . 
by .Berke Breat'1~d 
,,, m H/11/e &Kl/Ce JOHtS 
Pl/NC€ ''7Hc W/1((15/ ,, 
INPe€/?. .. '10~ 
WHEKt NOMIIN 
ONMY81/CK IN 
ST/teTtO H0Jt5 . 
\ 
. HA5 _60NE 8€fOI<€ .. 
I 
. By JEFF MacNELL·Y 
© 1986 r ribune Media Services, Inc. 
, All Rights Reserved • 
-MUSIC--
. :cot:itinued fron1page 3) 
·:,rhe:_c/as.s ~ill p~·rform for . 
the_irpare,nts on May20.and will 
also give a rec;ital for ·che Alfred 
S.c;hool's:::f,irst and second grades. 
W a..lthet sa.id when she was 
a student at UNH it meant a lot 
to see children performing. 
Another reason for bringing the 
children to UNH was the trip 
provided an opportunity to do 
things the class couldn't do in 
Alfred, Maine. . . 
• .- , ...•. -After the recital the class was 
able to ·attend a UNH Wind 
Symphony .rehearsal· and .a ma-
tinee of {Joseph." "It's a .whole 
day for the kids," Walther $aid] 
The Music Education students 
or "old college kids" called the 
program a valuable experience. -
Senior Ellen Moultori hopes tQ 
teach elementary level music 
after graduation. She said that · 
a part from a few classroom 
ol?servadons, Music Ed. students 
don't ge-r many chances to see 
children really enjoying music . . 
"The k_ids. looked like they had 
a lot of fun," Moulton said. "It 
makes you realize that with 
some organization you can take 
kids arid -create a great program 
like this. This was excellent. I'm 
inspired now." 
--TUG--
. (continued from page 6) 
did a great job," said the Tug{: 
of War chairman, "but everyone ' · 
should feel like a winner because·· 






Cat E,,e Solar 
Computer $45_00 
.used 1 
all on sal~ --




1 Day repafrservice 
on all makes 
Durham Bike 
868-5634 
Jenkins Ct., Durham, N.B. 
'l::,/',t. 
:i,;'. ,• • I 
'!- ~ :.,;tt ·\ ' 
' I 
I 
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208 Artists, 12 Events 
Sei,t~mber Arts Festival andUNH Celebrity Series 
- 1986-87 Performances to Enjqy 
MOMIX, dance (shown above) 
Sept: 12 
Yo-YO Ma, cellist . 
Sept. 21 , 
Hartford Symphony ·Orchestra 
Hor~cio Guitexrez, pianist . 
Sept. 25 . . 
, Beaux Arts ·Trio 
Oct. 16 
The King Stag 
American Repertory Theater 
Nov. 1 
Beaux Arts Trio . 
Dec. 9 . 
·- ... .. . . . . . 
~ Apple .Hill Chan1ber Ensemble 
Jan. 31 , 
Orpheus ·chamber Orchestra 
Feb.6 . . 
Candida 
The Guthrie Theater .. 
Mar. 3 
North Carolina Dance Theater 
Mar. 5 · / 
Beaux Arts Trio . · 
Apr. 7 . 
Madama Butterfly 
New York-City Nati0nal Opera 
Apr. 13 
\X:irite UNH Celebrity Series, 105 Huddleston_ Hall, Durham, NH 03824 or call 603/862-3227 for 
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ks! 
Barnes & Noble Here are ·a , f e·w . exatnples ., of -
titles. worth ·at I-ea-st ·so~/o-: · ... · 
(this __ is only a partial list.) 
Conover: . ,Intro: to Modern B11sines s Statistics 1983 Wiley 
· Gross: Oceanography 3rd Prentice Hall 
Hamilton: Nutrition: Concepts and- Controversies 3rd West 
Horngren: 'Financial Accounting 2nd Prentice Hall 
. Light: Sociology 4th Random Hou~e 
. Roediger: Psychology 1984 Little Brown , 
Sevin: . Wei Gehts 2nd Holt 
Streitweiser: Intro. to .· Organic Chemfrtry --3rd Macmillan 
'jl· " 
' You can get ·CASH o·N THE SPOT . 
~hen you sell ·your_ te~tbQoks: to 
·· Barnes & Noble. We'll pay you top . 
prices ~ YEAR RO~ND! . 
· The· t>,est time to s·eu is right after _· 
·. your· final exams .. . just bring your 
~ ·~ books.. to the ·UNH Bookstore or 
the -Senate. Ro,o·m of the MUB. 
. . -~- ' 





• _-··  .. . f {'/;\' . 
-ENTER OUR DRAWING POR A 12 SPEED 
. . 
. : ROAD MASTER BICYCLE - --
. , ... 
• • 1· 
Hours at the UNH. Bookstore 
·Mon. - Thurs. ' 8:30-6 
'-~=~I!!~~==:~°'  ......... . 
· Fri. 8:30-5 
·,sat · 10-4 . 
A Service of Barnes&· Noble ' 
HQU'YS at the . M U.B_ 
Mon. May 19-Tt,urs. Ma)'. 22 
. 9-6 · -
Fri. ·May 23-
9-6. 
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CLASSIFIED 
In Dover 4 bedrooms-Living room-den- . 
kitchen & bath. ConvenieAt ·10 Kari-Van . 
$550 per month plus utilities. Lease 
required-FlO pets Call 742-.7907. Betwe,en 
7-9 pm 
Rooms for ·rent in private residence in 
Durham-Males only-available 1986-87 
academic year-Call 868-2421 9 a.m. to 
8 p.m. Ask for Mrs. Chase. Summer rentals 
also available. 
2 fema le summer sublets needed to 
complete a 4 person apartment, Durham, · 
· Red Towers. Rent $160/month/person 
· or negotiable. 2 bedrooms, furnished (if 
wanted), livingroom , kitchen, bath. If 
interested call Kim a11d Aileen. 868- l857_. 
PRIVACY & COMFORT in exchange for 
rent and part-time baby-sitting. One bed-
room apt. in private home. Available · 
summer /fall. Friendly, quiet neighborhood. 
7 W Concord St. Dover. $225/mo. plus 
.utilities. Call Leo dr Pam 749-0673. 
Summer Rental - W / Fall option - June 1-
Aug 31. 4 Bedrooms, living room, kitchen, 
and -bath - Spacious duple!( . Centra lly 
located in Dover, On~ K-Van route. 
$400/rnonth for summer. Call 742-4962 
. Beautiful summer sublet in the heart of 
Dover. 3 Bedrooms, kitchen, living room, 
dining room ; fuJI bath. Hardwood floors, 
newly rennovated Victorian duplex, off- . 
street parking on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie 
or Christine at .749-2587. Very inexpensive! 
Summer subtet: June 1st - September 1st. 
also available sonner. Fall option, one room 
in large furnished house in Durham, full . 
kitchen, large living and dinin.g room. 
Washer/ dryer. 5 minute from campus. Rent 
nigotiable. Call .Pete 868-6437 
Summer sublet: Shared bedroom, kitchen, 
· bath arn;:J large living room with fire- place! 
· Parking available and only 5 minute walk 
. from campus. Rent negotiable. Call 868-
1184, ask tor Bet_h. 
-Summer housing in Durham; One double 
and.one single room available in a 6-person 
house. Partially furnished, washer/ dryer. 
·'10 miriute walk from campus. $200/mo. 
single, .$175/mo per person. double room, 
utilities ·included . Call D~vid or ~eggy at 
862-1165 or Peggy at 808-1991 
. CAPE CO.D-We are looking to a place to 
sta'y this sumer. Preferably-Dennfsp.ort , 
Hyannis, W. Yarmouth bu will consider other 
places. If looking for roommates call Ed-
862-4341 Rm. 116 or Linda 862-4573 Rm. 
515 
1 double available in Davis Court Apt. 
Largeliving room , fully furnished, cable, 
$150/person/month. Looking for 2 people. 
Male or female. 
Summer sublet: Two single rooms, share 
kitchen and bathroom. On Main St. $125 
a month. Call Heidi at 868-7507 or Carol 
868-6450 
Wanted 1 female to share a house in S. · 
Yarmouth-Cape Cod this summer. Call 
Leslie 868-3159 
_H_e1p_w _____ an_te~.------,111 IJ I. 
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SUMMER JOB 
IN THE SUN? COLLEGE -PRO PAINTERS 
SUBLETTERS: Are ·you planning to spend 
a tun filled summer in Durham? Well it ca'n 
be even more fun if you spend it wit_h us. 
We have an adorable summer home 
·available, complete with spacious rooms, 
2 car garage, and yes-even a front porch 
- All tor a very. reasonable price. Please is STILL hiring but positions are being filled 
' contact Dianna c;1t 4227 or Jen at 4226.for quickly. Call 1-800-346-4649 for an ap-
more inforrna_,1_ion, plication. Do not let finals end without havig 
- a G_OOD job lined up. Position -available 
In Dciv~r 4 bedrooms-Living room-d.en- in NH( MA, CONN, RI NJ, PA, NY. Call now-
kitchen & battJ.pqnvenient to Kari-Van . .... Colleg'e Pro Paihters 1-800-346-4649 
$550 per monHr ;.(ilus utilitie&:f-Leas·f '~ .... ' . . . . 
required-no pets Call 742-790?. Between Director/instructor of 6wk. Nottingham 
7-9 pm swimming, sports, arts program . WSI 
certification a must. July, 8-noon, 5 
_ days/wk. $6=~WSI swim instructor for 3 
f/2 wk . July program. $5=. Nottingham 
Recreation Commission Call: 942-7077 
or-679-5175 
Summer Sublet availq:ble at the Coo_ps . 
: Accomodates f our p,edple; comes with 2 
i bedrooms, large;living roqm, and a -space~ 
OLIS kitc,t:1enette:. Easy access tO campus., 
and imrriedia'te borhi r.n area .. Contact Dan 
at 8'68-97 49 (room 308) gif°T ed at 868~97 48 Majors in l;:ngine~ring, Forestry and related 
(room 203) 'i? .. • ./'· ·· · . fields for survey asst•. in the Laconia area . . 
, On th·e job t,raining with state of the art 
lntown Dover 4 tyedroom, unfurnished, '. equ_ipmentin field and office . Qualified 
a" offstreet parkirig: 5 blocks· from Kari-Van persons will be considered for full time aft~r 
· route, damage deposit required, school - · graduati,on. contact Steve. Nix at White 
' year lease, $640/mqnth. P'ay own utilities -:e Land Co. Design Group, 521+~1234 for an 
- Cable TV service furnished - call 7 42- . appt. 
6831 . ---'--'-------------
Syracuse paint and wallcovering inte-
WANTED: Summer Sublet. 4 ·peopleto rent · rior-/ exterior painters and paper 'hangers 
a whole house on '1,J.t,tre . Hale Ro~d -i,n .needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work 
Durham (1.3 miles from T•Hall.)'. Call Scott in Pd.rt9mouth, Hampton and Rye Beach 
_at_8_6_8_-3_3_4_0_a_n,.c..yt_i_m_.~_: ,_ .. \_ ·_, _ ·..,___· ~-- : . area: Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 431-
Summer Sublet1.,Woodman Ave . Apts. 2 4669 
• singles available with adjoining ki.tchen 
and bathroom. $175/mci. For more infor-
mation call Lynne (868-5995) or Cheryl 
(868-7535). ·'. - · . . • 
Thre~ summer subletters needed for large 
Durham aJ:)t-great location next to Catnip-
furnished. Rent $150/mo 6r bo per person. 
Call Annie or Joan 868-6118 
Durham summer sublet-single room in 
newly renovated house-maybe partly 
furnished (waterbed) skylight-big living · 
room, dining room , kitchen, sundeck 
presently being built, huge yard-rent 
negotiable-male or female. Please call Sam 
868-6699 or Eric 868-5995 
Here's what you've been lookng for: 
Summer sublet on Main St. iri DtJrham 2 
person apt. $140.00 a menth per person . 
includes hot water and most furnishings . 
Call Dan or Steve 868-6045_ · 
1 -3 people neededto share summer sublet 
in Newmarket on Karivan route. $125 per 
month p·er person . 2 bedrooms, kitchen, 
li.ving room, bath, offstreet parking. Call 
Laurie 868-6069 or Mike Rm. 439 868-97 44 
Easy-going, progtessive female seeks 
respons-ible, non -smoker, roommate, 22 
plus to look for .2 bedroom apt. in Ports-
mouth for June 1. price range $200-250. 
. Call eves. 7 42-0985 
Summer subletter wanted-$130/month 
plus utilities. 4 specious bedroms,. la_rge 
living room, kitchen, ·dining area, full bath . . 
· Newmarket duplex on Lamprey Rive. Off 
' stret parking on k-van route. Call Beth 868~ · 
2948 ' 
·, CQLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early 
for ·good summer painters . $5-7 /hour. 
. : Appr~nticeship program-we'll train you, 
Colleg~ Pro Painters-the organized stu-
dents, i -800-346-4649. 
Wanted-In exchange for room and board 
for Fall '86, female student with experience 
in dealing with handicapped people; to be 
· : companion to 25 yr. old autistic girl. If 
interested, please call 868-2863 
Great .summer job in retail. We are look.ing 
· for two energetic people to w@rk flexible 
hours, great company, good starting pay, 
discount, merchandise prizes. Call today: 
EIRE (Waterford), Rte 1, Kittery, ME 207-
439-6558 
DO YOU WANT A. GOOD SUMMER JOB 
IN THE SUN? COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS 
is STILL hiring but position are being filled 
quickly. Call 1-800-346; 4549 for an ap-
pljcation. Do not let finals end without havig 
a GOOD job lined up. Position available 
in NH, MA, CONN, RI NJ, PA, NY. Call now-
College Pro Painters 1-8.00-346-4649 
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS: The TASk 
Center is .taking .applications for Tutor/Co-
unselors to work 7-10 hrs/week durng 86-
87. Must b,e interested in academics and 
have a good GPA. You wil be trained. $3.75-
$4 .50 an hour. Call 2.-3698 or stop by 
Richards House for an application by 5/ 15 
WANTED: Student (girl) to spend Saturdays 
(11 A.M . to 5 P.M.) with older (25) autistic 
girl: $6.00/hr;·only those with ~xperience 
with handicapped need apply. Call 868-
2853 
Waist-high refriger'ator. $60 . Call Janet 
at 2268 9uring trhe day. 
Memphis Electric_ guitar, Crate 1 B amp, . 
HEY YOU! This is not an ice cream job: -
This is not pots, pans, knives, dit programs 
or construction work. It 's an opportunity 
to make lots and lots of money if you are 
a self starter and aggressive. Write or call 
RE, Inc, Box 9161, Fargo ND 58109 or 701-
293-1041 
- accessories, Gemeinhardt Silver-plated 
open holed flute. Best otter. Call 868-9883, . 
Apt. C10 after 4 p.m. 
VOLVO 145 Wagon, automatic, 20 MPG, 
4 new tires, recently painte_d, awesome. 
stereo system (Pariasoriic AM/ FM cassette . 
& 4 speakers) Replaced many, many parts 
within last year - like a new car! $2500-or 
best otter, 659-5740 ask tor Suzy. PS. it's 
Bureau $40, cabinet with rollout shelves 
. Lifeguard, Recreation Director, Recreation • . 
Aides and Beach Attendahts needed in $55 ; sofa wi! h pullout bed $55 ; Ca,r 
dark green . I • 
'I 
MOPED for sale : 1984 Blue Suzuki - riden 
Northwood, NH this summr. Full and part-
time. Call· 942-817 4 or 942-5994. 
MOTHER'S HELPER- Professional family 
with one 4_year old child seeking fema le 
mother 's helper for summer. Seaside . 
community, walking distance to beach, 
20 minutes north of Boston, on bus line. 
Housekeeping ~md child care duties. Own 
room with TV and a/c. Send resume, 
references, and photo to: Sharon Lampert, 
7 Eli~abeth Road, Marblehead, MA 01945 
or call 617-639-234 7 
Painters needed in portsmouth area, 
· positions available now. Pay, five dollars 
per hour. Call 431 -6471. 
Wanted: Manager for Popular Sandwich 
Shop at Hampton Beach . WSBE grad-
undergrad preferred. Must have manage-
ment expr. 300.00 to 400.00 weekly. D.O.E. 
and Bonus. June 1st to Sept. 3rd . Send 
resume to P.O .. Box 226 Rye Beach, N.H. 
03871 
CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS AVAIL-
ABLE - Camp Arcadia for girls , Casco, 
Maine: June 23 - August 17. Sports : 
Swimming, Canoeing, Sailing, Wind Surfing, 
Hiking Trips, Riding. Arts: Ceramincs, Arts 
& Crafts, Gymnastics, Weaving, Dramati9s, 
Photography, Dance. Phone Vicki Secrest 
(215) 247-8508 or write Camp Arcadia, 
New Vernon, New Jersey 07976 
Director/instructor of 6wk. Nottingham 
swimming, sports, · arts pro.gram . WSI 
certification a must. July , 8-noon, 5 
days/wk. $6=-WSI swim instructor tor 3 
1 /2 wk July program . $5=. Nottingham 
Recreation Commission Call : 942-7077 
or 679-5175 
Summer Jobs - Equipment operators and 
Farm workers - work study preferred. Also 
looking for part-time help. Ralph O'dell, 
Barton Hall 862-1.025 
North Hampton Recreation hiring 1 assist-
ant director and 2 aides for Summer 
Recreation Program: July 7th to August 
15th; 8:30 am to 12:30 pm, Monday thru -
Friday. Experience_ with recreatiofl or camp 
groups helpful; First Aide a plus. Contact 
Director: Jacquie Haight, Rye Elementary 
School 436-4731 for job desc;:ription, or 
send resume with cover letter to: J. Haight, 
87 Park Ave., Hampton: NH 03842. Inter-
viewing will begin May 7. 
Help WANTED : Houseboy for Sorority 
kitchen-full meaJ plan at house plus a small 
salary. For more information and/or IN-
TERVIEW, CALL 868-2220 
r 
1985 Coleman Colorado Camper in ex-
cellent condition. Great for· small cars 
includes separate. 2 burner Coleman camp 
stove. After 5 p.m. 742-614 
1971 Datsun Wagon in great shape. Solid 
body (west coast car) rebuilt engine, runs 
. well·. ShoU'l_d last for qu•ite a.while. New 
exhaust system, tires: $550 or best offer. 
659-.3254 
1976 Rabbit, excellent running condition, 
100,000 miles. ·Just inspected, 4-dr, asking 
$450. Dr. Someshwar 862-2298 or 664-
5483 (after 5.p.m.) 
MOVING? Need a bed? I'm selling a 
mattress, box spring and frame. In good 
condition. Must sell so price is negotiable. 
Cheap in any . case. Call 431-4326 if 
interested. Ask for Sarah 
'84 Red Honda Scooter (spree) Runs great, 
looks great. Must sell $200 or best offer. 
7 49-3072 ask for Mark Perki.ns 
183. Renault Alliance-Good condition. Call 
Karen 868-7480. MUST SELL 
1982 Yamaha XV92)J Veirago mototcycle. 
4700 miles, LCD computer display, excel-
lent condition. $2500. 868-7039 evenir;igs. 
1973 Chevelle. Good running condition 
V-8, 350. $600. Call after 6 pm 868-1577. 
MUST SELL: finishing school; 1980 Toyota 
Tercel-good c·ondition, 5 speed, 40 mpg, 
well cared; many new parts: asking $1650. 
Don't miss this bargain. Call Carlen 868-
3088 ni'ghts; 868-9808 daytime 
$300.Must sell , wil negotiate. Call 868-6512 
1975 Mercury Monarch . . A real classic : 
Great party car. Runs well, but needs some 
work. Must see. $300 or BO. Call 868-6512 
One comfortable chair with foot stool. In 
good condi_t ion. $25 or BO. Call at 7 42 -
4452 and ask for luebbie 
VW Bus 1975-Great running condition, 
perfect for camping or transporting big 
loads. 89,000 miles .. Dependable . $650 . 
679-5642 . 
'83 Renault Alliance-good condition. Call 
Karen 868-7 480. MUST SELL 
0 
Datsun 200 SX, 1977 -5 sp; power brakes, 
AM/fM cassette, runs great, 92;00Q miles, 
· little rust. Asking $750.or best offer. Call 
Glen at 862-4386 after 7 pm. Leave a 
message if he's not ,in. MUST SELL SOON! 
1977 Yamaha model XS 400 D 400 cc. 
Sissy bar and rack. 3000 mi. New battery. 
$500. 623-1138 days. 
8 foot couch, super comfortable, V. good· 
condition $45. 12" black & white TV $25.00. 
Also loft with 4"x4" beams, $20.00. Get 
your room ready for next year. Call Rich 
week days 868-9835 
WINDSURFERS, USED WINDSURFERS!! 
Windsurfer Rockfest 99 and 103,Wind-
surfer Classic, Windsurfer One-Design. 
Beginner to advanced level boards! Various 
booms, masts, andsa.ils included. All prices 
negot. Call Lisa at 4423 or 4435 leave name 
and# · 
1979 CAMARO , reliable transportation, 
AM/FM cassete. New radial tires, year-
old brakes, almost all highway miles. $1500 
or best offer. Call (617-)436-1000 ext.328 
afternoons, (603)7 42-8614 evenings 
Must sell ; 1980 Toyota Tercel. 5 speeds, 
runs excellent, rust proofed, new radiator, 
brakes, exhaust system, shocks. Need t.o 
sell soon. Asking $1800 or bo. Carlos 868-
9808 daytime: 868-3088 eve. Leave phone·, 
number and ·message. 
Summer job commuting made easy in this 
sporty 1980 Toyotc;1 Corolia De.luxe, 5 
speed, 4-door, metallic brown, stereo, new 
radials, brake~. battery, muffler, no rust, 
original owner, excellent mechanical and 
physical condition, must be' seen. $2195 
negotiable (617) 352-73§5 
1977 Datsun Pickup, runs great. $500 or 
best offer. Call 659-62,5 nights or wee-
kends. 
·-· only o.ne season- - $350 or best offer - Call 
749-5843 (leave 'phor:ie # if I'm not in) 
SERVICES 1 
GREAT BAY COUNSELIN_G SERVICES 
Dwight Webb ph.D psychologist Durham 
Poin.t ·Rd,-Durham N~ 03!324•.1Tel 868-524:5 
$10-$.360 Weekly/ up mailing Circulars! . 
•. Nb quotas! Sincerely int_erested rush self-
addre$sed envelope: Succ~ss, PO Box 
470CEG, Woodstock, Ill. 60098 
I'----.. P_ersqnats_]~ 
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SUMMER JOB 
IN THE SUN? COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS 
is STILL hiring butp()sitions are being filled 
quickly, Call 1_ -800°346-4649 for an ap-
plication. Do not let-finals end without havig 
a GOOD job lined up . _ P,osition available 
in NH, MA, CONN, RI NJ, PA, NY. Call now-
College Pro Painters 1-800-346-4649 
MOTHER'S HELP~R. Professional family 
with one 4-year old child seeking female 
mother's helper tor summer. Seaside 
community, walking distanve to beach. 
20 min, north of Boston on busline. House-
keeping, childcare duties own room w /tv 
and A/C. Send resume, references, & photo · 
to: 7 Elizabeth Rd, Marlborohead, MA, 
01945 or call (617)639-2347 
HEY YOU! This is not an ice cream job. 
This is not pots, pans, knives, dit programs 
--- or construction work. It's an opportunity 
to make lots and lots of money 'if you are 
a s~lf starter and aggressive. Write or ·call 
RE, Inc, Box 9161, Fargo ND 58109 or 701,-
293-1041 . 
GRADUATION GIFT IDEAS! Images of a 
University: A !Dhotographic History of the 
University of New H?mpshire ... $25.00. Also, 
17-min·ute video cassette of UNH Histo"-
ry'. .. $10 .00 . Book available through : The 
Cat's Closet. Barnes & Noble, Bookstore, 
and book and tape available from, University 
Communications (86~-j 463) .. 
ADOPTION: Ch tldless couple seeking t0' 
-adopt; nurse/lawyer; wish to share our love 
with your child ; willing to meet w / birth ,, 
mother. Counseling, attorney and all 
medical expenses provided. Please call 
our attorney, Michael R. Chamberlain, 622·-
3784 . 
Free cassette tape! Hear the speech of CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS at Durham Book 
1 
ReverendA Moltis on Protestant-ism, the Exchanqe, Main st. Durham 
Right wing and Roman-communi!lt worked · 
politics. Send stamped & addressed· en- To my roommates in Q-6 - Thank you for 
· velope to : Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3646, making my last semester one of the best. 
You guys are te'rrific - Love Helen 
Manc_hester NH 03105 
1980 VW Rabbit-New radiator & engine Hey Kid - Happy 22nd Birthday!!! I was 
going to put a picture of you in the paper 
parts. Low mileage. Good maintenance . 
Asking $1000 . Call 436 _272~ evenings but I couldn't find it in me to be so cruel. 
Thanks for dinner Tuesday, I had a blast. 
7 49-9293 days Happy B-day Kid. Love Bart. · 
RESUME: a fill-in-the-blanks form to writ~ · 
your own. Quick, private and cheap! Send CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS at Durham Book · 
$5 to SECRETARY 13 Old Landing Road, Exchange, Main St. Qurham 
Durham, NH 03824 SCUBA - Join WET FUN the scuba 
summer Fun-1981 Wilderness camp- store/school in Portsmouth, for an exotic 
ing/Travel Trailer 19', _reat bath, sleep-s break this year. Our trip indudes airfare, 
6,6gal.hotwaterheater,thermostat<£:ontrol resort, boat and unlimited diving, meals, 
. heat, gas/ elect r;ic refrigeration, gas . · transfers, everything. Call WET FUN today. 
stove.I oven. $5500. Phone: anytime 742- _43_0_-_8_62~6-----~-----
3276, ask for Jean or Al \ CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS at Durham i:jook 
Excharige,_ Main St., Durham 
1972 Volkswagen Bug. Good condirion , 
· good-looking. rebuilt engine. electric blue, · LJ- I kAow that you will get a job and if you 
AM/FM Cass. Have fun under the sun! $700 don't you can-be thEflifegaurd at my private 
or B.O. call Jon 868-9838 or 862-1490. pool or be the chauffer of my limo. KJ 
Leave message. Happy Birthday _Susan 8.-Love from your 
old roommate Kathy 
Moto Guzzi -1975-850 Eldorado, Calif. Style, 
police model. 15,200 miles. Used mod-
erately. Excellent condition. Garaged. Front 
disc brakes, _white bates fiberglass bags, 
luggage carrier with passenger rest. 
Windshield and two extra headlamps. 2,000 
negotiable 859~4590. Evenings. 
1978 Toyota Corona Wagon, 5 speed 
manual, AM/FM radio, well maintained by 
one owner. 100,000 miles, but runs great. · 
$1800.00 or best offer. 868-1848 or 1797. 
1979 Subaru Station Wagon 4WD Am/Fm 
Cassette/Roof Rack and more!! $1099 
742-6358 
Dear Jen,.· t think you're just swell. we·try 
harder. I think your blank 's are just fine . 
Much love, your randy young stallion, Jon. 
Jon baby, you are my puppy faced wanna 
go to bed I want this side is it a vegetable 
don't worry he's my roommate anamilistic 
listen to this new disc where's my sweater 
champagne bellybuttons i wasn't with 
another woman what are you-thinking ruff 
· ruff my mother (honest) you're so nice but 
you 're so good where ihe *@¢% are your 
clothes let's do it at lunchtime_, honey bunny 
and I'll miss you lots. A Lot ot'Love, Jennifer. 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS at Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
...... 
GRADUATION GIFT IDEAS! Images of a 
Unjversity: A Photographic History of the 
University of New Hampshire ... $25.00. Also, 
. 17-minute video cass~tte of UNH Histo-
r~ .. $10.00. Book available through: The 
Cat's Closet, Barnes & Noble Bookstore, 
and book and tape available from University 
Communications (862-1463). · 
To Farmer and' O'Great One-You're the 
best roomies! Tood bad we didn't record 
our mednight conversations-what a laugh! 
Thanx for making it one hell of a year. I 
love you for"de,bber and debber. Signed -
13 shots · 
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SUMMER JOB 
IN THE -SUN? COLl.::EGE PRO PAINTEFlS ' 
is STILL hiring but positions are being fi lled 
quickly. Call 1-800-346-4649 for an ap-
plication. Do not let finals end without havig 
a GOOD job lined up. Position available · 
in NH, MA, CONN, RI NJ, PA, NY. Call now-
College Pro Painters 1-800-346-4649 
ADOPTION : Professional couple wishes 
to adopt, newborn to 12 months. We can 
provide warm, loving home with many 
opportunities. If pregnani and Wi§.h to · 
consider ad·op'tion, please contact us. 
Expe-nses paid. Coritidential. CaU collect 
. (6Q3) 432-8593 
Syracuse paint and wallcovering inte-
rior/ exterior painters and paper hangers 
- needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work 
in Portsmouth, Hampton and Rye Beach 
area. Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 431-
4669 
LOST - Large·orange day pack with leather 
bottom on 4/14· riear Dairy Bar. Pa.ck 
contaJned clothes and eye glasses. Reward 
offered. Call Tony at 659-2"070 or leave 
message at 862-2070 
Have you been sexually or verbally ha-
rassed eithe.r on campus or off? Campus 
Voice ·Magazine is in t_he process of writing 
an article dealing with this issue. If you 
are willing to speak confidentially with an 
editor, please call Catherine at 7 49-2587. 
Anonymity, of course, is guaranteed. 
ARCYOU TIRED OF NOT KNOWING 
WHAT'S GOING ON? Come work for The 
Programming Fund Organization and meet -
new people, become involved with 100 
different organizations at once, find out 
what happens to student's money at the 
- university. Applications available in Room 
145A. It's lots of fun!! 
. Contraceptive Services: Confidential, high-
quality care by trained and sensitive staff. 
Sliding tees for exams and supplies. Call 
for apJ=)ointment .. The Clinic Dover 749-
, . 2346, Rochester 332-4249 
Screen Printing & Embroidery T-Shirts, 
caps, jackets, button~: signs, mugs, pencils, 
etc. Competitive whole _sale prices. T -
SHIRTS PLUS-Fox Run Mall, 431-4355 
Theta Chi Docs-Thank you v_ery very much 
for freeing me from my captivity at LXA. 
I really appreciated it. Thanks a lot. Love, 
Spanky!!! 
Happy Birthday Katie . Hope you have a 
good one. See you tommorow-Rich · 
Have you been sexually or verbally ha-
rassed either on campus or off? Campus 
Voice Magazine is in the process of writing 
an article dealing with this issue. If you 
are willing to speak confidentially with an 
editor, please call Catherine at 749-2587. 
Anon_ymity, of course, is guaranteed. 
J0in WET FUN, the .sailboarding 
store/school, for an exciting break this 
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and trailor 
your board! Includes airfare, accommo-
dations, and transfers. Call WET FUN today 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Book 
,Exchanq(J, Main St. Durham 
Timmy and Joe-Hope you guys ar still here 
next year, keep up those fabulous GPA's. 
You tow made this second semester an 
absolute-blast. I hope next year is just as 
great. Debi 
To Farmer and O'Great One-You're the 
best roomies! Tood bad we didn't recor-d 
our mednight conversations-what a laugh! 
Thanx for making it one hell of a year. 1 · 
· love you for debber and debber. Signed-
13 shots 
To the microscopic Chaci-lt's been . a 
tremendous year. I can't even co_unt all 
the gr_eat times w.e've had. I'll try not to get 
punchee in the face anymore and you 
buddy, you find a real laugh over the 
summer!! Your friend always, Pogee 
Marie, Lisa and Kim-You're great! We had 
a ballsy year, didn't we? I'm already 
psyched for next year. I love you guys-Debi 
Jennifer, Sorry so late. Happy Anniversary. 
I love you! Mike · 
46 Madbury roommates: It has been a great 
year in one little green house! Remember 
th mice, the scuzzy bathroom floor, the dead 
plants, the cocktail parties, the weekend 
house guests, Dynasty parties, popcorn 
and slushies, Bride magazines, Diana Ross 
sing-a-longs, late . night water fights, 
sunning in the driveway and all tl:le times 
we bitched at eag;h other-but we're only 
joking! Doe, Sue, Nancy, Alison, Brenda, 
Donna and Wendy-you are all the best 
friends anyone could ask for. Thanks for 
making my senior year so memorable! 
Love, Mary 
To Chris K., a breakfast invitation from your 
loyal fan club at Stillings Dining Hall for 
Monday at 6:30 am. If you can't arrive, send 
a photo to convince the insolent nonbe-
lievers of your worthiness. 
H_appy Birthday Katie. Hope you have a 
good one. See you tommorow-Rich 
K,P & P-what a surprise huh?!! Let's horrify 
Fairchild 3rd next year! You guys ar the 
best!! Love Annie Fitz ... your favorite room-
mate. 
To the boozers of 1 OA: Thanks for the best 
of times. KP yah, yah! Paula you literally 
stink! Michelle may you liv to see the nest 
_A-hole fire drill! Lisa and Do.ne? coffee at 
Young's/ Long Live Niels! Love Crazy 
.· Annie 
Jules-It's been a great time this year. Have 
fun next semester. i'II miss you. Only 381 
days until we get to fight malaria,. Look 
· forward to it!! Luv Lil-
Theta Chi Qocs-Thank you very very much 
for freeing me ·from my captivity at LXA. 
. I really appreciated it. Thanks a _ lot. Love; 
Spanky!!! 
Linda, Hope, and Rab-Thanks for putting 
up with al! my crap! You guys were great, 
my best roomies in' 4 long years, Love ya, 
Andrea 
1-4, 1-5, 1-6, Especially Bill (Cute and Smelly) 
and Bob (Aloha Man)- gonna miss you guys 
and gals. Good luck in the further.-A pain 
in the butt.froml-3 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Book 
Excha_nQe,_ ~ain St. Durham 
To THE NEW HAMPSHIRE staff-old and 
new-I'm really gonna miss the long nights, 
deadlines and haranguing Edmund. I know 
I was a pain in tt.ie a-- m9st of the time, 
I tr-y hard, but I was a nice one. Jon-Good 
luck in Severely. Steve-Can't believeyo1j 
left. Pq.ul and Jim you have big shoes to 
fill but you're doing swell. Marla -just try 
to stay sane. Dave -you a new crack staff. 
Best of Luck next year-~ove·_Andrea 
430-8626 . " 
DON'T MISS IT! Only 4 weeks until the 
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW 
ENGLAND at the l.)NH Field House, Sat-
urday May 1 0 frnm 1 Oam to 1 Opm. MARK 
YOUR CALENDAR NOW! To find out more, 
'd.rop' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday 
Nights int he MUB 
. CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Dufhain Book 
' Exchange, Main St. Durham 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS ~t Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
To my sisters in Alpha Phi - t_hanks tor 
helping make this the best year in my 
college career. I couldn 't have done it 
without you. Keep up the good work and 
I'll try to stay in .touch. -Love, Scoop 
Jim H. this is your own offi c ial personal 
so thatyou did not graduate without one. 
Love yorur roommates KJ and LJ 
Its almost here! The 3rd ALMOST ANNUAL 
u°VE FREE OR JUGGLE CONVENTION 
this SATURDAY, May 10, featuring MARK 
NIZER a·nd· other Jugglers in a Thrilling 
Public Show at 1 :30. $1 for students w_hat 
a deal!! 
PERMAGRIN-Bet you didn't expect this 
personal-your very own. Most recently from 
basking in the sunshine on the_ towel on 
the grass in the backyard with my extra 
pair of legs_ for the ball of furry kitten stuff 
to play with in my shorts so the neighbor's 
l:foxer hangs out in the bushes and oh my 
God, our GOD, your LEGS are some of the 
· nicest To.llhouse cookie batter I've ever 
eaten while working with TRIM, painting 
trim that is. And who's to say I don't have 
fun lusting about you girls-especially you 
with a smiLe for every occasion. You do 
. bring out the best in me. I thank you for 
all that you have done for me, both what 
you know about and for more than you will 
ever know. I Love You, Scott-
Scottie 0 .-What's up?!..Not fade away .. Look 
me up at U of O sometime! RH _ ___ _ 
CASH FOR TE:XTBOOKS AT Dur-ham B~ok 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
I tell myself, only fools rush in, only time-
will tell if we stand the test' of time, you've 
got to run _to win and I'll be dammed if I'll 
get hung up on l'he line. It's got what it takes, 
so tell me why can't this be love 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham· Book 
Exchange Main St. Durham 
TBP-Thanks for being my best friend. we 've 
been thru a lot-from sudated to emotional 
To the receiver of my smile, thank you tor roller coasters! You've been there! (L.ME! 
the beautiful roses! you made my day. Toby _ L.ME! L.ME!)-Hey Bay Bee! I Love You! M-
-Mary Ellen, I bet you thought we would 
never make it through this year! We have 
so far and we only have a few days left! 
I'm going to miss you next year! Toby Ellen 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS at Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
FREE. FREE FREE!!! FREE outdoor concert 
with the DEL FUEGOS, LOOSE CABOOSE 
ahd RANDOM FACTOR. It's the MUSO 
SPRINGEST. It's for you and it's FREE!!! 
MAY 11th noon! 
Mike from Anthropology-you caught my 
eye the first day of class!! Too bad we never 
had the chance to meet. 
Debi T. You have made this year memor-
able for me. I will never forget those Friday 
& Saturday nights. Love always.'Guillaume 
HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY MOM!!! Love Leigh 
Heidi-Psyched tor next year future roomie! 
So glad things are finally looking up for 
both of us. [ am finally getting a car so get 
set tor a great year. Love ya Beth 
WOODY ALLEN FESTIVAL. This Sunday 
night in the MUB. Showings are at 6 and 
9:30 . See both ANNIE HALL and EVER-
YTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO 
KNOW ABOUT SEX for $2 students, $3 
general public 
SENIORS have you picked up your free 
tickets tor the Senior Picnic on May 23? 
Ticket.s _are available at t~e MUB ticket · 
,office until May 22 . Undergraduates are 
welcome and tickets are $2.50 per person 
HEY-710 Stoke contains two of the hottest 
babes in town. Cakes, you amazing lover. 
Embarrassed yet? ·Love you both. Indy, 
sorry about the typewriter ribbon. Love, 
PRISCILLA THE PRETZEL. Hi Amy! 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Book 
Exc_hange, Main St. Durham 
Join one of the most active student · 
organizations on campus, MUSD is looking 
for 'a Production/ Security Manager. Thi·s 
is a compensated postition. Applications 
available in MUSO office Rm 148-MUB 
A,. NIGHT OF SONG AND DANCE: TAKE 
TWO!! Theater Dance and Musical Comedy 
Showcase performed and choreographed 
by the students! Show starts at 6:00 pm, 
Tuesday, May 13; One dollar admission! 
La·ura L.-Sorry I'm late. How are you? It 
was good to see you again Friday morning. 
Hope you had a good time being kidnapped. 
Will have to do it again sometime soon . 
Take care. Greg 8. 
Hey Tease #2, yes you! Beep, Squish, 
Squeak, Squirt, Swoosh. Sorry it took so 
long. Thanx for my personal. I can't wait 
to cook you dinner. Two more weeks and 
we'll be there. Love Ya! Tease #1 
De: My bestest dance buddy and English 
blow-off. Can we take another English class 
together and blow it off? Yeah! Thanks for 
being there this past weekend ... You are 
a terrific friend. Love ya, Krick 
Tet;. We've come a long way since pickles 
under our pillows, Barbra's "Sweet Inspi-
ration," smeared ravioli guts, and chewy 
toffee. Here's to two chics on the move! 
The big question: "When can we do lunch?" 
You'll alwayas be my best friend and 
roomie! Love Krick 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS ·at Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham . 
Happy 25th Mom and Dad! I can only hope 
_to have a marriage as half as successful 
as yours. I love you both dearly ... thanks 
for everything .. . Love, Kris, · 
Congratulations Phi Kappa Theta on your 
new brothers-They are ballsy! Con-grats 
New Phi Kaps-you guys are awesome! 
Love funnel! woman. & Scary Mary 
IT'S FREE!! IT'S FREE!! MUSO PRESENTS 
SPHINGFEST! A FREE outdoor concert 
witl;i the DEL FU EGOS, LOOSE CABOOSE 
and RANDOM FACTOR. It's SPRINGFEST, 
it's MAY 11th (Sunday) at 12 noon , and 
it's FREE, FREE, FREE, FREE!!! 
TBP-Thanks for being my best friend we 've 
oeen thru a lot-from sudated to emotional 
roller coasterst You 've been therE! ! (L.MEI 
L.ME! L.ME!-)-Hey Bay Bee! I Love You! M-
smile! Love Hot _tub Woman 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham · 
No more $hopping days! Have a very Feliz 
cumpleanos and keep Saturday free 
for ... yes, a mystery date! Love Me and Fred 
smile! Love Hot Tub Woman 
No more shopping days! Have a very Feliz 
cumpleanos and keep Saturday free 
for ... yes, a mystery date! Love Me and Fred 
To my roomates in 0-6 thankyou tor making 
my last semester one of the best. You are 
terrific Love Helen 
Dear Scott and Bart-I love you guys both! 
This year has been great with you. I can't 
imagine how may dozens of cookies we 
have baked! Ba.rt-you better co"me visit 
this summer. Okay? Love_ Always Donez 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
PERMAGRIN-1:let you didn_'t expect this 
personal-your very own. Most recently from · 
· basking in the sunshine on the towel on 
the grass in the backyard with my extra 
pair of legs for the ball of furry kitten stuff 
to play with in my shorts so the neighbor's 
boxer hangs out in the bushes and oh my 
God, our GOD, your LEGS are some of.the 
nicest Tollhouse cookie batter I've ever 
eaten while working with TRIM, painting 
trim that is. And who's to say I don't have 
fun lusting about you girls-especially you 
with a smile for every occasion. You do 
bring out the best in me. I thank you for 
all that you have done for me, both what 
. yo1:1 know about and for more than you will 
ever know. I Love You, Scott 
Scottie 0.-What's up?!..Not fade away .. Look 
me up at U of O sometime! RH ' 
To the Pit Gals : Zard, Shell, Beerbong, 
Loooee, M1ss Dingleberry, the future Mrs. 
Weir, Beck the Marathon Monster and, of 
course, Soozy! You guys are great and I'll 
miss you! Westward road tripping next 
year? YES!! Love ya! Bee 
To the Room 4 Guys: Miki~. Dave, Chris, 
Neil, Putz and _B.oofie-good luck next year 
and I'll miss you guys! If you're ever out 
west...S1:tr9om (that one's for you Boof!) -
SY-Wish we could stop the world & live 
the_ simple life eV1ery day; your Pizza-melts 
are Fantastic. Thanks for making this 
semester my best ,ever-I;II miss you. Hugs 
& Kisses,-Feef 
Its almost here! The 3rd ALMOST ANNUAL 
LIVE FREE OR JUGGLE CONVENTION 
this SATURDAY, May 10, featuring MARK 
NIZER and other Jugglers in a Thrilling 
Public Show at 1 :30. $1 tor students what 
a deal!! 
Patity, Thanks for being the b~st roomate 
for the past 2 years! I hope you get into 
HAP and that you find somewhere to live! 
Come visit me at the house! I'll miss you! 
(but not Steve!!) j_ove ya, Linda 
ROBIN FROM HETZEL? Did you keep-your 
late night shower date last Friday. If not, 
let's step out of the "Music closet" and 
talk sometime! From a stereo fanatic, above 
Pettee-Brook Market · 
Kappa Sig-All we are is dust in the wind!! 
· Doug 0-Finally a personal that's really for 
you! M. says you're probably' better than 
the other DD. anyway! Thanks for wond-
erful month, I know there will be many mo(e. 
Te quiero (take you pick)-L 
Its almost here! The 3rd ALMOST ANNUAL 
LIVE FREE OR JUGGLE CONVENTION 
this SATURDAY, May 10, featuring MARK 
NIZER and other Jugglers in a ThrilHng 
Public.Show at 1 :30. $1 for students what 
a de'?I!! 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS AT Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
To the Pit Gals:·Zard, Shell, Beerbong, 
Loooee, Miss Dingleberry, the.future Mrs. 
Weir, Beck the Marathon Monster and, of 
course, Soozy! You guys are great .and. I'll 
miss you! Westward road tripping next 
year? YES!I Love ya! Bee : · 
To the Room 4 Guys: Mikie, Dave, Chris, 
Neil , Putz and Boofie-good luck next year 
and I' ll miss you guys! If you're ever out 
west...Shroom (that one's for you Boof!) 
SY-Wish we could stop the world & live 
the simple life every day; your Pizza-melts 
are Fantastic. Thanks for making this 
semester my best ever-I'll miss y·ou . Hugs 
& Kisses,-Feef 
Its al mo.st heret The 3rd ALMOST ANNUAL 
.LIVE FREE OR JUGGLE CONVENTION 
this SATURDAY. May 10, featuring MARK 
NIZER and othe r Ju.gglers in··a Th ri•lling 
Public Sho_w at 1 :30. $1 for students what 
a deal!I 
To my room ate~ in Q-6thankyou tor making 
.my last semester one of the best. You are 
terrific Love Helen -
Dear Scott and Bart-I love you guys both! 
This. year has been great with you. I .can't 
imagine how may dozens of cookies we 
have baked! Bart-you better come visit 
this summer. Okay? Love Always Donez 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham · 
Dear Friends of Scooter, Brain, Tommy-
Kidd; and the Pig. Please stop by to pick 
up your reservations for senior week (May 
' 21-May 24) Thankyou 
Dear Wendy of Fairchild and all other 
members .of the anti-fun movment of 
campus, we are going to party until may 
24th_. So get used to t_he noise. Why don't · 
you join a nice quiet library _club or church 
group? Love the Pleasure dome 
. T, Hi! I have a few things· I want to tell you. 
First, try to remember that this semester 
wasn't all bad {please!). And, k~ep 7n mind 
that there is such thing as postive change. 
OK? Thank you, .thank you, thank you, for 
being my friend! xxoo J ' 
Its almost here! The 3rd ALMOST ANNUAL 
LIVE FREE OR JUGGLE CONVENTlo'N 
this SATURDAY, May 10, featuring MARK 
NIZER and other Jugglers in a Thrilling 
Public Show at 1 :30. $1 for students what 
a deal!! 
CASH FOR. TEXTBOOKS AtDurham Book 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
To Bert, Well this is it kid, our time is running 
out. I know you're bumming as much as 
I am but try not too get too emotional, OK? 
Hope I didn't make things too hard for you 
this year, although you know I'm glad if 
I did.-You better be looking forward to having 
room 801 as your second home next year 
cause I'll be expecting it! . Thanks for 
everything you've put up with, and r,e-
·member that you are special. And you know 
how f mean that! xxoo Ernie · 
WST NOTEBOOK-I lost my black note-
-book somewhere ·on campus. It is a slim 
black notebook, not the three ring binder ' 
type, and full of important notes for finals. 
Please call Chris at 1323 or 742-8911 
Lisa, and Sarah how have the two of you 
been_? Last paper, so have t9 tell you bdth 
to have a great summer· and will see both · 
next year probably. Stop over to see -r:ne 
this next week. Take Care Rich ;, , . 
A NIGHT OF SONG AND DANCE: TAKE 
TWO!! Theater Dance and Musical Comedy 
Showcase p~rtormed and chorepgraphed 
by the students! ·Show starts af 6:00 pm, 
Tuesday, May 13; One dollar admission! 
TO THE PIKE BROTHER AT THE N-H-
Thanks-for letting me use your pen! Let's 
have breakfast sometime. THE GIRL 
LEAVING THE AD 
9ASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Boo~ 
Exchange, Main St. Durham 
Patty, Thanks fbr being the Oest room~l!:l 
- for the past 2 years! I hope you get into 
HAP and that you find somewhere to live! , 
Come visit me at the hou·se! I'll miss you! 
(but not Steve!!) Love ya, ~inda 
ROBIN FROM HETZEL? Did you keep your 
' late~ night shower date last Fr'iday. If no( 
let's step out of the "MtJsic closet" and 
talk sometime! F.rom a stereo fanatic, above 
Pettee-Brook Market 
Kappa Sig-All _we are is dustin the wind!! 
Doug 0-Finally a ' personal -that's really for 
_ you! M. says you're probably better than 
the other D.D. anyway! Thanks for wond-
erful month, I know there will be many more. 
Te quiero (take you pick)-L -
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durham Book 
Exchange Main St. Durham 
Tet; We've come a long way since pickles 
under our pillows, ·Barbra's "Sweet Inspi-
ration," smeared ravioli guts, and chewy 
toffee . Here's to two chics on the move! 
The big question: "When ,-;an we· do lunch?" 
You ' ll alwayas be my best friend and 
roomie! Love Krick 
Happy 25th Mom and Dad! I can only h9pe 
to have a marriage as half as successful· 
as yours. I love you both dearly .. .'thanks 
for everything ... Love·, Kris 
Congratulations Phi Kappa Theta on your 
new brothers-They are ballsy! Congrats 
· New Phi Kaps-you guys are awesome I 
Love funnell woman & Scary Mary 
IT'S FREE!! IT'S FREE!! MUSO PRESENTS 
SPRINGFESTI A FREE outdopr concert 
with the DEL FUEGOS, LOOSE CABOOSE 
and RANDOM FACTOR. It's SPRINGFEST, 
it's MAY 11th (Sunday) at 12. noon, and 
it's FREE, FREE, FREE, FREE!!! 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1 ~86 PAGE TWENTY""NINE 
CLASSIFIED 
Once upon a time in Area Ill, ·there was 
a boy called Marc and a girl whose name 
was Betsy. He was tall with hair of blonde, 
always moussed to perfection . She was 
a fluff who gazed too much at her own 
reflection . But little did everyone know the 
secret attraction she had was for this 
certain blonde the · well-dressed preppy 
POLO lad. And then one rainy night /with 
some friends she took a trip .. Over a hill , 
into the mud up to th
1
e 6th , there she 
bumped into Kip. They spoke few words , 
but she'd managed to catch his attentiofl. 
She thought "oh he's so cute!" Which made 
her feel full of apprerisior:i . And then one 
fateful night an entire year ago, a bizarre 
thing happened and .it .went like so: Betsy 
went to the MUB that Thursday night with 
some fri ends of her own. Marc, bored to 
t~ars, decided to go out instead of sitting 
around at home. Little to ei ther on e' s 
knowledge, their friends were one and the 
same, and when his friends met hers, they 
were both quite glad th ey came. It was 
there, this night, these two met each other, -
and despite a short span of time they began 
to care for one another. And if this sounds 
ridiculous, it 's all because it's true1 Marc-
Happy ONEIi I LOVE YOU 11 
Looking for wok for the fall ?' The University 
Information Desk in the MUB is looking 
to hire students now for the fall. It's worth 
looking into' Contact Susan Mudgett (leave 
a name and number) 862-1524. Work study 
preferred. 
Its almost here' The 3rd ALMOST ANNUAL 
LIVE FREt: OR JUGGLE CONVENTION 
this SATURDAY, May 10, featuring MARK 
NIZER and other Jugglers in a Thrilling 
Public Show at 1 :30. $1 for students what 
a deal'! 
To the gentleman with manners who held 
the-door open for me Wednesday morning 
at PGAC - maybe I'll see you in the MUB . 
Tuesday before my 2:00 class? 
You're a tough guy, John is, as are we. YQu _ 
hate us. Kidding I'm a jo~ester! Can't fool 
you Leo! Cop. Sorry you had to yell at us, 
but now we know what "E " means! Next 
time we'll let you & Bobby drive. Yea, that's 
it.We're sure g'iad that you're' not punk , 
'cause that would realy make us c~unk. 
Hey we'er a poet and we didn't even realize 
the fact!(Nor did we know it.) Face-off in 
the corner U-N-Believable!!! 
T.W.A single ticket to London- (Heathrow) 
on 22nd MAY. $160.00 Call 868-1818 
SENIORS pick up you free tickets for the . 
senior picnic .at the MUB ticket office . 
Guests $2 .50 for a barbaque , outdoor 





Gale and Rich 
CASH FOR TEXTBOOKS At Durram Book 
Exchange, M9in St. Durham 
Scoopie-Hey you sh--head!! WAAA!! You're 
one of the few reasons I'm bummed that 
this semester is over. Thanks so much for 
being a fun roomate. There are so many 
memeories that will never be forgotten: 
the ganglion , Great Brita-in, strawberry 
dacquris made with kerosene rum, belch-
ing, AKAK, "How Will I Know?" napping 
to G.W., Moonlighting, Tanique (and miss-
ing the Kari-Van t5y 30 seconds). Night on 
the Nile (which turned into Dawn of the 
Dead-, for me at least), I could go on forever. 
It's been a jammin' good time and I'll miss 
you tons! Love always, Linda Lou. P.S. How 
come the stereo looks like it 's on but it 's 
not.? (HIC!) 
TO ALL STANTON HOUSE 
-RESIDENTS 
Your R.A. Loves You All 
Thanks for a wonderful & fun year! 




THE COOLEST PLACE 
TO WORK 
OIN THE MUB 
TEA.M 
Good jobs available no~ 
to fit your schedule · 
Summer jobs 
September jobs 
Apply now Room 322 MU·B 
Office of Student Activities 
CONGRATULATIONS V!CKIE K. ON 
YOUR NEW JOB!!!!! I'm so jealous I can 
hardly stand it and on top of that you're 
done with school next FRIDAY!!! Don 't 
bother me until Wednesday - OK, then we'll 
go camping. Deal? Deal!!! GOOD LUCK . 
BUDDY, NOW AND FOREVER!!! HAPPY 
GRADUATION! Love, Jamie 
Linda , Hope, and Rab-Thanks- for putting 
up with all my crap! You guys were great, 
my best roomies in 4 long years, Love ya, 
Andrea 
1-4, 1-5, 1-6, Especially Bill (Cute and Smelly) 
and Bob (Aloha Man)- gCJnna miss you guys 
'and gals. Good luck in the further.-A pain 
in the butt froml-3 
Timmy and Joe-Hope you guys ar still here 
next year, keep up those fabulous GPA's. 
You tow made this second semester an -
absolute blast. I hope next year is just as 
great. Debi 
A NIGHT OF SONG AND DANCE: TAKE 
TWO!! Theater Dance and Musical Comedy 
Showcase perforrT)ed arid choreographed 
by the students! Show starts at 6:00 pm, 
Tuesday, May 13; One dollar admission! 
To the microscopic Chaci-lt's been a_ 
trnmendous year. I can't even count ·all 
the great times we've had. I'll try not to .get 
punched in the face anymore and you 
buddy, you find a real laugh over--4 he · 
summer!! Your friend always, Pogee 
Happy Mother's Day 
Mom! 
I know I'm full of it, 
but I couldn't · 
have made 
it without you! 
Love y~u! 
- our eldest · 
"" 
J.HE NEW HAMRS-1::HRfi,FRI-IJAY,,MAY.:9,, l986 , 
--NFL----
<cominued from page 32) 
defensive tackle to offensive ·:· : · 
guard. His success hinges on his 
ability to .accept· the traris'ition, 
which Bowes thinks Brian is 
capable of. 
An aJ.1}azing aspect of this 
story is that Brian, Paul, and 
Tom a"re all roommates, and 
good friends. Madbury Apart-
1 · ment 1 lB should be bronzed and 
sent to the UNH Hall of fame. 
"We are all pulling for e~ch 
other," says Dufault, currently 
enjoying an ·empty apartment. 
"I drove them (Brian and Tom) 
down to the _airport yesterdµ.y 
(so they could go sign their 
contracts out West). And they 
did the s.ame thing for me when 
I went last week." 
"It was crazy on draft day," 
laughs Dufault, "nobody could 
use the phone." 
-COACHES~ 
(continued from page 31) -
talking of changes he will im-
plement lest Richmond _over- · 
hear. "We will throw the b~ll 
more.:· 
A Phoenix, Arizona native, 
Whipple graduated from Bro~n 
University in 1979: He started 
as quarterback for two years, 
compili--ng ~tats good enough 
to place him third on the Bruins' 
all-time passing percentage list 
and fourth in passing yardage. 
Whipple was also a four-year 
starter on the Brown baseball 
squaq. _ · _ _ · 
During 1984, Whipple gained 
his most valuable coaching 
experience, working as an as-
sistant coach for the Arizona 
Wranglers of the USFL. In 
Arizona Whipple labored under 
the tutelage of famed head coach 
George Allen and former Los 
Angeles Ram quaterback Ro-Speaking _of that disappoint-
ing draft day, Dufault admits 
it was upsetting ( not to be 
drafted, but realizes he is just 
as ·well off now, as not getting 
drafted allowed him to look for 
the teams who needed help ·at 
the center position. 
Three members of the 1985 football squad may play· in the NFL next season. They are Paul 
Dufault (67), Tom Flanagan (81), and Andre Garron (to the right of Flanagan). 
man Gabriel., · 
Besides acquiring knowledge . 
of an pro-type offensive system 
with the Wranglers, Whipple 
gained insight into the organ-
izational and relational skills 
required of a coach. "The USFL 
· Even if these players don't 
make the NFL, there is always 
the United States Football 
League and the Canadian Foot-
ball League. 
While the rest of the UNH 
- students are pulling their hair 
out over final exams on May 19, 
Dufault will be leaving for a 
week long mini-camp in the 
Meadowlands, the Giants home 
field, where he will push him-
self. And UNH will be pushing 
. for him. 
Following mini-camp, Du-
fault will continue to work with 
weight and strength coaches 
form }he Giants, and try to fine-
tune his snap, all in preparation 
of July ,.14, when training camp 
opens at Pace University in 
Yorktown New York. · 
1983 UNH graduate Ken 
Kaplan for the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers is the only player 
from UNH active in the NFL 
now. 
For Paul, Brian, Andre, and 
Tom, those few hot summer 
· weeks at the end of July will 
determine whether UNH can 
boast four more alumni in the 
NFL. Good __ Luck. 
~LAX-WOMEN-
. (continued from page 32) 
unassisted. However, the Wild-
cats, seemingly more inspired 
with a pair of goals as senior 
Suz_ie Haynes and co-captain 
Barb Marois (2 goals on the day) 
each scored to give the Wildcats 
a 2-1 lead. · 
The lead lasted for a while 
before Barrett · ( 4 goals and a 
constant thorn in the Wildcats' 
side) sqfred two successive goals 
. at 15:04 and 15:25. This mini-
outburst hoisted the Owls into 
the lead by.ohe; 3-2. 
.. Much to Temple's chagrin, 
however, Marois had something 
left in her arsenal. The senior, 
knowing.this could be her last 
game in a blue and white uni-
form, took matters into her own 
hands, circling in on the Temple 
net, and scoring, making the 
score 3-3. Junior Pauline Collins 
scored on a nice goal to the left 
of the Temple goalie, making 
the score, 4-3, a- lead which 
UNH carried with them into 
half. 
Coach Marjorie Anderson, 
realizing that the result could 
still go either way, made sure 
that her squad knew this as well. 
She gave the old 'this is . it' talk 
during. the half. "She just said: 
'Hey, this could by your last 
game. How do you feel about 
Women· tracksters -set pace 
_By Paul W olterbeek 
Both Patti Martin and Jen-
nifer Shepley began to compete 
in high school track as a fluke. 
Both were well-rounded athletes 
through high school, playing 
- a medley of sports from basket-
ball to volleyball, but it wasn't 
until late and through chance 
circumstances that each disco-
vered a talent for track and field 
events. 
"I got in a fight; that's how 
I got started in field events," 
says Shepley. "It was the spring 
of my senior year on my softball 
team, and my coach and I had 
an argument over just where 
I fit into the starting lineup. I 
figured 'I don't need this,' so 
I quit. The track coach found 
out and said, "Well, hey, as long 
as you're free, why not throw 
in some weight events?" _ 
That was three years ago. 
This year Shepley is seeded 
second in the Hammer event 
. of the upcoming ECACs on May 
16:-18. Throwing the four kilo 
hammer is a new event for 
Shelpley, but it is also- her 
strongest. She has only compet-
ed there this year, but has set 
a new school record in the event 
and continues to improve. 
"The hammer is an especially 
fun event for me be.cause it is 
so new and I can see improve-
ment really soon," says Shepley. 
'Tye been throwing the shot 
for several years, and now I only 
see progress in inches. With the. 
hammer I see my distan<::es 
improve by feet! h's strange to 
fjnd myself strong in the event 
this late when I have been 
·throwing the javelin and the 
shot for years." 
· Shepley, a junior majoring · 
in english, tea.ching, 'came to 
UNH frorri Emery' College in . 
Atlanta, Georgia. She came here 
for the better academic pro-
gram; the athletics aspect of 
UNH she finds sadly lacking 
in some areas. 
"The worst pa.rt of all is the 
that?" recalls ·Narsiff, · "We 
realized how right she was and 
how we had to play a much 
better second half than we 
played the first half." 
"She told us to just relax.:. we 
were being too jumpy," relates 
junior Karen Gero'mini. "She 
told us to play our usual game 
and things would work out." 
Little did they know it, but 
the first ten minutes of the 
second half pretty much dictated 
the fina_l resul~ of the game. 
Temple came out like a ball of 
old refrain of bad facilities; 
that's a real downer,-" Shepley 
says. "When I came from Emery, 
they had just completed a 20 
million dollar athletic facility, 
and there was a lot of support. 
Here we have no support be-
cause we have no home meets. 
It also hurts our training to have 
facilities that just aren't up to 
par." , . 
But even: with sub-standard 
_ facilities to contend with, she 
· has managed to have a solid 
season in the javelin and the 
shot put events~ as weH as her 
record breaking hammer throw 
of over 140' that has seeds her 
second goinJ.?; into the ECACs. 
She is excited about the-impend-
. ing competition. 
"My closest competition there 
will be the Same as at the New 
Englands; Darcy Huckins (BU) 
and Lynn Lanzel (URILLynn 
beat me out by two feet last week 
under bad weather, but I really 
want to take her down in Vir-
ginia:" 
Patti Martin also feels con-
fident about the ECAC compe.:. 
tition at George Mason U niver- . 
sity. 
'TH run against Terry Alyssa 
again, and this time I want that 
first,. I really want it," says 
Martin. 
Alyssa bested Martin in the 
5000 meter run by a time of 
17:41.53 to 17:51.15 at last 
. weekend's New E~gland Cham-
pionships held at UVM. 
Martin also began trac;k after 
specializing in other sports 
through high school. She played 
basketball at Gardner High in 
Gardner Mass, but is better 
known for the school record she 
set in the javelin with a throw 
of 125'. · . 
When she came to UNH she 
tried out for the crew team, but 
opted for track when she didn't 
make the cuts. At first she threw 
the javelin, but she began to run 
a lot and decided to try cross 
coµntry. 
fire and immediately scored five 
straight goals, putting them 
ahead, 8-4. 
UNH, thinking comeback as 
it has all season, put forth a 
valiant effort, but to no avail. 
"The offense tried really hard 
to click, but we were just missing 
open shots," says N arsiff. 
Indeed, _UNH had its oppor-
tunities in' the waning moments 
of the game. One more than one 
occasion, the Temple goalie was 
out of · the net and UNH failed 
to capitalize. UNH's Angie 
"I was a little'.-sceptical at and NFL people I've dealt with 
first," says coach Nancy Krueg- have rubbed off on me' .in that 
er. ·"I wanted to be sure she Iknowwhatagoodcoachshould 
would be committed to cross be," says Whipple. Tve learned 
country and not just be staying that people are just people. 
in shape for.the j;ivelin. But There's no difference between 
when she sent me her logs ovet a million dollar star on the 
the summer and was consist- sidelines and the average Joe 
antly running 50 miles a week, on the street," Whipple says 
I was impresed. Her first year sincerely. 
running for UNH she was "Anything less than making 
number four on the team and the playoffs is a disappoint-
made the All New England ment," says Whipple, a _man 
team." · with high goals, (and obviously 
_ Much of her sophomore year accustomed to success). "We 
was ·spent at San Diego State have the talent and ability to 
on the exchange progra·m, make the na_tional champion-
'Yhich she c:::onsiders a great ships. It's an attainable goal." . 
experience. '' · ' On the other s·ide of the ball 
'. 'I _didn't run track, but I is Coach Hermari, described as 
competed in a couple of 10k road an on-the-go guy by his recently 
races; good ones, too! It's a g-rea.t . made..friends. In his short stay 
environment out there and I had · here · Herman has adopted th€ 
a change of scene that I really Wildcat -defensive system, and 
needed," Martin says. says it's "great," similar to what 
The junior nutritional science he's done in the past. 
major has had a varied career From Ellwood City, Pa., Her-
at UNH, where she has had to man coached and played at 
run both distance and speed Division III Edinboro College, 
events like the 3000 and 5000. where he has been the defensive 
-''It's kind of tough for me co-ordirrator for the last seven 
because I'm more of a distance years: He has a positive outlook 
runner I've never felt like a and can't wait to get the season 
sprinter," says Martin. "I like underway. 
sprinting, though, because it is Besides being responsible for 
different and I use other muscles the linebackers, Herman will 
than in di~tance work." aid in scouting and recruiting . 
The longest race she has yet 'Tm re~lly excited to be part 
run was a 13.1 mile half- of th.is defense," says Herman, 
marathon she ran in New Bed- who thinks all of the linebackers 
ford, Mass, last summer. She are ".great guys." And appar·-
- had· a good day, placing thir- ently, the feelings are mutal. 
teenth of all the women there, Senior linebacker Dave_ Duggan 
and 191 out of 1800. Her elapsed likes Herman a lot. "He is 
time was 6:20. different than Coach O'Connor, 
Both · Martin and Shepley · and he's an excited and emotion-
have had a solid spring, and are al coach," says J?uggan. "Al~ 
looking confidently towards the _ though O'Connor's shoes can 
ECACs. But best of all, both never be filled, Herman is doing 
return next year with the ex- a good job." · · 
perience of a championship. Let's hope Herman and Whip-
"They both are hard working pie can improve on last season's 
and a real team asset," Krueger 6-4 . record and make this the 
says, '.'Patti always gives 110 Wildcats' twelfth consecutive 
percent effort and sets a good winning ,season. There will be 
pace for us." no lack of desire 'in at least two 
Sherrer scored the Wildcat's last 
goal shortly before the final_ gun 
sounded. 
After the game, the plaudits 
we_re directed mainly towards 
co.:captain Marois. "Barb played 
her usual outstanding game on 
defense," comments Geroniini, 
"She actually carried our offense 
today scoring two goals, and she 
also played a superb defensive 
game." N arsiff agrees, "Barb 
played the way she always does-
aggressive and inspired. She 
really set an ex·ample for the 
coaching spots. 
younger players this year." 
The loss halts the Wildcats' 
season and gives Temple a 2-
0 season record, as the Owls beat 
UNH earlier this year. "They 
beat us 7-6 earlier and I didn't 
see much improvement in them 
th_is. time around," says Gero-
m1n1. 
The Wildcats· went into the 
tournament ranked fourth na-
tion~ll y. Congratulations to 
coach Anderson and the team 
for having a season the entire 
University is proud of. · 
Here'stOUNH's Own Shrine(r) 
"Mike's an excellent leader. 
He really takes charge. Really 
knows what he's supposed to 
do." -Head Baseball Coach, Ted 
Conner 
"He always gave 100 percent. 
We always counted on him. He's 
got a great attitude and he's a 
hard wo_r.ker. "-Neal Zonfrelli, 
linebacker and 1985 co-captain 
of ·the UNFI football team. 
He's our own Mike Shriner. . 
The UNH senior has been 
described as "underrated" by 
reporters, c0aches, teammates, 
and the UNH sports fans who· 
for the. past four years have . 
1/Jf~aron<F_~rraris . · . _ _: · . 
. 4'~5 ~:, aridPhillipAr,drews 
They don't open their. regµlar season until September; 
however, you can get a good look at the 1986 UNH football 
team tomorrow when they play the annual blue-white game. 
The blue-white 'game is a full contact scrimmage allowing . 
the coaches to take a good look at what they have to work 
with for next season. For many players, the blue-white game 
is an excellent chance to secure a starting spot for. the fall. 
The teams are selected through an intrasquad draft (mock 
draft), which is done by splitting the coaching staff down. 
the middle to form _two complete teams. The blue-white game 
or spring game as some rnll it, is the last step of the 
Spring/Winter football program. After the last whistle has 
been blown and the scoreboard lights go out, it will be up 
to the players to stay in shape until they report for Fall camp 
sometime in August ... 
watched as he blocked at.fullback To add to this Saturday's activities, the first annual alumni 
on the football · field during the flag football game will be_ played; feat!uring grid stars from 
fall, and broke all time UNH , years gone by. Some ope hundred plus alumni hav~ returned 
baseball -records during the their invites saying they will be here. By the way, that game 
spring. is slated for a 10:30 a.m. start ... 
Which records? Practically , 
all of them. Six of the possible And now for our congratulations department ... Mike Shriner, 
nine were broken by Shriner what can we say, for a stump you are orte hell of an athlete, 
including most RBI's (110), hits M'k Sh · h h d nice 1· ob o_ n your latest baseball record, you will surely be 
4 8 d h 1 e nner as a a great four years as the baseball team's (13 ) , runs (11 ) , an ome missed ... Ladycat laxers, good work on retaining your E<=AC · ( 18) · Th · power hitting right fielder. runs rn -a career. ese stats --"=:----:----::;;;__.;:::_=--_--=-___________ __:__ ___ 1 championship crown, Harvard wouldn't know what to do with 
earned, the right fielder a place through numbers a_nd awards. . . Th<;mgh he was used to play- it anyway .. ; And how about the men's lacrosse squad; yeah, 
on the All-ECAC North team · "Blocking efficiency is not ing more than one sport at his . we've certainly got O{!r fingers crossed for the number nine 
in 1985,. and this sea~on being printed in the newspapers," says high school in Roselle Park, ranked team in the NATION. 
the best of his four, he will most head football coach Bill Bowes. New Jersey, Mike had to make 
likely be.chosen again. "We had Andre Garroff and adjustments in both his games 
Shriner was an All-Yankee Scott Perry to carry the ball. But when he came to college. In the 
Conference choice during his Mike had a lot to do with their UNH offense, Shriner's job was 
junior and senior years on the running success. In the BU to block, rather than run, as he 
footbal-1 team. But Shriner's game, he was about 97 -percent. was accustomed to in . high 
worth cannot be asse~ed only Mike never missed a block." school, and 'i:n--o·rder .to start on 
And Shriner has also exceled on the gridiron as the Wildcats' 
powerful fullback.(Ronit Larone file photo) 
the baseball team, Shriner had 
ro switch from catcher to right 
field. 
· "I had a great time," Shriner 
says of his four years at UNH, 
"but I am _ready to go home." _ 
Although Shriner has not ruled 
out the possibility of playing 
. professional baseball, his future 
will most likely be centered 
around a business career, as he 
is a WSBE major. 
But of his .records, Shrine.t; 
says,"! don't really think about 
it. Right now, I just want to hit 
the ball." . 
Not .one hour after that state-
ment, Mike Shriner stepped up . 
to the plate against Hartford 
last week, and thought about 
hitting the ball. And for the 
eighteenth time in his career, 
hit a home run. 
With the season's end and 
graduation rapidly approaching, · 
t_he senior . is thinking ahead to 
going home and getting a job 
in a large business somewhere 
in New York City. · 
But whatever he decides to 
do, Mike ·Shriner can look back 
· knowing he has. found a -place 
in the UNH record books, and 
his achievements have not gone 
unnoticed. 
~ wo coaches ready for game 
By Paul Tolme 
When the UNH football 
team kicks off its season against 
Richmond next September, two 
men will be trudging the Wild-
cat sidelines for their first time, 
one driving the offense, the 
other trying to stuff Rich-
mond's. 
New offensive backfield 
coach and offensive coordinator 
Mark Whipple, and ne~ line-
backer coach Tom Herman have 
both been here only a relatively 
short time, (Whipple signed on 
January 14, and Herman on , 
April 16), but both are already 
extremely happy with their jobs, . 
and with UNH in general. 
'Tm ecstatic to be here," says 
Berman, who replaces Dave 
O'Connor, departed to fill the 
retired Charlie Holt's hat as 
Wildcat hockey coach. . 
"It's a really good situation , 
_ here and the people are great," 
says Whipple, (who has a right 
to his own opinion), ·~it's easy 
to recruit too, and it's pleasant 
here." 
Both coaches will have a 
chance to test their stuff this 
Saturday when the Wildcats play 
the intra-squad Annual _Blue-
White Football Game, which 
ends the spring season. 
"We are very fortunate to 
have a person .of Mark's calibre 
and experience ass·ociated with 
our program," says UNH head 
coach Bill Bowes of Whipple. 
''He has an outstanding future." 
Whipple is indeed a good man 
to have on campus, and could 
add a little spice to the meat and 
potatoes running offense of the 
Garron era. "We are going to 
try not to be so predictable next 
season," says the confident 
Brown graduate and previous 
USFL coach, hedging from 
COACHE·s, page 30 
Ladycat athletes get psyched for Monday night's sports 
· banquet, you have all cetainly earned it, se~ _y9u there ... 
May 9, 1984: the longest game ever played in the American 
League. The Chicago White Sox defeated the Milwaukee Brewers 
7 -6 on a homerun by Harold Baines irt the TWENTY -FIFTH 
inning .. The longest game prior to that was a TWENTY-SIX 
inning, 1-1 tie between the Brooklyn Dodgers and Boston 
Braves on May 1, 1920... · 
We, the writers of "TOUCHING ALL BASES," would like 
· to wish Andre Garron; P.aul Dufault, Briao. O'Neil and Tom 
Flanagan good hick in their quest to find places on the National 
Football leag1,1e tflams that have invited them to rooki,e camps . 
Show 'em ·they made a big mistake by not drafting you when . 
they had the chance. Hats off to Wee Willie Shoemaker, who 
rode Ferdinai:id to the wire at this year's Kentucky Derby. 
There is an excellent article in this week's Sporting News 
on Bill Walton. It is the cover story and it examines Walton's 
past and present exploits ... 
Leading the PGA in earnings through May 4 is Greg Norman, 
with $343,774.00. Six-time Masters champ Jack Nicklaus is 
ranked seventeenth with $150,104.00 earned. Norman recently 
won the Las Vegas Invitational, reportedly worth over 
$200,000.00 ... According to the Boston Globe, the Sporting 
News, which conducts an annual league poll of league players, 
has selected Larry Bird as its NBA player of ~he year. No surprises 
there if you- ask us ... It's kind of refreshing to wake up in the 
morning and find out Cleveland is leading the American League 
East. Texas is playing .500 ball, and Houston and San Eta~cisco 
are atop the National League West. We find it more interesting ' 
when cellar-dwe.Ue_rs rise to the top ... According to the May · 
2 issue of USA Today, the Boston Red Sox are the most difficult 
team to strikeout, averaging only 3.26 Ks per game. Kansas 
city, the ·second place team, is averaging 4.73 strikeouts per 
game. All we have to say about this is wait .until August and 
theri show us these figures. Knowing the Sox, · the figures may 
be drastically different. 
. . 
The UNH Women's Athletic Department has announced 
the athletes -nomiaated for 1986 woman athlete-of-the-year 
honors. Winners will be honored at the spring awards reception 
to be held May 12~ in -the Gr~nit~ State Room of the MUB. 
One team s·port athletes, and one individual sport athletes 
will receive an award. Team sport nominations for 1986 include: 
Margie Arnold, soccer; Kris Kinney, basketball; Barb Marois, 
lacrosse; Cathy Narsiff, ice hockey; and Sandy Vander-Heyden, 
field hockey. Individual sport nominees are Pam J3irsinger, 
swimming; Patty Converse, gymnastics; Patti Martin, cross 
country and track; Pennie McEdward, cross countr'y skiing; -
Jill Sckels, alpine skiing; and Chtis Stanton, tennis. 
Additional awards will also be presented at the reception, 
including the inaugura! Jane Blalock Rookie-Of-The-Year 
, A ward, named in hon9r of pro golfer Jane Blalock of Portsrpouth, 
an ardent supporter of UNH women's athletics . . Guest speaker 
will be UNH graduate and trustee Mary Louise Hancock, who 
recently was awarded the Susan B. Anthony Award. The UNH 
Department of Women's Athletics invites athletes, parents, 
and _friends of the program to attend ... Congratulations to 
. the men's and women's lax teams once again. 
.Answer to last week's trivia: Rawlings 
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Men's lax squad looking to ·N.CAA'sU .. 
By Marla G. Smith , 
The men's lacrosse team flew 
past Dartmouth 14--5, Wednes-
day, to complete their regular 
season with a 9-3 record. 
The Wi1dcat's NCAA tour-
nament action will be com7 
firmed on Snnday. According . 
to senior defenseman Steve 
Zamojski, ;,Now it's gravy. We 
have to wait for the seedings. 
· We're 99 percent sure we're in 
the tournamenr:·• 
Head ·coach Ted Garber says, 
"1t was a wet and slippery day. 
We had to ·outplay Dartmouth 
and we did." · · 
· 'The men are eager to put the-
division pJay behind them and 
look to the future. 'Tm glad the 
Dartmouth game is bver,'' says 
senior Tom Arrix. "A lot of 
anxiety and tension carried over 
from Saturday's Army game 
through to Wednesday's game. 
We kept believing in ourselves." 
. ' . 
Junior midfielder Seth Wor-· 
cester agrees" "It was a tough 
game to get up for, especially " 
after six straight tough games. 
, We didn't gedired up at all.for 
Dartmouth.''. · 
UNH led the· first qua-~ter3-
l, after goals from Mike McCaf-
frey, and two unassisted goals 
by Barry Fraser. ,·. 
Holding- tightly,,to the lead 
in the second quarter, goals by 
Arrix, Brendan ,O'1.3rie!} and an· 
unassisted one by Worcester 
moved the Wilcats to a 6-:. 1 lead 
over the Dartmouth Indians. 
"We came but and got the job 
done," says junior defenseman 
Mike Lovuolo. 
The Wildcats returned in the · 
third quarter to stay on top of 
Dartmouth. O'Brien, with an 
as,sist by Fraser, scored the first 
goal at 1 :26. . 
McCaffrey hit a streak at 4:54 
with a goal assisted by Tom 
Snow. At 7:02 McCaffrey assist-
ed Fraser on a goal. The defense 
scrambled for the ball, once 
again helping Snow assist 
, UNH's Barry Fraser flies toward the 'Dartmouth goal ·in Wednesday's · 14-5 Wildcat victory; Fraser and the rest of ~}:le l~crosse- . 
. team are hoping for an NCAA berth.(Marla G. Sniith photo) · . ~-,- : ·· " . · · . '· · 
·McCaffrey at 9:04 in the third The m~n's lacrosse team wili 
quarter. Dartmouth scored once, play its first tournament game 
moving the score _to 10-3, 'Cats. on Wednesday, Mafl4, if they 
UNH shut out D_artmouth in make the playoff cuts . Fall~pg 
the fourth quarter with .goals ill' the middle of final e~ams, 
by Arrix, Fras·er, Kevin Grow- the team w·i11 .also face chal- . 
ney, and Brian Quirk. leng~s 1in the classrooms·. 
UNH goalie Andy Soma "I think everybody's grades 
made 11 saves in the first three will suffer a litrtle bit," says 
quarters: Junior Dave Applefeld Lovuolo. "But if people weren't 
replaced Soma in the fourth having furi, they wouldn't be 
quarter to help the defense stop doing it." · . 
Dartmouth_ by making six saves.. The UNH men's lacrosse 
The Wildcats scrambled for team has battled through many 
5 2 groundballs, compared to victories this season, but has 
Dartmouth's 26. The offense just begun to fight. 
outshot Dartmouth with 56 
attempted goals to Dartmouth's 
31. 
Four UNH seniors 
sign pr'o contracts 
By Paul Tolme 
There a.re four professional 
_football players enrolled at the 
University of New Hampshire 
right now, no thanks to the NFL 
draft. Tailback Andre Garron 
has signed a free .agent contract 
with the Kansa_s City Chiefs, 
center Paul Dufault with the 
New York Giants, tight -end 
Tom Flanagan with the Denver 
Broncos and defensive tackle 
Brian O'Neil with t_he Eos 
Angeles Raiders. · 
Four signers is the most 
UNH has ever had from a senior 
dass. Flanagan and O'Neil are 
otrt' West at this very_ moment, 
worki,ng out the conditions of 
their contracts. All four will 
report to training camps in mid~ 
July. · 
. ' ' 
· But women's teamHets hit in Temple 
. And Paul Dufault, the only 
one available for comment, is 
a very happy man. "It feels great, 
I'm real!y excited," says Dufault, 
who thinks his chances of mak-
ing the Giants' roster are very 
good. Dufault is 6~4, weighs 270, • 
Despite some high-flyip.g play this season, the wom~n's lacrosse team .remained grounded 
against Temple.on Wednesday.(Marla G. Smith photo)~ · · 
By Rick Kamper~al benche·s 465 pounds, ·and won 
. . . The UNH women's ·lacrosse • a belly-flop compet,ition in Fort 
season :c·ame to a disappointing Lauderdale this past .spriQ.\g 
end Wednesday, as they lost to break. Of course he'll make the 
Temple, 8-5, in the first roµnd Giants. 
of the NCAA tournament in "They have three centers 
.Philadelphia. · trying out," says Dufault of New 
. . Temple opened up the second York, which is why he chose it 
half bys-coring five unanswered over SeattJe, Dallas, .and New 
goals as. Amy Cumm_ings and Orleans; other teams he has 
. Tracy Barrett wreaked havoc considered. 
in front of the UNH net. Cum- . Flanagan, a 672, 225 pound 
mings s_cpred three goals -and, tight end and excellent blocker, 
. Barrett. two as they ~ombined · chose the Mlle High City be~ 
tci hammer the nail into the cause the Broncos are looking 
Wildrats' coffin. for depth at his position, and 
UNH, as they had again.st plan to keep four of the eight 
James Madison in Sh_e ECACs ~ryouts. "Tom would fit-in nicely 
came out very slowly at the start. with Denver's offense,". says . 
"We came out really sluggishly," -• football Head Coach Bill Bowes. 
lamented goalie Cathy Narsiff, Three time All-Yankee -Con-
, "We just weren ' t connecting ference running back Andre 
with our passes during the Garron apparently made a gopd 
whole game." Despite the Wild..: decision in choosing the Chiefs, 
cats' sloppiness, they somehow as-they drafted only one back, 
m~naged to hold a one,-goal lead I and need help at that position 
at the--intermission. according to Bowes . 
The Owls started the scoring . Of the four,. O'Neil has the 
at 2:04 of the first half as most work to do, since the 
Kathleen Harte drilled one in · Raiders wish to move him from 
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